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ABSTRACT
In the Victorian novels of this study,

Coincidence

and Class in the Victorian Novel, coincidence is an
unacknowledged paradigm for class mobility.

Its role for

the most

part unremarked, coincidence moves money and

property

into the hands of the protagonist, allowing

transition between classes to take place.

the

In Charlotte

Bronte's

Jane Eyre and Villette, and Wilkie Collins'

Woman in

White, coincidence is a paradox in that it

The

accomplishes two very different ends, resolution and
conflict, simultaneously.

As a narrative device,

coincidence camouflages narrative gaps, arranging
resolution within the text by allowing improved class
position; as a narrative strategy, it conversely exposes
contextual, social conflicts, forcing an acausal,
ideologically-conforming resolution that demonstrates the
unlikelihood of self-determination by a bourgeois
protagonist.
In these novels, coincidence is variously encoded
with imperialism, ethnocentrism, and patriarchy, all of
which serve to establish the nationalistic model by which
the protagonists are measured.

Rather than challenging

the unlikely interference of a benevolent Providence that

iv
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involves itself in human events, these novels have
coincidence serve as a catalyst for narrative events that
reinforce British nationalism and its existing class
system.
As a strategy of authority and class reinforcement,
coincidence ideologically compromises the nineteenthcentury novels since property and money, often obtained in
ethnocentric/imperial efforts that feed the nation, are
filtered back into society so as to uphold hierarchical
divisions of class associated more closely with pre
industrial, two-tiered society— aristocracy and non
aristocracy— than with the bourgeois myth of an everbroadening, accessible ruling-class.

Lower-class

bourgeois ideals and the integrity of the bourgeois novel
as a vehicle for the independent protagonist who earns a
position in the ruling class, or who earns the right to
self-determination, are threatened, as the middle-class
protagonist is incorporated into, and feels justified in
achieving, a position in the landed gentry.

v
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CHAPTER 1
COINCIDENCE, TRADITION, AND CLASS TRANSITION

In the Victorian novels of this study, coincidence is
an unacknowledged paradigm for the movement between
classes: its role in the process,

for the most part,

unremarked, coincidence moves money and property into the
hands of the protagonist, allowing the transition between
classes to take place.

In these texts, coincidence is a

paradox in that it accomplishes two very different ends,
resolution and conflict, simultaneously.

As a narrative

device, coincidence camouflages narrative gaps, arranging
resolution within the text by bringing the possibility of
improved class position before the protagonist; as a
narrative strategy,
social conflicts,

it conversely exposes contextual,

forcing an acausal, ideologically-

conforming resolution that demonstrates the unlikelihood
of a self-determined resolution by a protagonist.
Coincidences in fiction are verisimilar to events in
life and logically should not be considered aberrations
interruptive to a narrative's causative integrity.
However unrealistic they seem to us when they orchestrate
events in fiction, coincidences do happen.

We have

probably all experienced odd coincidences that have

1
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remained unexplained and unexplainable according to rules
of cause and effect by which we, and the world as we
comprehend it, operate.

A loosely Jungian approach to

such coincidences would be for us to accept that parallel
worlds exist, with different possibilities for our self
narratives, and that sometimes one of those other worlds
touches the one in which we have prosaically planted our
feet.1
If we dismiss physical causality or reduce its
primacy as our operating principle, however, we usually
invest some force outside of ourselves, outside of our
sight, with the ability and the desire to direct the
intersecting of the world we understand to be real and a
world we imagine may be parallel to ours.

Our foreparents

have called, and have taught us to call, such a
manipulative force fortune, destiny, fate, providence,
nature, gods, or a deity aliased variously as Allah, God,
Jehovah, Buddha, among others.

What we have come to call

coincidence is the instrument that conjoins seemingly
‘Jean Shinoda Bolen, M.D. The Tao of Psychology:
Synchronicity and the Self (San Francisco: Harper & Row,
1979). As Dr. Bolen explains Jung's philosophy, psychic
worlds and physical worlds connect with one another, with
the synchronicity given meaning by the human participant.
The manifestations of the psychic desire of an individual
transcend the boundary between the psychic and physical
worlds as synchronous events.
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3
disconnected events, or narratives, or people, bringing
about an improbable change in the life of the individual
that seems ordained by that higher power, whatever we
choose to call it.
These aspects of coincidence— the acausality, the
inexplicability,

the improbability, the parallelism, the

other-worldly power— invest the use of the device in
fiction with apparent aberrance.

For a succinct, working

definition of literary coincidence,

I look to Thomas

Vargish:
A coincidence in its basic meaning is merely the
concurrence or juxtaposition in time and space
of two or more events or circumstances. . . .
But coincidence in its common and most important
literary use carries with it an element of
surprise or astonishment that derives from the
lack of apparent causal connection.
We do not
know what brought the events or circumstances to
concurrence, and our ignorance allows us to be
surprised.
The degree of our astonishment
depends upon our sense of probability, our
awareness of what is more or less likely to
occur.2
As the simultaneous, conjunctive occurrence of two
unconnected events, coincidence forces its way into the
causal chain when it effects social changes for the
protagonist.

The characteristic structure of coincidence

in a novel is that an obscured (secondary) narrative,
2Thomas Vargish, The Providential Aesthetic in Victorian
Fiction (Charlottesville: U P of Virginia, 1985) 7.
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running parallel but non-contingent to the explicit
(primary) narrative, veers to intersect it in such a way
as to direct or influence its course.

In Jungian fashion,

the psychic manifestation of the protagonist's need or
desire or fear becomes concretized as a event in the
physical world, and the protagonist makes sense of it by
giving credit to an outside power.

This is because,

Marie-Louise Von Franz tells us, Western thought, which
has generally dogmatically held that "only physical causes
have physical effects and physic causes psychological
effects," cannot easily accommodate the classic Chinese
assumption that psychological events and physical events
meet in a field of time without having to be in a linearcausation temporality.3
My reading of coincidence's disruptions can itself be
traced a posteriori to my privileging of narrative
continuity.

My assumptions about the integral contract of

narrative continuity and temporal/spatial, linear
probability are indebted to the childhood stories— with
their beginnings, middles,

and ends— that, Peter Brooks

says, begin our narrative education and form the basis of

fyarie-Louise Von Franz, On Divination and Synchronicity:
The Psychology of Meaningful Chance (Toronto: Inner City
Books, 1980) 9, 7-9.
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our understanding of fiction.4

These assumptions ground

traditional novel-theory, and traditional-novel theory.
Michael McKeon's generic history,

The Origins of the

English Novel: 1600-1740, posits the novel's defining
characteristic as narrative continuity, which he
theoretically proves by following his own narrative
continuity: while disclaiming his ability to determine the
precise "origins" of the genre, McKeon traces the
precursory strains of the novel's narrative emphasis in
literature from the thirteenth century to the first half
of the eighteenth century.5

McKeon's book is an

historical preface to the genre's chronological
development as Ian Watt tracks it in the eighteenth
century,6 and both critical texts rely on certain
assumptions: first,

in tracing development,

they ground

their work in natural laws of geographical and temporal
linearity; they correlate narrative continuity with
realism; they associate social history with the genre's

4Peter Brooks, Reading for the Plot: Design and Intention in
Narrative (Cambridge: Harvard U P , 1992) 3.
Michael McKeon, The Origins of the English Novel: 1600-1740
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins U P, 1987).
6Ian Watt, The Rise of the Novel: Studies in Defoe,
Richardson, and Fielding (Berkeley: U of California P,
1957) .
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history.7

I admit to these same assumptions, recognizing,

however, that I read the breaks in continuity and the
disruptions to the narrative as the most intriguing
elements of plot, and the adaptations/ developments of the
novel form as the most intriguing aspect of the genre.
Coincidence as an aberrant, acausal narrative device
that we find almost impossible to accommodate
philosophically came to my attention when I enrolled in
two seemingly disparate graduate seminars, one on post
colonial literature and one on British Victorian novels.
In the one seminar,

I was reading Petals of Blood, a novel

by Kenyan writer Ngugi wa Thiong'o in which a set of
striking coincidences occurs.9

On their arduous journey

across the Kenyan countryside, the protagonists, bent on
social/political revolution, meet along the way three
people guilty of having inflicted mental and physical
injury on the reformers.

These antagonists continue to

stand in the way of progress for the main characters, who

?McKeon labels such associations between the environment and
the genre "historical coincidence" (2), even while
following the same methodology as Watt, and he questions
some of Watt's conclusions, indeed, some of the historical
premises on which Watt bases his theory, but I do not in
this study revisit that argument.
8Ngugi wa Thiong'o,
1977) .

Petals of Blood (London: Heinemann,
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suffer various further defeats.

No great wealth is

inherited; no grand family of ancient name is
rediscovered; the improbable coincidental reassociations
of the protagonists with their nemeses seem to serve
little purpose but to further thematically the
lucklessness of unsuccessful revolutionaries.9
The coincidences in Petals reflect a recurring theme
in Ngugi's post-colonial resistance literature,

that of

the unempowered colonized class's struggle against the
dominant and oppressive colonial and neo-colonial powers:
that coincidence does not serve the oppressed's needs
challenges the beneficial

tradition of the device as much

as Ngugi's themes do the tradition of colonial
oppression.10

My immediate negative reaction to the use

of coincidence in Petals of Blood mirrored the response of
other members of the post-colonial seminar: coincidences
are ill-suited for a modern novel.

Particularly,

it

seems, the coincidences "felt funny," certainly did not

9Non-beneficial coincidences almost always are thought of as
"bad luck" while beneficial ones are "providential."
l0See G. D. Killam, An Introduction to the Writings of Ngugi
(London: Heinemann, 1980) for an understanding of Ngugi's
revolt, by way of such means as language, literature, and
religion, against the colonial mentality still evident in
the exploitation of the Kenyan masses by the neo-colonial
alliance of foreigners and self-serving Africans.
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feel realistic, or revealed a "lame" authorial strategy
for orchestrating the characters' downfalls.
I began to wonder if it is a modern existentialism
that discounts a manipulative device such as coincidence.
Perhaps it is not only that coincidence does not fit in a
modern novel because modern narrative is concerned
primarily with the psychology of its characters, but also,
the belief that a higher power manipulates events for our
benefit is not an easily accepted notion in a twentiethcentury, global society premised fatalistically on the
very real annihilation-factor of world wars.

But why is

it, I wondered, that a novel should not be allowed its
coincidence, which replicates in plot an often-documented,
real phenomenon?

Why also do we usually read coincidence

as an anachronism, a device we will accept in a novel from
the 1700's or even the 1800's but not one 1900‘s?
Our critical distaste for the device of acausal
fictional coincidence is not, however,

reserved solely for

modern and/or post-colonial novels such as Petals of
Blood, as I discovered in the British Victorian literature
seminar.

The participants in this seminar laughingly

dismissed Jane Eyre's improbable, traditional
coincidences, which are strikingly similar in structure,
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though not in result, to the ones in Petals of Blood.

In

Charlotte Bronte's novel, the eponymous heroine's trek
across England's countryside drops her serendipitously
into the lap of a family of which she and we are
completely unaware, and the heroine, who is an orphan and
a governess, consequently inherits great wealth, which she
shares with her newly-discovered, class-privileged
cousins.

With this providentially-acquired inheritance,

Jane also establishes personal independence,

from which

vantage point she returns to her gentry-class former
fiance.

Jane Eyre is a middle-class, bourgeois Victorian

novel in which coincidence paradoxically camouflages the
issues of personal achievement and class advancement by
giving them to Jane.
What is the function of novelistic coincidence beyond
ics obvious purpose, which is to make connections and
force closure for the protagonist's story?

In one of the

few critical treatments of coincidence in Victorian
novels, David Goldknopf describes coincidence as a device
that reveals the theological doctrines of the Victorians;
the critic believes coincidence is chosen by the novel
writer "to make God a character in the novel" of the early
Victorian period, and in the later Victorian period, to
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suggest the "unresolved psychological crisis beneath the
secularization of man's fate."11

Goldknopf underscores

the acausality of the device at the same time he insists
that coincidence is a "fact of life";12 however, the
critic questions its narrative significance, arguing that
"even in a realistic novel, plot is an ideal in the
Platonic sense: the presumptive form trying to extricate
itself from life's messy circumstantiality."13

The

necessary imposition of narrative structure, he seems to
be saying, permits narrative liberties with realistic
causation.
Another critic, one who anticipates Goldknopf's
argument about authorial intention by, in effect,

"making

an author God in his/her novel" is Robert Caserio, who
subordinates the story (the events to be arranged)

to the

ways of telling the story (the arrangement of events into
a specific ordered plot).14

Caserio calls attention to

coincidence as the author's method of answering the

"David Goldknopf, The Life of the Novel
Chicago, 1972) 164, 175.

(Chicago: U of

l2Ibid., 165.
l3Ibid., 167.
"Robert Caserio, Plot, Story, and the Novel
Princeton UP, 1979).

(Princeton:
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Victorian era's secular humanistic questions.
Dickens and George Eliot,

In Charles

for example, Caserio sees a

relation of narrative reason and its moral discriminations
to significant and willful human action, and supposes that
the novelists use coincidence to further that relation and
advance human connections and interrelations as the most
important aspects of life: Dickens overuses coincidence to
exaggerate social interweaving; Eliot makes coincidence
the result of someone's choice, with its ramifications
nevertheless ambiguous.15

Goldknopf's and Caserio's

individualistic criticisms support my ideologicallyfocused reading that the nineteenth-century confrontation-theology versus scientific

(secular) determinism—

presents itself in the tensions the Victorian novel's
seemingly anachronistic project of using coincidence to
resolve its plots.
I call coincidence "seemingly anachronistic" because
I want to build on Vargish's claim that "apprehension of
an active providence in the human world has ceased to be a
vital intellectual resource for most people who read
Victorian novels and that as an assumption about the world
it has become anachronistic in relation to life outside of
I5Ibid., Chapter 4.
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books."16

Because our modern world does not credit an

active, benevolent omnipotence, we twentieth-century
readers see providence as anachronistic, or perhaps
"archaic" as Raymond Williams would say, an element of the
past to be observed and examined, even as this study is
self-consciously doing.17

But since his study focuses on

major Victorian fiction rather than the world in which we
now live, Vargish can continue,

"the assumption of a

providence at work in the fictional representation of
reality is neither monolithic nor opaque but richly
various, particularized, diverse," and studying providence
opens to view "its fundamental relation to major questions
of form and structure."18

Delving into the providential

aspects of Victorian fiction, Vargish solidly consolidates
coincidence with the religious and philosophical
Providential ethos, which he sees as a prerogative of
Victorian moral didacticism.19

I6Vargish 2.
l7Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature (Oxford: Oxford
U P, 1977) 122.
I8Vargish 2.
I9Vargish notes the critical disagreement over coincidence as
a providential tool. He cites Goldknopf's The Life of the
Novel and John 0. Waller's "A Composite Anglo-Catholic
Concept of the Novel, 1841-1868," Bulletin of the New York
Public Library, 70 (1966); see Vargish, p. 9, nt. 8. Also,
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While Vargish establishes the outside parameter for
the providential aesthetic as the later Victorian novel,
using George Eliot's work as the secular,

fictional

breakpoint wherein narrative ceases to expose a moral
intention in the universe,

there is not an absolute point

at which coincidence ceases to hold sway as a providential
structure.20

Instead, any use of coincidence contains

within it an authority, ideological if no longer spiritual
or moral, imbued with the power previously, or even still
simultaneously, assigned to providence.
Not only do we look back on providence as
anachronistic because it is no longer in our working
vocabulary, we understand that providential coincidence in
literature is somewhat anachronistic in that it is what
Raymond Williams calls a "residual" form,

"effectively

formed in the past, but . . . still active in the cultural

Barbara Hardy, discussing Defoe, Bronte, Hardy, and Forster
in Chapter III of The Appropriate Form: An Essay on the
Novel (London: Athlone, 1964), praises their use of
Providence to reconcile theological dogma and realism; she
relies on a quotation she credits to Kathleen Tillotson
that "coincidence is the symbol of Providence," though such
a claim is not to be found in Tillotson's Novels of the
Eighteen-Forties (Oxford: Clarendon, 1954), as Vargish also
notes.
20Vargish projects the break further along in the century
than Goldknopf and Caserio, who both see a secular, nonprovidential attitude in Dickens.
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process, not only not at all as an element of the past,
but as an effective element of the present."21

The

residue, however, Williams reminds us, is vital to our
understanding of significant experiences such as
literature, which is formed by the dominant culture's
incorporation of the actively residual elements into it.
This selective tradition is necessary to making meaning by
connecting what was with what is.22
Conventionally,

in pre-Victorian fiction,

coincidence appears as a function of providential
dispensation, by which the protagonists of earlier novels
and romantic narratives gain or re-gain their positions in
the aristocracy.23

Writing about the social symbolism of

the narrative form, Arnold Kettle supposes that the
romance genre presents and promotes the closely-knit,
socially superior,

land-owner class.

The inexplicable

discovery through coincidence of a familial or class
connection or the development of a satisfactory economic
situation for the protagonist— who,

for example, in Lady

21Williams 122.
“ Ibid., 122-127.
“ See Arnold Kettle, An Introduction to the English Novel,
Volume I, (London: Hutchinson, 1951), on the romantic
versus the realistic elements of narratives prior to the
novel per se.
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Mary Wroth's Urania turns out to be high-born, a
dispossessed princess— meets the feudal/medieval/romantic
demand for maintenance of the aristocratic status quo.24
Plotting, using coincidence, is a method by which
romance writers, almost exclusively members of the
educated higher-class, demonstrate the providential
ordering that reinforced the right, the destiny of the
ruling class members to remain in their powerful class and
on the highest socio-economic stratum.

If we rely on the

texts to clue us, we will believe that the ruling class
was composed primarily of members beyond moral reproach
and predestined for success: in the novels and the
narratives previous to them,

it was understood, often

explicitly stated, that theological underpinnings and
moral prescripts upheld the morally superior protagonist,
propelling him/her to a justifiably high position, often
in improbable or non-rational fashion.

This casting of

the perfectly-moral character as deserving of high
position, or of belonging inherently to a "high class,"
not only reinforces the privilege reserved in the
theologically-dependent society for the predestined;
also reminds the characters who do not achieve upward

24Ibid., 30-32.
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mobility that they are not predestined for power and
position, therefore they are not morally acceptable
enough.

The mobility by coincidence buttresses the

difference between the haves and have-nots rather than
transcends it.
We can see the providential omnipotence as a residual
effect in many texts before the nineteenth century.

The

novel as a product of the middle class, in the eighteenth
century and even earlier in its embryonic forms, is trying
to break out of the tradition of authoritarian/theological
favor that reinforces the unshakable hierarchy of
aristocrats/others.

As Kettle puts it, the bourgeois

novelist, frustrated by feudal society, would have
revolted against its literary tradition because he
. . . felt no impulse to defend that society and
no sympathy with a literature designed to
recommend its values and conceal its
limitations.
On the contrary his every need and
instinct urged him to expose and undermine
feudal standards and sanctities.
Unlike the
feudal ruling class he did not feel himself
immediately threatened by revelations of the
truth about the world ana so he was not afraid
of realism.25
It is not so easy, however, as revolutionaries must admit
to themselves sooner or later, to win a battle against
authority and not be seduced in the victory into
“ ibid., 38.
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replicating the structures of the deposed authority.

The

novelist attempts to flesh out a new tradition, but often
achieves it using the literary skeleton of the previous
form.
Early examples of the non-aristocratic hero/ine
trying to make it on his/her own but benefitted by
coincidence that returns to its providentially-encoded
roots are Tom Jones and Moll Flanders.

Both are of

questionable parentage, bastards challenging the status
quo.

In one text, we can see coincidence reasserting the

rights of the aristocracy, by privileging the high-born
character with a return to his birth status, even if he is
illegitimate, and in the other text, we see coincidence
privileging a lower-class character with property and
money.
In Henry Fielding's Tom Jones (1749), the
picaro/protagonist wends his way around the countryside,
coincidentally meeting and almost consummating a sexual
relationship with his "mother" and variously otherwise
demonstrating his loose morals.

Then, when he proves

himself able to make the appropriate moral choice

(he

becomes a sexually-moral person— renounces his profligacy)
his narrative comes back full circle, with several
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coincidences bringing him back to the house from which he
had been earlier dismissed as a no-class vagabond.

Now he

is promoted as the morally acceptable heir to his
surrogate father, his deceased mother's brother.
unveiling as landed

Tom's

(if illegitimate) gentry is

accomplished by way of coincidences that reaffirm the
birthright of the aristocracy.
In Moll Flanders

(1722), Daniel Defoe introduces the

eponymous heroine as a lower-class woman of questionable
morals who benefits economically from a coincidence, but
only after the coincidence first entraps her in an
incestuous marriage immorally compounded with two
offspring.

After she takes a moral stand for her

children's sakes,
to England,

leaves her brother/husband and returns

she inherits land and money when the

inappropriate spouse dies.

By making her economic

improvement a reward for her behavior, coincidence glosses
it over, yet makes it obvious that it is not her ability
that is laudatory,
morality.

And,

but rather her finally improved

in a thematic iteration of a ubiquitous

gender discrimination,

she gains due to a man's benefice.

There is a tension between the two types of
coincidences, one pointing back to the aristocracy and one
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pointing forward to the bourgeoisie, that cannot be
completed alleviated, though it is somewhat resolved in
Tom Jones and Moll Flanders, by having the protagonist be
either high-born or low-born.

This tension is the tension

of providence, or fortune as dispensed by a higher power
that determines the destiny of the protagonist, based on
his/her adherence to prescribed behavior.

In the

Victorian texts of this study, we will see the tension
continuing to pull at those characters who, in moving
toward ownership of property as a sign of status, hope to
self-determine their destinies,

yet ultimately rely on a

coincidental dispensation of favor from an authority that
approves their actions.
We can best address generic plotting issues such as
coincidence if we read a novel as Peter Brooks proposes
for "the ways xn whxch the narrative texts themselves
appear to represent and reflect on their plots."26
Reading a text for what it represents itself to be rather
than what it fails to be does not require that we ignore
its inconsistencies;

instead, if we look at the

contradictions that coincidence poses, we will be reading
the text's ambiguities as Catherine Belsey challenges us
“Brooks xii.
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to do, through "the multiplicity and diversity of its
possible meanings,

its incompleteness, the omissions which

it displays but cannot describe, and above all its
contradictions."27

The representation of a conflicted

resolution situated in coincidence is the way perhaps that
these novels not only reflect on their ambiguous-class
plots, but in turn the way they reflect the ambiguousclass issues of their environments.
While acknowledging the Victorian novel's generic
connection to earlier (as well as later) novels,

I find it

unnecessary to classify a Victorian novel as primarily
romantic or realistic or anything else, based on the use
of coincidence.

We need to remember that a Victorian

novel can be an amalgamation of many genres, even if we
want to insist that coincidence is a primary identifying
element of any genre.
Gothic, realistic,

Indeed,

I see picaresque,

romantic,

social, and even modern elements, among

others, in many of the novels and in their coincidences.
I nevertheless examine the dissolution of the "realistic"

27Catherine Belsey, Critical Practice (London: Methuen, 1980)
109. Belsey's theoretical antecedent is Pierre Macherey: in
A Theory of Literary Production (London: Routledge, 1978),
Macherey challenges us to investigate the distance between
the situation of the text and its description and to
recognize as significant the opposition— the contradiction
of the intent of the text and its actuality.
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contract: not because narrative is anything other than an
obviously artificial representation of what could or does
actually happen, but, understanding that we should not
wholly credit a text with ever "being" real, we can still
think that our expectations of reasonable verisimilitude
will be met if the novel we read comes to us imputing to
be mimetically realistic— for example,

representing and

reflecting on its realism with character development,
causation,

simulated chronology, social issues, and

historical relevancies.
The style of structural criticism that demands we
examine what a text fails to be is less productive than
just accepting a text for what it is.

Brooks' approach to

the texts of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries relies
on a plot theory he predicates on the narrative tradition
of "moving forwardness," which he credits to early
nineteenth-century society's moving out from under sacred
myth, and to writers and readers using plots to organize
and understand their changing world.28
In Victorian novels, benevolent and seemingly
innocuous coincidence continues to borrow a residual
providential authority from its generic ancestors to

28Brooks xi-xiii.
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secure class transitions for the protagonists.

Presenting

transition within a narrative, the coincidence positions
itself as a strategy of ideological authority, with
continuity of its traditional

(theological privileging)

function translating into continuity of the dominant
ideology of landed-class entitlement still prevalent in
this period of direct bourgeois challenge to landed and
gendered enfranchisement.
Many critics laud the development of the novel within
the nineteenth century as an expression of the age, the
novel as Industrialism and social realism put to paper,
with a protagonist's quest for self-identity more likely
than not travelling a landscape scarred by the very real
nineteenth-century conflicts of philosophy,
politics, and science, among others.

theology,

These unresolved

conflicts would seem to thwart a novel's almost casual
assumption of a ubiquitous omnipotence always available to
administer coincidence, consequently destroying narrative
causality,

solely for the individual protagonist's

benefit.
I have limited my study of arbitrary, beneficial
coincidence in Victorian novels to three texts that span a
relatively short period of literary history beginning with
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the publication of Bronte's Jane Eyre in 1847, to the
publication of her Villette in 1854, to the publication of
Wilkie Collins'

The Woman in White in 1859-60.

In these

novels, coincidence stages the opportunity for the
protagonist, the governess/teacher, to acquire property
and power, or at least access them through marriage, and
achieve a transition between classes, in a period of
British history as concerned with land- and class-power
issues as any other documented moment in that nation's
existence.

I settled on these three novels because they

present monumental coincidences, unacknowledged within the
text, that drastically re-define the identities of the
protagonists, all of whom are examples of the governess
figure that Mary Poovey defines as class-anomalous.28

The

governess, neither gentlewoman nor servant, is yet both,
and also is a complex gender figure, "like the middieclass mother in the work she performed, but like both a
working-class woman and man in the wages she received,"
who collapses and thus confuses the gender boundaries.29

28Mary Poovey, Uneven Developments: The Ideological Work of
Gender in Mid-Victorian England (Chicago: U of Chicago P,
1988) 126-163. As I will discuss in Chapter 4, the drawing
master Walter Hartright is a teacher figure socially
aligned with the governess figure.
“ ibid., 127.
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My emphasis is on the transitions between classes as
opportuned by the coincidences, which serve the characters
according to each one's adherence to ideologicallydictated, gender prescripts.

In the novelistic tradition,

which privileges narrative continuity and spatial/temporal
causality, the power behind coincidence mandates with ease
a new chain of events that is not the logical or ethical
outcome of previous events.

In so doing,

it absolves

characters— Jane Eyre, Lucy Snowe, Walter Hartright— from
their responsibility for participating in unequal or
unjust social institutions, allowing them the opportunity
to move up and over the figurative bodies of the less
fortunate without having to recognize or acknowledge the
transition.
Rather than challenging the unlikely interference of
a benevolent Providence making meaning of human events,
these Victorian novels allow coincidence to serve in
camouflage as a catalyst for narrative events that
reinforce British nationalism and its existing class
system with its gender and race subcategories.
Alleviating the protagonist's dilemma about class-identity
dilemma through social promotion, coincidence silences the
question of class.
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Of the three novels of this study,

the first two

novels are "female" narratives and the third a "male"
narrative; yet I propose that all three texts rely on a
social reality of male privilege that informs the classing
of all the characters.

The specific uses of coincidence

in these plots dealing with the governess/teacher figure's
upward mobility prevent the novels from being read as
anything other than English-centered novels that embody
the class ambiguities of their gendered Victorian
environment.
Each of the three novels I discuss shows coincidence
functioning on a microcosmic scale as a tool of a British
nationalistic agenda otherwise played out globally.

In

Jane Eyre, imperialism is an obvious consideration in the
formation of Jane's identity; in Villette, Lucy identifies
herself using clearly ethnocentric terms;

in The Woman in

White, Walter cannot escape the gender advantage he holds
in a narrative deeply concerned with issues of patriarchy.
Of course, the coincidence in each novel does not
represent only the function I assign it in the separate
texts.

Imperialism, ethnocentrism, and patriarchy are

inextricably bound together and are irrevocably linked
with gender and race inequities that establish social
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classifications.

In the nineteenth century, at the same

time the British Empire was forcibly linking sometimes
reluctant foreign landscapes into a globe-encircling chain
of territories that served the domestic center, the
insular landscape was the site of class turmoil.
landscape itself is the prize,

The

for the issues of class

identity, political power through franchise, and personal
independence are centered in the ownership of real
property, of land itself.

I have posed the device as

singularly representative in each text— a different
structure foregrounded in each novel— only to isolate the
consistent motive of nationalistically-determined identity
in each of the coincidences.
In both of Bronte's texts, the narratives of the
female protagonists reveal their quests for mainstream
social- and self-identity.

Tony Tanner could be speaking

of Jane Eyre when he claims Villette is "a study in how a
human being attempts to constitute herself in a society
largely indifferent to her needs."30
concatenate the two texts.
explores the Bronte novels

Critics often

Frederick Karl,

for one,

(seven in all by three sisters)

using a contemporary psychoanalytical frame— he believes
30Tony Tanner, introduction, Villette, by Charlotte Bronte,
ed. Mark Lilly (London: Penguin, 1988) 10.
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the protagonists of the novels construct their "selves"
within and in opposition to the enclosures that constrict
them, but that ultimately their resolutions are not
outside of the Victorian mainstream.

Noting early

feminism in the fiction of the Bronte sisters, Karl says
their work
. . . ranged out into the most profane
conflicts, encompassing inner and outer,
individual and society, subject and object.
Their foreshadowing of several aspects of the
current struggle for women's rights was merely
one side of their awareness of the individual's
rights, or the individual's struggle for
identity.31
Karl recognizes, nevertheless, that the self is not always
individually created, or discovered, or allowed, but is
often a result of external pressures, as is evident when
Bronte's heroines "buckle under to a Victorian resolution
that disguises their unfilled hopes and aspirations, as
well as their elements of anarchy and passion."32

In Ruth

Parkin-Gounelas' more optimistic words, the plot in both
texts "functions to allow the central protagonist to
undergo a cataclysmic transformation in status— after a

3IFrederick Karl, "The Brontes: The Self Defined, Redefined,
and Refined," in The Victorian Experience: The Novelists,
ed. Richard A. Levine (Athens: Ohio U P, 1976) 124.
32Ibid., 128.
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series of carefully planned and strategically timed
developments.1,33
The quest for social/self-identity for the female
protagonist can be better traced if we conflate competing,
or at least opposite,
suggests.

critical viewpoints, as Cora Kaplan

Admiring both Mary Jacobus'

"The Buried Letter:

Feminism and Romanticism in Villette" and the chapter on
Villette in Judith Lowder Newton's Women, Power, and
Subversion: Social Strategies in British Fiction 17781860, Kaplan argues that their strikingly different
theories can be accommodated if we would read the split
representations of subjectivities without favoring the
psychological and imaginative self over the social and
political self, or vice versa.

Instead, she believes,

both psychological and social readings seem to be aiming
towards the same thing, the closing of the "splits that
characterize femininity— splits between reason and desire,

33Ruth Parkin-Gounelas, Fictions of the Female Self:
Charlotte Bronte, Olive Schreiner, Katherine Mansfield (New
York: St. Martin's, 1991) 55.
Parkin-Gounelas discounts
The Professor as inferior to these two texts because of
Bronte's unsuccessful male persona; even though it handles
material very similar to Villette's, Parkin-Gounelas
believes The Professor cannot be compared favorably to
Bronte's other delineations of the developing
underprivileged self because the male protagonist
Crimsworth must always be seen as privileged by "education
and patrilineal connections" (69) .
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autonomy and dependent security, psychic and social
identity."3'* She is promoting a theory that will explore
how the social and subjective selves can be seen as part
of the unified subjectivity for the character because both
selves are formed through the same unconscious processes.
As I discuss in Chapter 2, in Jane Eyre the female
character finds herself brought by coincidental
orchestrations to the intersection of personal
independence and social conformity.

Her "buckling under

to a Victorian resolution" is imminent.

Although she

decries being tyrannized or enslaved to the masculine
authority of John Reed or Edward Rochester, she does not
refuse to inherit imperialistically-implicated money,
almost certainly acquired at the expense of those who have
been tyrannized or enslaved, and she gladly fills a
spousal position previously held by cne West Indian Bertha
Mason.

Significant also is that, not only is she

benefitted by coincidence if she accepts coincidence's
ministrations passively, but also she will be rewarded by
being reacquainted with the class alignment from which she
has unfortunately fallen.

Jane is born into the gentry:

she is returned to that class, although no higher, because
^Cora Kaplan, Sea Changes: Essays on Culture and Feminism
(London: Verso, 1986) 147-176.
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she proves herself class-conscious and willing to conform.
She marries her hero and bears him a son, thus re
entering,

irrevocably,

the system, and having made no real

gain to her original social status.
Villette, I propose in Chapter 3, poses an
interesting inversion of the result of coincidence that,
even in its contrast, demonstrates the persistent and
pervasive ideological implications of coincidental
manipulation.

Whether or not Bronte intended to rewrite

her previous

novel and whether or not she achieved that

aim are only

important insofar as we can say that the plot

of Villette,

what Kate Millett calls "the first expression

of a feminine point of

view,"3-presents a reversal of

coincidental good fortune by allowing the opportunity for
Lucy Snowe to make a significant class recovery, but then
not enabling her class transition because she does not
constitute herself according to the British community's
standards: this refusal comes even though, as a British
citizen abroad, she pays lip service to the ethnocentrism
of the English community on foreign soil, a community
established by coincidence to delineate clearly the models
Lucy should follow.

3SKate Millett, Sexual Politics (New York: Avon,

1971) 139.
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Lucy is of similar status to Jane Eyre: Lucy is given
opportunity to be returned to that position, but her
insistence on personal independence derails coincidence's
benevolence.

Bronte situates coincidence's slight in an

unusual double-foil to Lucy: Graham and Paulina.

The

English gentleman Graham Bretton is of the same class as
Lucy, yet, as a man, he has received valuable education.
He proves himself as a successful doctor, and he also
proves himself a hero worthy of the heiress when he
rescues her from a stampeding crowd.

Graham embodies the

self-determining option Lucy would like to be allowed.
The heiress Paulina is the mature embodiment of the
prescriptive feminine attributes she aspired to as a
worshipful child at Graham's feet, and she now assumes the
role as the hero's bride that would traditionally be the
protagonist's, were she, Lucy, to be benefittea by
coincidence.36

Paulina's is a role, one of the very few,

that Lucy is allowed as a woman, but it is one she does
not live up to.

Through the coincidence,

the hero and the

heiress meet: they marry and have children, and the
^ e never learn exactly what Lucy's status had been, but the
text clues us: she is a god-daughter in the Bretton home,
and the positions she is offered— companion, teacher—
suggest that she is in that uncomfortable position of
penniless middle- or even gentry-class woman, not workingclass but not aristocracy.
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unmarried Lucy waits at the end of her narrative for her
foreign investor/fiance to return.

The coincidence does

not serve Lucy's interests, but the coincidence
nevertheless maintains its ideological purview.
In Chapter 4, I look at the ways in which The Woman
in White uses the same governess/teacher plot as Bronte
does in bothof the female narratives but is able
convert it to a tale of successful,
achievement.

to

because male,

Similarly to Jane Eyre and Villette,

in

Collins' novel the class-anomalous figure of the teacher,
who starts the story from a position of less-than-landedgentry, takes a teaching position in an environment where
a romantic attachment to someone of higher class is almost
inevitable, and struggles for self-identity within a
coincidentally-manipulated class-transition.

Walter is

the son of a

working man: his class transition ismore

radical than

Bronte's heroines, yet his options as a male

are much greater than the options of the females.

His

work, even if very similar to the educational function of
a governess, has a specific value, as is evident in his
inheritance of the connection from his father and also in
Walter's ability to sell his position.

Also, he can take

another job, earn money outside the home.

The women
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cannot, and the site of work— the home— for them as
governesses keeps their work unvalued, and keeps them on
call twenty-four hours a day just as a domestic or a
gentlewoman would be.
The options for Collins' male protagonist are very
different from Jane's and Lucy's, as the structure of the
coincidence itself previews.
the females,

Instead of receiving, as do

the intervention of coincidence at the moment

of physical or mental distress that marks a critical nadir
of identity for both— Jane when she collapses after her
flight from Thornfield and Lucy when she collapses on the
church steps— Walter is made aware of the mystery behind
an apparent coincidence that brings about Laura Fairlie's
collapse, her crisis of identity, and he takes the
opportunity offered to him as male hero, much like the
opportunity Graham has to rescue Paulina, to resolve the
mystery and recover Laura Fairlie's identity.

Walter is

not given money or property through the coincidences but
is instead given the opportunity to acquire those assets
through his masculine aid to a female in distress, a
female who has lost her identity in the playing out of the
coincidence.

He only has to renounce his feminine ways

and prove himself a man, and he will not be taken into the
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higher class, but will aggressively take over a position
in the landed class.
In all three texts, marriage and progeny,
patriarchally weighted,

indicate ideological favor.

The

wealthy Jane marries and has a son, both then incorporated
into the English primogenitive community.

Lucy is not

rewarded by coincidence, does not marry, and has no
progeny.

Walter marries Laura and produces a son, who

will be heir to Laura's family estate, which Walter has
recovered for her (and thus for his son).
Coincidence,

that benevolent device, becomes the

means to an ideologically-encoded end in these novels
about the governess/teacher figure being presented with a
camouflaged social advancement.

As a narrative structure

that allows for opportunities for the protagonist,
coincidence promotes the idea of the individual and a
quest for self-identity, while at the same time it
replicates the ideological chain of command that denies
the very same individual and self in favor of conformity
to social prescripts and the formulaic national identity.
My examination of coincidence as evidence of the
social environment and its ideological formation narrows
and redefines generic considerations exploring a perhaps
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underinvestigated aspect of narration: the use of a single
strategy that replicates or serves, variously, ideological
social constructs.

This approach, I hope, shows how the

strategies of authority, which become strategies of
containment when applied to class struggle, can be
ubiquitous and, even if recognizable, inescapable for
those living within a given historical moment, even those
working for, hoping for, dreaming for, social, political,
and economic changes.
As this study proves, coincidence is not innocuous
even when benevolent,

for it opens up a thematic conflict

in Victorian novels.

In its association with seemingly

anachronistic providence, coincidence suggests a
romantically non-rational rather than a realistically
rational mode of narrative transition, denying the
protagonist the opportunity to earn position or property,
instead giving the position or property to the
protagonist.
As a strategy of authority and of class
reinforcement, coincidence ideologically compromises the
nineteenth-century novels since property and money, often
obtained in imperial endeavors that feed the nation, are
filtered back into the higher levels of society so as to
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uphold hierarchical divisions of class associated more
closely with pre-industrial, two-tiered society—
aristocracy and non-aristocracy— than with the bourgeois
myth of an ever-broadening, accessible ruling-class.
Bourgeois ideals and the integrity of the bourgeois novel
as a vehicle for the independent protagonist who earns a
position in the ruling class, or who earns the right to
self-determination, are compromised, as the middle-class
protagonist is incorporated into, and feels justified in
achieving, a position in the landed gentry.
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CHAPTER 2
GIVEN A PLACE IN THE SUN:
JANE EYRE AND THE IMPERIALISTIC STRATEGY OF COINCIDENCE
"You are like a murderer— you are like a slave-driver— you
are like the Roman emperors!”1 — Jane to John Reed
"I'll not stand you an inch in the stead of a seraglio," I
said: "so don't consider me an equivalent for one" (297).
— Jane to Rochester
"I told you I am independent, sir, as well as rich: I am
my own mistress" (459). — Jane to Rochester
When,

in Bronte's Jane Eyre, the child Jane expresses

aloud for the first time the comparison of her cousin John
to a tyrant, she relegates herself to the position of
unwilling slave and victim.

When punished for her rude

similes and her ferocious self-defense by imprisonment in
the red-room,

she resists, she says, "like any other rebel

slave"

Later at Thornfield, after agreeing to marry

(44).

Rochester,

the barely self-sufficient,

newly-affianced

Jane refuses to play a slave or a harem inmate in
Rochester's seraglio, this after she has written to her
newly-discovered Madeiran uncle in hopes of a monetary
competence that would remove her from metaphorical
slavery, that is, what critic Huang Mei calls the
economically disfavored "situation of a propertyless

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre (New York: Penguin, 1985). All
further references to this novel are noted in the text.
37
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woman."2

Rochester bows to her defiance of his largesse,

but promises that her control will be brief:

"It is your

time now, little tyrant, but it will be mine presently;
and when once I have fairly seized you, to have and to
hold, I'll just— figuratively speaking— attach you to a
chain like this"
marriage.

(299), thus taking control of her in

The watch-chain maintains its association with

control to the end of the novel when Jane, independent,
wealthy, her own mistress, agrees for the second time to
marry a now-blind Rochester.

She teases him, refusing to

respond to his demands for a wedding date by talking about
the weather and the late hour: "Let me look at your watch"
(470), she says.

He hands it over, telling her to fasten

it on her girdle as he has no further use for it.

In

effect, possession of the watch gives her control of time,
and she, perhaps also symbolically, controls space when
she domesticates Ferndean,3 but, more particularly

2Huang Mei, Transforming the Cinderella Dream: From Frances
Burney to Charlotte Bronte (New Brunswick: Rutgers U P,
1990) 109.
3Tony Tanner, "Passion, Narrative and Identity in Wuthering
Heights and Jane Eyre. In Victorian Fiction, ed. Harold
Bloom (New York: Chelsea, 1989) 235. Tanner sees a shift
in power in that Jane controls time with possession of the
watch, and also that Jane controls space by possessing
Rochester's house, Ferndean.
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important to Jane's developing independence,

in this

moment of Rochester's relinquishing control of the watch,
he gives over to Jane the very image that he has sworn she
will replace on the end of his watch-chain, thereby giving
her control of herself.
Both Jane's defiance— her refusal to be controlled by
either her relatives or her fiance— and the symbolic
transference of control embedded in the image of the
watch-chain suggest that we read Jane Eyre as an
autobiography of an independent woman.

Jane's progression

from powerless subservience to empowered independence,
though an obvious theme in the novel, does not, however,
establish Jane Eyre as the text of feminist or class
rebellion that many readers have claimed it to be because,
as we will see, Jane does not earn her own way and perhaps
does not retain control of the symbolic watch on the
chain.
Two major coincidences in this novel, both complicit
with imperialism, bring the vocal, individualistic,
feminist-sounding Jane around to the acceptance of a
middle-class pater familias, ultimately remedying Jane's
exclusion from a familial situation in which she would
have been assured of social progress because she would
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have been marketed by such a paternal figure.4

Both

coincidences— the Madeiran connection of Richard Mason to
John Eyre and the discovery of Jane's family at Moor
House— depend on a male rescuer who restores to Jane her
identity as a socially privileged member of the rulingclass hierarchy,

resolving what Susan Fraiman calls the

"uncertainty about

[Jane's] class status," inherited with

her parents' socially ambiguous positions and contingent
as well on Jane's being an orphan who more often finds
herself within the servants' quarters, and more
comfortable with them, than with her adoptive family.5
Moving up and out of servitude and into a rulingclass stratum is one quest in Jane's narrative.

Frederick

Karl makes the case that as a female narrative Jane Eyre
fits loosely into the group of apprenticeship novels that
includes David Copperfieid, Pendennis, Great Expectations,
among others; and as the heroine of the piece, Jane must
make it through an ordeal before she gains her reward,

4Marxist Feminist Literature Collective.
"Women's Writing:
'Jane Eyre,' 'Shirley,' 'Villette,' 'Aurora Leigh.'"
Ideology & Consciousness 3 (1978 Spring) 32-33.
I use the
term pater familias throughout my study to designate the
male figure of authority who is expected to negotiate a
domestic settlement for his female ward.
5Susan Fraiman, Unbecoming Women: British Women Writers and
the Novel of Development (New York: Columbia U P, 1993)
616.
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Rochester.6

Although some of the novels Karl discusses

legitimately may be considered typical of the
Bildungsroman genre, I do not classify the novels of my
study as such because the protagonists do not
significantly develop self-determined identities.

Rather,

in the particular novels I discuss, coincidence
orchestrates events that serve to reinforce their inherent
identities and promote their identities as part of the
larger community of socially-assimilated,

gender-

prescribed middle-class.7
Jane is an atypical apprentice hero/ine in that her
gender limits her in ways it does not limit the male
protagonists of the apprenticeship novels.

Frederick Karl

explains:
As a woman in a restrictive society, she can
develop only within severe limitations.
Her
decisions must, perforce, be few, and they must
also be conclusive, for within such restriction
there are few chances for her to resolve a bad
choice. . . .
Within the terms of her limited
apprenticeship, Jane Eyre suffers all the

6Frederick Karl, An Age of Fiction: The Nineteenth Century
British Novel (New York: Farrar, 1964) 91-103.
7Philip Momberger reads Jane Eyre as a Bildungsroman, with
Jane successful because she "find[s] a place in the world"
and fulfills a "quest for self-realization" (355).
See
"Self and World in the Works of Charlotte Bronte," English
Literary History 32 (1965): 349-369.
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indignities of her "low" position,
both class and money."8

in terms of

As a governess/wage-earner, working at what Jane herself
calls "slaving among strangers"

(413), Jane is situated in

what Eagleton sees as the highly unstable space between
"the conflicting ideologies of conservative gentry and
progressive bourgeoisie";9 as Fraiman notes, citing and
building on a store of recent, vital criticism of class
and/or gender issues in Jane Eyre, the restrictions on
Jane arise from the class-disruptive tension in Jane's
socially ambiguous position between the working-poor and
the propertied classes,
Eagleton overlooks,

and from what Fraiman says

the issues of gender that make

progress less likely, and very limited, for a female
protagonist.10
Jane's economic success, her independence from
servitude, comes from colonial funds arriving via a
coincidental route; as she is incorporated into the

8Karl, 96.
For a variation, see also Barry Qualls, Secular
Pilgrims. Qualls sees Jane as a guestor not limited by
gender, masculinized as a successful pilgrim who becomes
"Christian . . . Everyman . . . not Christiana" (68).
9Terry Eagleton, Myths of Power: A Marxist Study of the
Bront§s (New York: Barnes & Noble, 1975) 11.
See also
Poovey, 126-163.
10Fraiman 99-120.
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authoritarian, patriarchal,

"rigidly stratified"11 system

that she has railed against, yet aspired to, throughout
the novel, her success depends on those coincidentallymanipulated colonial funds.

Her incorporation back into

the higher class, as it disassociates her from the lower
class, denies bourgeois and female self-determination
because it is achieved through the colonial inheritance,
doubly acquired for her by a male relative, first by her
uncle John Eyre, then by her last remaining male relative,
her cousin St. John Eyre Rivers.

St. John reads her "real

identity" on the margin of her drawing pad— this placement
of her name reinforces that as a woman, her identity is
marginal.
Actually bearing as a middle name the surname of his
and Jane's mutual grandfather, St. John is the patronymic
designate expected as the male authority figure to find
his cousin when she goes missing, to trace Jane's story
and her life and bring her and her inheritance together.
Her narrative of overcoming class and gender exclusion by
way of coincidental manipulation is overwritten on a
palimpsest inadequately erased of its patriarchal subtext,
and Jane serves at the end not as a figure of rebellion
uMomberger 350.
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against the status quo but as a economically-favored
figure of assimilation into it.
The coincidentally-manipulated favor for Jane is one
reason why, even while much of the critical reaction
greeting Jane Eyre's publication was complimentary, with
many responses echoing George Lewes' appreciation of the
novel's "reality— deep, significant reality"

(84), the

reviews, important in revealing widely-held attitudes
towards political,

religious, or economic standards,12

also remind us that Jane's narrative does not always
follow the generic prescript for realism in novels.
of the responses,

Many

for instance, remark on the

improbabilities of the plot as a narrative flaw.13

Lewes

himself labels as defective improbability "the wanderings
of Jane when she quits Thornfield,"I4 while H. F. Chorley
credits the "power in this novel" with making him
"overlook certain eccentricities in the invention, which

12My presumption that critical reviews expose widely-held
standards is based on the body of historical criticism
that establishes a middle-classed commonality among
writers, readers, and reviewers.
13For a different view of the critical response, see
Tillotson, who claims that Jane Eyre did not receive
negative criticism for breaches of literary convention.
14Miriam Allott, The Brontes: The Critical Heritage (London:
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1974) 85. All contemporary
(nineteenth-century) reviews are taken from Allott.
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trench in one or two places on what is improbable,
unpleasant."15

if not

Even Eugene Forgade, in an otherwise

glowing review, takes Bronte to task for her plot: "I
cannot understand why she should have thought she needed
to have such complicated and disjointed incidents, often
improbably linked . . . the author of Jane Eyre had quite
enough talent to create a complete and irreproachable
work."16

In reproaching the improbabilities of the plot,

Bronte's contemporaries acknowledge Victorian assumptions
about novel form, particularly assumptions of linear
causation: the critical standard called for probability,
whatever that term may have meant to a Victorian reader.
For the most part, the text "represents and reflects
upon itself"17 as linear: initially we can conventionalize
Jane's story as a realistically-styled fictive narrative,
a female protagonist's personal and chronological
development disclosed in an objectively-distanced
narration.

The passage of time and Jane's belief in her

own intellectual development are immediately clear even
though she is reticent about the chronology.

Though Jane

15In Allott, p. 71.
See other reviews concerning the plot
on pp. 74, 88, 97, 100, 105.
16Ibid., 103.
17Brooks xii.
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describes her childhood thoughts to be "like all the half
comprehended notions that float dim through children's
brains"

(40), her claim, from the distance of

retrospection, is this: "I could not [then] answer the
ceaseless inward guestion— why I suffered: now at the
distance of— I will not say how many years, I see it
clearly"

(47 my emphasis).

"Now" she realizes that as a child in the Reed
household,

she was, "heterogeneous," an incongruent

"useless thing, incapable of serving their interest, or
adding to their pleasure"
to them.

(47), not of any material value

Her realization suggests an intellectual

development over time; however, while crediting her with
mental growth, we should remember that, at the age of ten,
she may not have
as she is now

been as able to articulate her thoughts

as the narrator of her autobiography—

"Children can feel, but they cannot analyse their
feelings; and

if the analysis is partially effected in

thought, they

know not how to express the result of the

process in words"

(56)— but she certainly knew herself to

be different from the Reeds, an aunt and three cousins she
despised and to whom she felt no kinship.

It is the

kinship issue, most critics agree, that must be addressed
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and resolved before Jane can achieve her quest for selfidentity.
Her obvious incongruence to and revolt against the
Reeds establish that an independent spirit, though not
accompanied by rhetorical skill or economic independence,
is already integral to Jane's nature, which may be why
Jane's development is critically assessed more often than
not as not so much emotional and mental as merely
chronological progression.18

Frederick Karl perhaps best

phrases this general criticism: he simultaneously credits
and faults Bronte for a protagonist whose inflexible
character gives her "moral force as well as social
judgment" at the same time it forbids the flexibility,

the

human flaws, and the moral confusion which are part of a
truly created character."19
Regardless, however, of how well and to what extent
Jane develops, even as it formally establishes itself as
causally realistic in following certain guidelines of
autobiography (albeit fictional), the novel subverts

18Rosemarie Bodenheimer and Tony Tanner agree that it is the
development of Jane's narrative skills that marks her
progress.
See Bodenheimer's "Jane Eyre in Search of Her
Story," Papers on Language and Literature 16 (1980): 387402; and Tanner's "Passion" 227-239.
“ Frederick Karl,

"The BrontSs," 98.
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causative linearity in several ways.

The tale contains

romantic and/or Gothic scenes— ghosts in the red room, the
symbolic lightning-struck chestnut tree, the noisy inmate
in the attic,

fatidic dreams— that appear to challenge

causal verisimilitude.

In these romantic/Gothic images,

Bronte presents the conflict between causality and
improbability, a conflict we also see in the plot
structure: each of the three major divisions of Jane Eyre
ends with the protagonist's heading off to another stage
in her life because she has been aided or warned by what
appear to be non-rational disruptions to the realistic
linearity.

Section one, the Lowood section, ends with

Jane receiving "from a kind fairy"
obtain a job.

(118) advice on how to

Jane reduces the preternatural association

by claiming the suggestion comes "quietly and naturally"
and that she digests it in "a clear practical form"

(118).

Next, at Thornfield, a manifestation from Jane's
trance-like dream of revisiting the red room of her
childhood encourages her to leave Rochester.

The

moon/mother vision "spoke to my spirit," Jane remembers,
and "whispered in my heart— 'My daughter, flee
temptation'"

(346).

Jane again credits the natural world

as her ally,

saying, as she runs away from Thornfield,
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that the "universal mother, Nature" is her sole relative
(349).

As Pauline Nestor explains, Jane's dependence on a

powerful, albeit limited, maternal presence contrasts to
the powerlessness of the female position in the novel, but
it is a powerlessness ultimately unresolved in that Jane
chooses a conjugal relationship over the maternal or
sororal.20
Near the end of the third section, after a
preternatural,

telepathic exchange with Rochester, Jane

leaves St. John at the moment he presses her for an
affirmative response to his marriage proposal.

When she

goes to Rochester, she discovers the eerie other half of
the communication— that is, that Rochester heard her
answer; however,

Jane chooses to keep the supernatural

telepathy from Rochester, calling it "a coincidence . . .
too awful and inexplicable to be communicated or
discussed"

(472).

Although Jane calls it "coincidence,"

her only acknowledgement throughout the text of the
device, this is not a coincidence in the sense I am
defining it but is instead a telepathic communication:
20Pauline Nestor, in Friendships and Communities: Charlotte
Bronter George E l iot, Elizabeth Gaskell (Oxford:
Clarendon, 1985) 104-112.
See also Adrienne Rich's
discussion of Jane's reliance on a maternal nature, "Jane
Eyre: The Temptations of a Motherless Woman," in Ms. 2,
no. 4 (Oct. 1973).
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they both speak, thereby engaging in a dialogue, albeit a
supernatural one.

Again, Jane removes the

magical/mysterious from the moment by crediting a female
nature with resolving her crisis: as Jane puts it,
maternal nature "was roused, and did— no miracle— but her
best"

(445).
The structure of the novel can be understood as

forging its own unusual chronology.

Each of the events is

inextricably linked to the previous event as well as any
future ones: the voice in the third section is that of a
person from the second; the vision from the second is from
an incident in the first; and, though it might seem that
the "kind fairy" of the first part has no section to which
to be referred, we can propose that, in a novel
experimenting with non-linearity, chronology may be
circular.

Described by the blind and maimed Rochester as

a "fairy" and as "kind," the adult Jane thus advises the
child Jane.
In rewriting chronology as perhaps circular, and in
aligning the irrational with the maternal, Jane acts out
what some critics feel is a feminized romance-phenomenon,
a form of narrative that Fredric Jameson says "tends to
absorb many of the act- and event-producing functions
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normally reserved for narrative 'characters'," with the
protagonist being unable to acquire Agency.21

Jameson

notes that the traditional heroes of romance are passive
spectators, and the "most characteristic protagonists of
romance, slaves or women"

(here he cites Northrop Frye)

are essentially marginalized and rely on fraud and guile
rather than physicality: how, Jameson asks, can "such
passive-contemplative actants" function as actors?22

The

critic invites us to join the post-structural theorizing
that is challenging the binary readings— male and female
among them— ratifying "the centrality of a dominant term
by means of the marginalization of an excluded or
inessential one"; yet, as Laurie Langbauer notes, Jameson
is unaware of his own masculinist attitude in his
alignment of women and the feminine victim with romance
and the imaginary,

citing as evidence his distinction of

the "positive sexual seme"

[semen] as "potency," and his

belief "that he can avoid the problems of the imaginary by
emphasizing the real."23

In Jane Eyre, it is in the

21Fredric Jameson, The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a
Socially Symbolic Act (Ithaca: Cornell UP, 1991) 112.
22Ibid., 113.
23Ibid.
See also Laurie Langbauer, Women and Romance: The
Consolations of Gender in the English Novel (Ithaca:
Cornell UP, 1990) 36.
Huang Mei believes that Jane wavers
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narrator's appropriation of a combination of forms that
she achieves articulation of a reality of control, though
contingent perhaps on residues of romance.
Significantly,

in the moment she grasps the reality

of a relationship with Rochester,

taking control of him in

some ways, Jane's refusal to discuss with Rochester the
last instance of natural/maternal aid, the telepathic
communication,

implicitly privileges his explanation that

it is another power altogether, a patriarchal God, who
brings them together:

"My heart swells with gratitude to

the beneficent God of this earth just now"

(471), the

penitent Rochester says after Jane agrees again to marry
him.

Having earlier made the mistake of trying "to

implicate the arch-patriarch, God himself" in his bigamy,
contemplated in disregard of the higher Law, Rochester now
accepts God as the giver of the Law, and himseif as bearer
of it.24

He is rewarded for his acceptance of God's plan

by regaining Jane, that newly-economically independent
woman who is willing to serve him, be his "prop and guide"
(473), as she accepts her reward, marriage to Rochester.

back and forth between, one, the "values of the romantic
generation, .such as 'nature,' 'impulse,' 'feeling,'" and
two, the rational fears about what her married life will
be (109).
24Marxist Feminist Literature Collective 35.
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At first glance, that Jane achieves an improved class
and economic position through imperial money and
patriarchal effort seems at odds with her independent
spirit and the personal philosophy displayed in her
comments against tyranny and slavery.

Some of Bronte's

contemporaries censured the novel for what they saw in
Jane's comments as a blatantly revolutionary/anti
authoritarian personal philosophy.

Elizabeth Rigby

criticized the novel as a political and moral offense:
"The tone of mind and thought which has overthrown
authority and violated every code human and divine abroad,
and fostered Chartism and rebellion at home,
which has also written Jane Eyre."25

is the same

Significantly,

Rigby's language is itself ideologically complicit in its
imperialistic overtones: to her, the overthrowing of
"authority," compounded by the violation of "every code
human and divine abroad," parallels the revolutionary
philosophy that has "fostered Chartism and rebellion at
home."

Though she does not claim that Bronte incorporates

all these rebellions into her text, by conflating the
revolutions abroad with those in England and then claiming
Jane Eyre articulates an anti-authoritarian message, Rigby

25Allott 109-110.
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critiques Bronte's novel by using the logic of
imperial/ethnocentric authority against it, without ever
acknowledging Jane's ultimate concessions to that
authority.

Rigby's disapproval of Jane's rebellious

nature reiterates an anonymous critic's earlier
chastisement:

"Every page burns with moral Jacobinism.

'Unjust, unjust' is the burden of every reflection upon
the things and powers that be."26
Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar cite Rigby and
other reviewers as evidence that many negative responses
to Jane Eyre chastised the revolutionary and anti
authoritarian aspects of the novel in an effort to
discredit its feminist message.

Gilbert and Gubar read

Rigby's review as criticizing the novel's radical feminist
politics as they were understood to be subversively
"Byronic,

Promethean, Sacanic, and Jacobin."2"’ In a iater

citation of Rigby, focusing on the denunciation of
rebellious feminism that, being anti-social,

is "anti-

Christian," Gilbert and Gubar argue that Jane's feminist
anger against social constrictions elicited the negative

26Allott 90.
27Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The Madwoman in the
Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century
Literary Imagination. (New Haven: Yale U P, 1979) 205-6.
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criticisms.29

But Gilbert and Gubar leave out the phrases

that clearly emphasize Rigby's complicity with an
imperialistic, rather than strictly a patriarchal
authority.29
Bronte's novel does tentatively confront gender
difference/discrimination when Jane, reminiscing about her
intellectually non-challenging time at Thornfield before
Rochester first returns home, calls for women's equality,
but the present-tense verbs of this famous "puddings and
stockings" speech, contrasted to the past tense of the

23Poovey agrees that Rigby's response is motivated by her
belief that governesses should be "ladies." Even while
allowing that Rigby was very concerned with the plight of
governesses, which she understood to be a problem caused
by the economic misfortunes of the patriarchal figure,
Poovey argues that Rigby was very careful to keep up the
barriers between her rank and that of the governess,
because God's will determined social rank (129-35).
290ther critics have noticed Gilbert and Gubar
foregrounding issues of gender at the expense of other
issues: Gayatri Spivak believes they ignore imperialism in
Jane Eyre by "simply replacing the male protagonist with
the female" (268); see "Three Women's Texts and a Critique
of Imperialism," in "Race," Writing, and Difference, ed.
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1986)
262-280; Lillian Robinson sees them privileging feminist
issues to the exclusion of class and "material and moral
economies" in their gloss of Muriel Spark's "The Fathers'
Daughters." See "Is There Class in This Text?" in Tulsa
Studies in Wom e n ’s Literature (1986 Fall) 5:2, 289-302.
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rest of the narrative, distinguish it as an aside voiced
by the mature narrator:
Nobody knows how many rebellions besides
political rebellions ferment in the masses of
life which people earth.
Women are supposed to
be very calm . . . women feel. . . they need
exercise for their faculties . . . they suffer
from too rigid a restraint . .. and it is
narrow-minded in their more privileged fellowcreatures to say they ought to confine
themselves to making puddings and knitting
stockings. . . . (141)
We should note, then, that Jane is still, even after her
marriage, calling for equality, which indicates the
feminist hopes she espouses have not been fully met in her
role as Mrs. Rochester.30

Jane’s social/economic

predicament and her obstinate self-sufficiency may hint at
a feminist revolt against the dearth of independent
lifestyles available for women in a Victorian patriarchy.
It can be argued that Bronte's use of an ideologically
constructed coincidence,

if we accept its alignment with a

policy of imperial power, challenges the dominant
tradition by subverting it for feminist reasons: that
challenge, however it is construed, might well be what the

30We could make much of Jane's adherence to her surname Eyre
when she titles her narrative, but a strong and
indisputable argument for her retaining her maiden name is
that using "Jane Rochester” would destroy the suspense of
the narrative regarding Jane's choice of a mate.
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early critics disapproved of as socially revolutionary,
while others have called it feminist.
Despite the negative reviews damning her rebellious
nature, however,

the heroine is finally a false figure of

feminist rebellion, a figure who achieves what Gilbert and
Gubar call her "almost unthinkable goal of mature
freedom”31 within the ideological constructs of patriarchy
and imperialism; her success thus slyly perpetuates the
myth that a woman of no means, in an anomalous classposition, can move up the social ladder.

What Nancy Pell

reads as the novel's "underlying social and economic
critique of bourgeois patriarchal authority," a critigue
manifested in Jane's "resistance to the illegitimate power
of John Reed, Mr. Brocklehurst, and St. John Rivers,"32 is
invalidated by Jane's reliance on the pater familias
figure of St. John Rivers, and by her marriage. Jane does
not abide mean-spirited or self-centered power directed
against her out of spite, but she does not refuse to
submit to "legitimate" male rule.
proper authority because,

Instead, she bows to

"For a woman to become a member

31Gilbert and Gubar 339.
32Nancy Pell, "Resistance, Rebellion, and Marriage: The
Economics of Jane Eyre," Nineteenth-Century Fiction (1977)
31:4, 399.
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of the 'master-class' depends on her taking a sexual
master whereby her submission brings her access to the
dominant culture."53
That the protagonist of the novel is female certainly
limits her avenues of protest against "the things and
powers that be" while society provides avenues for the
male, a disparity Forgade, forecasting Gilbert and Gubar's
argument, addresses in his review of Jane Eyre:
The political, colonial and mercantile
activities of the English people, that spirit of
enterprise that takes Anglo-Saxons to every
corner of the world, do it is true redress, for
men, the effects of the law of primogeniture.
It is not quite the same for women: they have
not the same means of winning a place in the
sun.34
Since its first recorded application in the Pensees,
the phrase "a place in the sun," used by Pascal to
describe "The beginning and Image of the usurpation of all
the earth," has stood for the attainment by the
unempowered of common rights expected to be held by all.35
Forgade's perception of the opportunities within
imperialism for the male figure, the availability of

33Marxist Feminist Literature Collective 33.
34Allott 102.
35"Sun." [Sense (4b)]. The Compact Oxford English
Dictionary. 2nd Ed. 1994.
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"every corner of the world" within which the English male
can redress the inequities of his primogenitive culture,
underscores the fact that a place in the sun for Jane is
not, and cannot be, won by her but rather must be gained
for by her male relatives.36

We should remember as well

what Susan Meyer says about St. John's complicity in
colonial and foreign enterprise as revealed in the scene
where he awards her the inheritance: he pulls the
pertinent information about her inheritance out of a
morocco pocketbook.37
While there is obviously debate about whether or not
Jane's situation demonstrates a revolutionary/feminist
achievement, Spivak's distrust of the novel's message
regarding imperialism should be noted: " [I]mperialism,
understood as England's social mission, was a crucial part
of the cultural representation of England to the
English."38

Associating Jane Eyre with the British

national embracing of imperialism, Spivak encourages us to

36St. John's motives cannot be lauded as pure: he sees Jane
as a marital candidate only after she is recognized as
being compatible in family/status and after she inherits a
fortune.
37Susan L. Meyer, "Colonialism and the Figurative Strategy
of Jane Eyre," Victorian British Studies 33 (1990) 267.
38Spivak 262.
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explore

the ambiguity

female,

but is always British and can only

serve as an
Yes, we

of Jane's identity. Yes, Jane is
ambivalently

anti-imperialist, anti-patriarchal model.

can also say, Jane is apparently a

social misfit,

not logically to be expected a candidate for a rulingclass position, but she can only ambivalently, temporarily
serve as a working-class model before she is resituated as
a legitimate member of the propertied classes through
improbable coincidences loaded with imperialism.
In Jane Eyre, the two major coincidences that
engineer Jane's economic improvement are not entirely nonrational, at least not like the three sectional
denouements, but they are highly improbable, not readily
explicable within the causal chain of the novel.39

The

ideologically complicit coincidences in Jane Eyre serve at
least four purposes: preventing a woman from earning class
transition by giving it to her, rewarding that woman only
after she has displayed morality and feminine passivity,
only promoting her back into the status from which she had

39The coincidences can be reduced, if we follow Ruth Bernard
Yeazell's method, to "true" rather than "real" expressions
of human experiences.
See Yeazell's "More True than Real:
Jane Eyre's Mysterious Summons," in Nineteenth-Century
Fiction (1974) 29:2, 127-143.
As a contemporary of
BrontS's also says, "The action of the tale is sometimes
unnatural— but the passion is always true" (Allott 69) .
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been displaced (demonstrating,

if you will, a class

ceiling for women), and finally pushing the woman to the
margins of imperialistic practice, which benefits her by
bringing her into the androcentric system only if she
recognizes and submits to the authority of the andro- and
ethno-center.
Up until the narrative's relatively linear plot is
disrupted by the coincidences, Jane has proudly,
independently held onto opinions and preferences from
which she must be detached if she is to be a proper wife
and take her place in the patriarchy of imperialistic
England.

Quick-tempered,

she demands equality and

challenges authority, exhibiting traits we would like to
admire, but which must be driven out of her before she can
be rewarded with the status, good family, and economic
independence she desires.
When we meet the spirited child Jane, she is in the
outsider-situation in which many Victorian protagonists
find themselves: a poor relation in an unkind relative's
home, the representative outcast of Bronte's set of
"friendless orphans, offspring of afflicted or unknown
parents, recipients from birth of grudging, demeaning
charity," estranged, or soon to be, from living
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relatives.'0

Jane is looked down on even by the servants;

as Miss Abbot tells her, "you are less than a servant, for
you do nothing for your keep" (44).

Even the more

sympathetic Bessie reminds Jane, "You ought to be aware
that you are under obligation to Mrs. Reed: she keeps you:
if she were to turn you off, you would have to go to the
poor-house"

(44).

The reminder is one Jane scarcely

needs, as she is always aware of her non-status.

She sees

herself as different, a misfit, and believes Mrs. Reed
dislikes her for being "an interloper,

not of her race"

and "an uncongenial alien permanently intruded upon her
own family group"

(48) .

Jane often refers to slavery as a

condition in which she finds herself or could find herself
at any moment.
Jane, however, only assumes the position of the
enslaved subject; she finds her reality to be that she is
not penniless and that, in fact, she belongs to the
middle-class: gentry, Bessie has told her, was what her
deceased family had been.

Her actual, though not-yet-

recognized, status contravenes the plot we think we are
getting of a lower-class female trying to advance
economically/socially.

Jane's gentry-connections having

'
10Momberger 34 9.
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been severed by the deaths of her parents and her mother's
brother, she knows at the age of ten only one set of
relatives, the abusive Reeds.

In a decision that sets her

on the way to discovery of her compatible family, actually
a "community of families,"41 she effectively, deliberately
cancels her connection to her legal family of Reeds, when
she learns her aunt is shipping her off to Lowood, a
charity school for orphans.

Her dismissal of her aunt-by-

marriage:
I am glad you are no relation of mine: I will
never call you aunt again as long as I live.
I
will never come to see you when I am grown up:
and if any one asks me how I liked you, and how
you treated me, I will say the very thought of
you makes me sick, and that you treated me with
miserable cruelty. (68)
When Mrs. Reed asks how Jane dares to make such a
statement, Jane makes good her threat of denying the
relationship:

"How dare I, Mrs. Raedl"

(68, my emphasis).

As an adult, however, Jane establishes herself as a
deserving member of a compatible kinship-community,
complete with a paternal negotiator, by readmitting
herself into the legal system.

She renegotiates her

connections to her denounced legal relations, tempering

41Spivak sees Jane negotiating her way through several sets
of legal family/counter-family dyads before she attains her
place within a community of families (265-266).
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her resolve against Mrs. Reed so far as to travel to her
aunt's deathbed.

She also relents in that she addresses

the dying woman as "Aunt Reed," and not only that but
"dear aunt"

(259).

Jane's compassion and her acguiescence

to judicial and legal codes are rewarded.

Her

reaffirmation of the legal family tie, bringing her back
into the structure dominated by the pater familias,
provides Mrs. Reed the opening to reveal grudgingly Jane's
blood tie to an uncle in Madeira.42
Given concrete information about her uncle who has
written to Mrs. Reed, in order "to adopt her during my
life, and bequeath her at my death whatever I may have to
leave"

(267), Jane sees her chance of capitalizing on this

economically beneficial tie destroyed back at Thornfield.
Wanting to establish economic independence in the
developing relationship with her employer/master, Jane
chooses not to tell about her uncle, but her letter to
Madeira precipitates the estrangement with Rochester,
triggering as it does, through the Madeiran/West Indies
connections, the startling revelation of Bertha Mason
Rochester's imprisonment in the attic.
42Jane has heard of this relative before, but the
information has been so vague as to be useless to her.
Still, she says several times she has no relatives, which
is a manipulation of the truth.
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The uncle's intervention— he sends his legal
representative back with Richard Mason to halt the
marriage— labels him as the paternal figure who negotiates
an equitable and proper marriage for his ward, or at least
removes her from the improper,

illegal engagement.

Although the coincidence that brings knowledge of
Rochester's impending bigamy to Jane's uncle seems to be
extremely bad luck, romantically,

the disruption of the

ceremony allows Jane to avoid a matrimonial misstep that
would stain her forever, just as the adulterous
relationship Rochester begs of her would make her
irredeemable,

forever outside of society's laws.

Either

bigamy or adultery would destroy Jane's chance of ever
acquiring access to the "master-class'' because she would,
in going outside of the social and judicial legitimacy of
marriage,

"not merely not acquire access— she would

forfeit the possibility of ever doing so.'"13
The interruption of the marriage ceremony and the
subsequent destruction of Jane's hopes hinge on the
coincidence of the Jamaican Mason family's association
with Uncle John Eyre, a wine merchant who has made his
money in a location deeply implicated in the imperial

“ Marxist Feminist Literature Collective 33.
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schemes of more than one nation.

That Bertha's brother

reaches Madeira after discovering his sister is still verymuch alive only to have John Eyre announce his niece's
marriage to Bertha's husband is a coincidence
imperialistically codified in more than one way.

It is a

plot development marginally explicable if we remember that
Madeira, a site of colonial/imperial enterprise, was a
logical, even necessary stop on the trade route to and
from the West Indies.
The lawyer Briggs,

following the disruption to the

wedding, attempts to explain away the coincidental nature
of the association of Mason and Eyre: "When your uncle
received your letter . . .

Mr Mason, who was staying at

Madeira to recruit his health, on his way back to Jamaica,
happened to be with him"

(322) .

Though not doing adequate

justice to the improbability of the connection, the legal
representative's explanation does serve to rationalize it,
unlike the later coincidence that brings Jane to the
Rivers' home, an improbable event that receives no
explanation.
The rationalization obscures the coincidental nature
of the event by assigning longevity to the relationship
between Mason and Eyre, bringing about in the explanation
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a kind of kinship that is exploited by Mason and Eyre's
joint response to the marriage— they serve the interests
of the women in their families by thwarting Rochester's
bigamous marriage.

Their action preempts the possibility

of illegitimate children, never stated but implied in
Jane's hopes for a fruitful marriage:

Jane situates her

despair after the interrupted ceremony in her awareness
that she is no longer "an ardent expectant woman" but is
now "a cold, solitary girl"

(323).

The contrasting symbols of what she was as a bride
and what she is now— summer/winter,

fruit and blossoms/ice

and snow— progress to the image of the "subtle doom, such
as, in one night, fell on all the first born in the land
of Egypt"

(323), and even further, to the corpse-like

wishes, and to a love withering "like a suffering child in
a cold cradle"

(324) never to be held in Rochester's arms,

against his warm breast.

After Jane follows the

coincidentally-drawn path that leads her to patriarchal
family and colonial-imprinted money, and then back to a
duly-chastened Rochester, who admits he had tried to sully
an "innocent flower"

(471), the image of an illegitimate

love/child is buried, then, replaced by the legitimate
heir born to Rochester and Jane after their marriage, an
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heir placed in Rochester's arms so he can see his son's
resemblance to him.
First though, after Jane is rescued from an illegal
marriage through her uncle's machinations but before she
can reap the economic benefits of patrilineal inheritance,
she must escape Rochester and his intent to put her in the
same position he has put other women, as mistresses, where
he despises them later, because, he says,

"Hiring a

mistress is the next worse thing to buying a slave: both
are often by nature, and always by position,
(339).

inferior"

Thus her movement away from Rochester is not only

a flight from adultery but is her refusal to be in that
inferior position one step up from slave.
In refusing to be a woman made subservient by being
purchased, Jane might avoid "the familiar snare of the old
marriage plot" and rewrite the old Cinderella story, "a
middle-class myth that romanticizes woman's
bourgeois nuclear family."44

'mission' in a

Escaping this catastrophic

44Huang 110, 117. Huang admits that Jane Eyre owes much to
the "old narrative paradigm" (117), but she believes the
endeavor to tell a new story, the flight from the "tale" of
marriage— what Jane calls a "catastrophe" (JE 228)— is an
endeavor at the "real," which is for women simply a
different story from the one into which they are usually
written, or even write themselves.
Huang emphasizes not
that BrontS's effort in Jane Eyre is a successful rewriting
of the female reality but rather an improvement over the
marriage plot of her earlier Angrian tales.
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marriage situation with Rochester does not forever exempt
Jane from the bourgeois nuclear family.

Her flight from

Rochester is a flight straight into the open arms of three
siblings who are figuratively Jane's kind and literally
her kin, and through whose acquaintance Jane gains
economic independence and is enabled to return to
Rochester, to an ending "less than satisfactory in the
light of this unfulfilled search for a different plot."45
Even if it represents, as Tony Tanner claims, Jane's
decision not to allow the identity-oblivion that losing
herself to Rochester's demands would bring,46 the movement
signifies a rupture of structure and plot.

In a

structural development that replicates the complete
destruction of Jane's anticipated social/family identity,
both at Thornfield and with the elusive, ill uncle, the
causal narrative breaks down with these two closely
connected coincidences.

The loss of narrative linearity

represents Jane's lack of power or control over her own
life; although she determines her initial movement away
from Thornfield, acting on advice from her maternal
mentor, her flight from Rochester is a blind and desperate

45Huang Mei 117.
46Tanner "Passion" 237.
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one that "reduces her to a homeless vagrant lacking both
past and identity."47
Even so, while her departure from Thornfield may be
the most dramatic loss in a gain-and-loss pattern of
kinship relations at every home she lives in, it is not
sufficient to say that "the Rivers’ transformation into
long-lost, bona-fide blood-relations at Moor End”
completes one of those metaphorical patterns of "kinship,
affinity and identification articulat[ing]

the proposition

that a woman's social identity is constituted within
familial relationships,"48 without also recognizing the
authority behind the coincidence as inherently
androcentric.

It is not enough that there are two

significant coincidences orchestrating Jane's inexorable
movement toward the proper family that will permit her
access to the gentry-world she aspires to; both
coincidences, re-establishing control of the dominant
English patriarch over Jane's gendered identity, are part
of the same arrogantly imperial/patriarchal strategy of
appropriation and authoritarianism.

The device of

47Marxist Feminist Literature Collective 34.
48Ibid. The collective believes the kinship reading
explains what would otherwise be "a gross and unmotivated
coincidence" (34).
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coincidence arbitrarily,

forcibly reconfigures itself as a

link in the narrative chain when the Rivers' coincidence,
linked to the Madeiran one, begins to reveal Jane's
identity.
And so the second coincidence remedies Jane's social
status,

which the first one seemed to thwart but actually

made more legitimate, by keeping her from a bigamous
union.

Fleeing Thornfield, going to "a place a long way

off, and where I was sure Mr. Rochester had no connexions"
(348), Jane unwittingly forecasts that she will find
relatives, whose presence will affirm coincidence's power
to bridge geographically and chronologically disjointed
narratives.

With two sisters and a brother John, Jane has

a group of relatives who replace the sibling group of her
tormented childhood,

fulfilling, in their relationship

with her, the assimilation with family that so many
critics have deemed a necessary ideological and/or
symbolic construction for a socially-acceptable, Victorian
female identity.

The coincidence orchestrates the

movement from the "counter-family" to the "family-in-law,"
towards the "community of families," a community that Jane
achieves for herself and Rochester and for the Riverses.49

49Spivak 266.
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Her association with compatible rescuers who will be
revealed as blood-relations begins, tenuously, at a
parsonage, where the housekeeper informs her that the
parson is not in.

We find out in stages that this is the

home of St. John Rivers, who later rescues Jane, and then
we discover,

later again,

that he is also her cousin.

But

because Jane does not receive assistance at the parsonage
— refusing yet to beg, she says50— we almost ignore the
connections later certified.

Remarkable for its

inexplicability, Jane's finding St. John's inhospitable
doorstep is an unwarranted and narratively ignored early
coincidence, a "hesitation" coincidence, as it were:
Bronte practicing fortuitous connections, but deciding not
to use this one.
Maybe Jane does not yet deserve the benevolent aid of
a higher power.

Certainly, she has refused to abject

herself and beg for help.

Certainly, coincidence often

serves those who are near death, or who, after having
suffered crushing blows mental and/or physical are, like
Lucy Snowe, unable to make lucid decisions and cry out for
50Her refusal to beg reminds us of her class-snobbery as a
child: she refuses to leave the Reeds for any other family
she might have because her aunt has told her that if she
has any family at all, they are sure to be a "beggarly set"
(57) .
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help.

After Jane spends another debilitating night and

day hungry and shelterless on the moors— narratively
reminiscent of the hapless misery of the red-room
imprisonment, after which the child Jane dismisses the
Reeds as family— she demonstrates her acquiescence to the
submissive role demanded of her as adult female.

She

suitably articulates the helplessness that signals for
assistance by a higher, benevolent force:
I feel I cannot go much farther. Shall I be an
outcast again this night? While the rain
descends so, must I lay my head on the cold,
drenched ground!
I fear I cannot do otherwise:
for who will receive me? But it will be very
dreadful, with this feeling of hunger,
faintness, chill, and this sense of desolation—
-this total prostration of hope.
In all
likelihood, I should die before morning. . . .
Oh, Providence! sustain me a little longer!
Aid— direct me! (356)
Properly invoked as a sustaining power, and recognized

as

authority, Providence intervenes, mediating Jan e ’s
narrative.

The village and its cultivated perimeters have

disappeared with Jane's retreat into the moors: a sudden,
providential beacon of light symbolically leads Jane
through the wilderness to, coincidentally,

the Rivers'

doorstep.
Jane's discovery of her cousins is an obvious
disruption to the causal linearity of Jane's narrative, a
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disruption that she does not attempt to acknowledge, not
even to credit to the natural world on which she has
previously depended and to which she attributes those
inexplicable events she cannot otherwise explain.

Her

inability to explain the coincidence away may be why she
ignores it: her silence about this development can be
understood if we agree with Rosemarie Bodenheimer that
Jane acquires independence in a "world of social and
narrative convention"51 by achieving narrative originality
and by articulating her story; Bodenheimer reads Jane's
narration of her experiences, particularly as she edits
them for Rochester, as an attempt to control both the man
and forces in the universe.
the coincidence,

Ignoring the inexplicable,

lessens the likelihood that trying to

explain it and failing to do so would diminish Jane's
appearance of independence and control.
The narrative gives credit in advance to Providence
for responding to Jane's supplication by bringing her to
the three helpful siblings.

She has never known about

this family, yet she falls on their doorstep after
travelling for days in a direction she does not choose.
51Bodenheimer 395. Bodenheimer does not address Jane's
failure to record within her "autobiography" any
explanation for the convention of coincidence that
ultimately arranges her economic and social placement.
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And her remark,
relationship,

following discovery of the family

is not about the improbability of the

connection or coincidence, but only about the thought of
family that embodies itself as "a strong,
probability" (410, my emphasis).

solid

Jane says,

"Circumstances knit themselves, fitted themselves, shot
into order: the chain that had been lying hitherto a
formless lump of links was drawn out straight— every ring
was perfect, the connexion complete"

(410).52

Silent

about the coincidental events that bring her to this
point, Jane relies on terms of association and
relationship— knit, chain, links, ring, connection,
complete— that obscure, even more than her silence, the
improbable discovery of her relations and inheritance.
The coincidental meeting with the Riverses, causally
inexplicable, or at the very least highly improbable,
results in Jane inheriting John Eyre's Madeiran fortune,
money that promotes her within the system of economically52In The Life of the Novel, David Goldknopf uses this
quotation to establish that the Victorian writer chooses to
use coincidence: he interprets Jane's words as Bronte's
pride in her handiwork.
Since I am arguing for the
presence of coincidence as a traditional device adopted for
various reasons by various authors, who all may be
revealing consciously or unconsciously the underlying logic
of power, I read Jane's words here as primarily a
realization that her familial feelings towards the Riverses
have merit in fact.
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determined social status into the class she admires.

The

intelligence about her family and money comes to Jane,
significantly, in the village school where she feels
"degraded," having taken, she feels, "a step which sank
instead of raising me in the scale of social existence"
(385), although it must be noted she makes the same
salary,

thirty pounds, which she earned for governessing

Adele at Thornfield.
Expressing almost virulent classist views about her
village pupils, the association with whom aligns her too
closely with the working class,53 she disdains her
students as "unmannered,
ignorant"

rough, intractable, as well as

(385), but she hopes to develop "the germs of

native excellence, refinement,

intelligence,

(385) which might exist in them.
will make them estimable,

kind feeling"

It is education which

she believes, and she even takes

on the social education of their parents, repaying their
kindnesses towards her with a consideration of their
feelings to which they were not necessarily accustomed.
Her behavior, she says, with what must be considered class
condescension,

"both charmed and benefited them; because,

while it elevated them in their own eyes, it made them

53Fraiman 115.
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emulous to merit the deferential treatment they received"
(392) .
It is only after she becomes somewhat comfortable,
even if not content, in her position as schoolmistress
that she feels free to doodle her name on the margin of a
blank piece of drawing paper, while sketching, it might be
added, the portrait of the beautiful and wealthy young
Miss Oliver.

Somewhere in the gap between the two worlds

— the village girls and Rosamond Oliver— Jane expresses
her true identity and also her developing belief that her
position as schoolmistress is somehow more desirable than
governessing.

When Rosamond admires Jane's intelligence

and compliments her: "she is clever enough to be a
governess in a high family," Jane is adamant:

"I would

far rather be where I am than in any high family in the
land"

(395) .

Equating governessing with slavery, Jane

must be thinking of service to wealthy individuals who
think, as do the Olivers, that they can command her: for
example, Rosamond Oliver asks Jane to sketch her portrait,
then brings her father to Jane's cottage, and he
commissions Jane to make a finished picture of it, but
money is never mentioned.
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Though her needs have been expressed in the first
two-thirds of the novel in terms of family, loved ones,
companionship, and a somehow stimulating "new servitude"
(117), it is important to remember that Jane has expressed
interest in money: as a child in the Reed household she
will not "purchase liberty at the price of caste"

(57);

she refuses to consider the possibility of finding and
joining poor relations if such a move means belonging to
impoverished people, who have "ragged clothes, scanty
food, fireless grates, rude manners, and debasing vices"
(56) .
This dislike of the poor is a dislike of the ignorant
and a refusal to be classed with a social group even lower
than servants, a refusal she maintains throughout her
life.

She soundly chastises the Rivers' servant Hannah

for judging her disheveled state and refusing her help,
yet Jane herself has just made a similar value-judgment of
the appearances of the three women she has seen through
the window.

The one is a rough-looking rustic and

obviously not related to "the two young, graceful women—
ladies in every point" who are all "delicacy and
cultivation"

(358).

Yet the two young ladies will be
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revealed as governesses who make their living as Jane has,
by what she calls "slaving among strangers"

(413).

In the Thornfield section of the novel, she writes to
her uncle to find out about her prospects for a
competency,

wanting to bring money to the union with

Rochester, and not to establish a relationship with the
one person in the world with whom she can claim kinship.
Jane's desire for money from Uncle John is what destroys
her first chance with Rochester.

And even when her uncle

sends with Mason a representative to impede the wedding,
he sends her no money.

Money, and the lack thereof,

becomes an even more obvious arbiter of power following
%

the ill-fated letter appealing to the uncle,

from the

moment Jane leaves Thornfield and finds herself destitute,
at the mercy of the not-so-generous strangers of Morton,
to the end of the story, when independent and rich, she
reunites with the blind and maimed Rochester.
With the colonial inheritance and subsequent
marriage, she can be returned to the class from which
circumstances had taken her.

The narrative emphasis of

the last third of the novel, plotted almost exclusively
around the absence and then the necessary acquisition of
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money, brings closure for all of Jane's desires that have
been unfulfilled in the first two-thirds of the novel.
What Jane expressed as a child, to forego having
family if it meant loss of "caste," is legitimized with
her inheritance since she realizes money and the higherclass family at the same time.

Jane's sharing her

inheritance with her cousins is further evidence of her
goodness; then her decision to quit teaching the workers'
children and return to the Rivers' home and devote herself
to making it a nicer home for her cousins indicates her
movement away from work for pay and adaptation to the
domestication process.

The two female cousins also leave

their positions as governesses, and all three women marry.
It is Uncle John's money that allows Jane, Diana,
Mary, and St. John economic independence.

The money's

colonial origin is politically significant, especially
when the uses to which the four heirs put it are
considered.

Diana and Mary wed representatives of the

church and the army, indisputably ideological apparatuses
of the British Empire.54

With his share of the money, St.

John finances his missionary efforts to India, again an
enterprise associated with the imperialistic, albeit
54These professions are also typical for second-sons of the
aristocracy and the gentry.
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altruistically-encoded "social mission" of the nation.55
Jane gains enough independence by the inheritance to feel
comfortable returning to Rochester on an equal economic
footing.

Finding that Bertha is dead, Jane can morally

commit again to marriage.
In the novel, Madeira is the site of conjunction
between the colonial history of Jamaica's Mason family and
the English Eyre family, replicating in the imperialism
laden coincidence that initially destroys Jane's hopes,
the complex colonial history of the island.

Madeira was

implicated in many aspects of imperial expansion, and, en
route to the Americas, was an important way-station for
imports and exports.

For four centuries, Madeira was the

geographical site of imperialistic endeavor with sugar
plantations and the slavery "necessary" for them, and was
also a military outpost."*
The conjunction of English and plantation interests
shows in the ill-fated marriage of Edward Rochester and
Bertha Mason.

Then, however, although Richard Mason, the

55Spivak 268.
56See Desmond Gregory, The Beneficent Usurpers: A History
of the British in Madeira (Rutherford: Fairleigh Dickinson
U P, 1988).
Gregory historicizes Madeira within the
British colonial enterprise.
See also a brief treatment of
the colonial implications of the inheritance in Meyer, pp.
247-268.
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fraternal protector of Bertha's interests,

"wins"

Rochester again— reminding him and telling the world he
has a wife— ultimately, the English (Eyre) interests
overrun the West Indian (Mason) ones: Jane's inheritance
of her uncle's money brings her back to Rochester, and she
replaces Bertha as his wife.

This privileging of the

English story over the Jamaican one is another instance of
the novel's uneasy, ambivalent presentation of gender and
race hierarchies and the oppressed stratum of English
women and dark-skinned non-English; the figurative
strategy of the novel, which promises a critique of
colonialism, collapses into Jane's exploitation of the
racial "other" as a way to write her own triumphant
identity, significantly, Meyer notes, with "Indian ink."57
When money moves via the authority of coincidence
from the uncle to Jane and rhrougn her to her newly
discovered cousins, she is a conduit, similar to her
uncle, of colonial money although the colonial
mercantilism that generated the inheritance is in several
ways camouflaged.

First, the providentially-mediated

dispensation of funds distances the money from its source
in the colonial terrain.

Also, in the movement of the

57Meyer 267.
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inherited money, the uncle is far enough away that Jane
does not have ready access to him geographically.
Finally, if there were any taint associated with
colonial/mercantile money, the facts that he dies and she
inherits after the money has been laundered through the
"English funds," an investment protection initiated by her
uncle, figuratively distance her further from the colonial
implications that serve to designate the Jamaican Bertha
as inappropriate to Rochester's class.
Bertha,

though wealthy and beautiful,

is effectively

de-classed by Rochester's claim that what he brought to
the union was his good race, thus implying that Bertha is
a racially inferior product of the West Indies; he abhors,
he says, her "cast of mind [which is] common, low, narrow,
and singularly incapable of being led to anything higher,"
(333), which, of course, his superior mind could share
with her.53

Asserting that he was deceived in the

marriage negotiated by his greedy father and brother and

58In Rule Britannia: Women, Empire, and Victorian Writing
(Ithaca: Cornell U P, 1995), Deirdre David claims that
Bronte intensifies the horror of Bertha by "incarnating in
her all the Victorian myths of demonic black behavior— [she
is] a white woman engorged with the rage and sexuality
attributed to West Indian black women" (109). Meyer argues
convincingly that the unfavorable descriptions of Bertha's
stature and countenance mark her as non-white, or "Berthabecome-black” (254).
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her planter/merchant father, Rochester's personal response
to what he called treachery by all parties involved is
not, however,

an indictment of the co-dependent systems of

bride barter and primogeniture/entailment that brought
about the distasteful union for the second-son Rochester.
Rather, the primogenitive impulse, which should be carried
to fruition by Rochester after his brother dies and he
inherits Thornfield,

is thwarted by Rochester's discovery

of Bertha's promiscuity/insanity and can only be re
activated with one such as Jane, who proves herself pure
by running away from an adulterous relationship; she then
is a suitable mother-figure for Rochester's heir, a son.
The marginalized figure of Bertha Mason Rochester,
whether we agree with any or all of the many critical
assessments of her as a foil for Jane, or as a
personification of Jane's emotions,

or as the test by

which Rochester will prove himself morally unacceptable
and then acceptable to Jane, is inextricably aligned with
the colonial inheritance that commodifies Jane as
economically and socially statused.

By her presence

Bertha first denies Jane the union with Rochester, and
then by her absence allows the union; and Jane replaces
Bertha in the colonial/economic/class equation.
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It is in her return to Rochester and to legally
sanctioned marriage that we see Jane's independence
contradictorily affirmed and then subsumed,
Bertha's, into the social system.

similarly to

When she reaches

Ferndean, Jane declares her identity: "I am Jane Eyre"
(459), she says to Rochester in a repetition of an
identical declaration she makes to her dying Aunt Reed.
Both statements, as Tanner notes, come at those moments
when "a character who has at one time been a dominant and
powerful menace to her unhelped independence appears
before her weak, helpless, crippled or dying."59
As soon as she declares herself in both instances,
however, she loses her identity.
Gateshead's meeting,

Soon after the

Jane is denied marriage,

unable to

become the Jane Rochester she thought she would be.
is no longer "the Jane Eyre of yesterday"

She

(323) either,

and, when she leaves Thornfield, takes on the alias Jane
Elliott.

At the reunion with Rochester, Jane's self-

identifying announcement is accompanied by her addressing
him as "My dear master, " presaging her self-sublimation
into the helpmate role.

Her announcement is succeeded as

well by her promise to never leave him.

In her marriage

59Tanner 236.
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she is "Jane Eyre" no more, but instead is Jane Rochester,
caught up in the traditional "marriage plot
being questioned,

[that] after

interrupted, twisted, and distorted,

finally re-establishes itself."60
Jane's acquisition of economic power is a feminist
triumph, but only a momentary one, because Jane does not
maintain personal independence, instead taking on the
"common social role assigned to women" and becoming "a
loving wife and mother, just as the moral preachment of
the time taught women."61

The forced closure of her

narrative by coincidental manipulations allows her to
blend into the system she has long admired, and she ends
her narrative with a brief account of what her life has
become like as Jane Rochester.

Her narrative of desire

for family, love, independence, even that "new servitude"
is ended with achievement of these things due to her
inheritance.
As further evidence that Jane does not stand as model
of feminism and rebellion, Rochester regains his sight.
His recovery from complete blindness partially reverses
the effect of what has been called a symbolic

60Huang Mei 114.
61Ibid., 113.
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emasculation, and it is significant that Rochester
regains his sight in time to see his son, his heir in the
patriarchal chain, placed in his arms.62
When he first realizes that he is able to see again,
he asks Jane a question that bodes ill for
independence.

Asking,

her

"Jane, have you a glittering

ornament round your neck?"

(476), Rochester brings back

into the narrative the image of control, for Jane's
necklace is a gold watch-chain.

Assuming it is the one he

gave her, it can be only a short time, now
is regaining

that Rochester

his sight, before he takes it, and control,

back.
While Jane struggles as a woman for her right to be
economically and intellectually independent,

claiming a

self-determination even until her marriage— "Reader,

I

married him," she says— her narrative ultimately
reinforces the gendered stereotypes established by the
traditionally patriarchal British society.

Jane Eyre has

feminist moments, briefly placates feminist yearnings, yet
ends back in the "fold," reincorporated economically and
socially into the aristocratic patriarchy by way of an
62Jean E. Kennard, pp. 88-92, cites several critics who
claim the hand/eyes mutilation as emasculation in order to
pose a question: Does Jane achieve feminist independence,
if Rochester is "no longer fully a man?" (92).
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imperialistically-coded inheritance.

Her achievement

cannot be claimed an achievement by the bourgeois/working
class individual, either, because even though Jane's money
was earned in mercantile endeavors, she moves back,
strictly through the coincidental orchestrations,

into the

class position she should have been in all along.
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CHAPTER 3
COINCIDENCE IN VILLETTE:
LUCY SNOWE AND THE BRITISH MODEL ABROAD
And though fate grudge to thee and me
The poet's rapt security,
Yet they, believe me, who await
No gifts from chance, have conquer'd fate.
Matthew Arnold, "Resignation," 1849
As another novel in which an outcast, economically
disfavored and de-classed young female attempts to
establish an independent personal and social identity,
Villette follows Jane Eyre and on several levels,
revisiting Jane Eyre's story: Lucy is a young,

involves

solitary

female, socially ambiguous as a governess/teacher figure;
she is looking for a way into the social structure at a
level she feels she deserves; and coincidence is the
narrative strategy by which her identity is determined.
In Jane Eyre, the device of coincidence makes
assimilation possible for Jane, silencing her individual,
discordant voice, and sublimating her challenge to
Victorian society into a conclusion of convention,

folding

her back into the same ideologically constructed and
constricted community that has displaced her originally.
Jane's reintegration into her kinship community and thus
into the social system takes place solely on British soil,
with the Madeiran and West Indian connections integral

89
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plot developments that reinforce the imperialistic British
identities of the main characters.
In Villette, inexplicable coincidence similarly
reunites Lucy with a community from which she has been
displaced; however, the device of coincidence also
registers the differences between Jane's story and Lucy's
story.

For Lucy, the coincidence establishes on foreign

soil the British community that she will rejoin (Villette,
Labassecour,

is a fictionalized Brussels, Belgium), but

she fails to benefit to the same degree as Jane from a
providential benevolence.
Villette's new version of coincidence's beneficence
keeps Lucy off of the well-worn path of social convention
by not allowing her complete access, economically and
socially,

to her previous social standing and fortune.

Not only does she not return by way of coincidentallyorchestrated inheritance to the same economic/social
stratum from which she has been displaced, as does Jane,
Lucy does not marry into a propertied class and have
children who would fulfill the primogenitive impulse,
children through whom she would be able, even if only
marginally,

to appropriate the power of property and

ownership.

And, although she manages her own
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establishment by the end of her story, its location on
foreign terrain suggesting that she is appropriating new
territory in a British maneuver, she gains her school not
through her own work, but at the hands of two men, one the
benevolent foreigner who falls in love with her, the
other,

the heir to an estate who finally gives Lucy a long

overdue bequest.
The coincidental presence of the British
acquaintances on foreign soil underscores the entire plot
and would seem to provide an opportunity for Lucy to prove
herself according to the standards of the convened British
community.

The conforming of a protagonist,

such as Lucy,

to convention, particularly to nationalistic models that
exclude the foreign or different Other,

is even more

prescribed when a plot plays out against a foreign or
territorialized backdrop as it does in Villette.
Harnessed to, dependent on the juggernaut of expansionism,
the communities of the British diaspora and the members
therein must maintain a "nation," what Benedict Anderson
defines as "an imagined political community— and imagined
as both inherently limited and sovereign."1

A

Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the
Origin and Spread of Nationalism (1983; London: Verso,
1991) 6.
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nationalistic identity, according to Anderson,
on the idea of exclusion:

is premised

"even the largest of [nations],

encompassing perhaps a billion living human beings, has
finite, if elastic boundaries, beyond which lie other
nations.

No nation imagines itself coterminous with

mankind. "2
While Anderson and other historians often discuss
nationalism as a response by an indigenous people

(once

they see themselves as a group with common
characteristics)

to a non-indigenous controlling power,

the definition of nationalism also expands globally to
encompass the efforts of a group to maintain its common
characteristics even outside of its established
geographical boundaries.

This expanded concept justifies

the coercive nature of a group if it believes itself to be
more civilized,
group.3

thereby more beneficial to, the coerced

Within a community, whether or not geographically

restricted, the members are necessarily similar, with such
ideological frames of reference as religion,

language, and

2Ibid., 7.
3See, for instance, John Stuart Mill's ”0f Nationality, as
Connected with Representative Government," rpt. in On
Liberty and Consideration on Representative Government,
ed. R. B. McCallum (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1948) 291297.
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political or dynastic systems.

Theoretically, then,

anyone such as Lucy who challenges these frames can be
considered outside the boundaries, excluded from the
community.
The coincidence in Villette involves the reappearance
on the foreign terrain of the several British
acquaintances— the Brettons and the Homes— from Lucy's
halcyon childhood years, before she was cast, orphaned and
impoverished,

into the world.

Following Lucy's collapse

at a church, where she goes to escape her loneliness and
to seek direction in her religious confusion, the uncanny
coincidence that brings her back into the British
community is revealed in an arbitrary, abrupt, surprising
moment, when the debilitated Lucy awakes to find herself
at La Terrasse, the foreign home of the Brettons, and
recognizes the furnishings and personal belongings of her
godmother Louise Bretton's establishment, much as Jane
somehow "recognizes" the similarity between herself and
her cousins when she comes to the Rivers' doorstep.
Various minor coincidences are essential to the
revelation, but the connections between the characters
have been, until this crucial moment, presented with a
narrative sleight-of-hand that suggests Lucy's
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determination to control her environment by withholding
information about her identity as well as the identities
of others.

We have seen a similar delay in revealing the

truth about identities in the coincidence in Jane Eyre
when Jane learns of her family, but the delay in
revelation comes at the whim of the male authority and
rescuer, St. John Rivers.

In Villette, the man who

serendipitously appears at the steps to rescue Lucy after
her collapse and whisks her off to his home to recover is
the young Doctor John who attends the medical needs of the
pensionnat where Lucy works.

It is Lucy, rather than the

male authority figure, who has withheld until now
recognition of the young doctor as Graham Bretton and also
his identity as the "true young English gentleman"4 who
advises Lucy when she arrives in Villette.5
Her narrative reticence controls Graham Bretton's
identity for a while, and adds to our surprise that Doctor
John is Graham, engaging our interest and disguising the

4Charlotte Bronte, Villette, 1853,
ed. Mark Lilly (London:
Penguin, 1988) 125. All further references to the novel
appear in the text.
5These moments are only ramifications of the primary
coincidence on which the text is premised, instead of, as
Vargish asserts, the moment Lucy partly learns, in "the
very coincidence of her rescue and her reunion with the
Brettons," providence's plan for her (77).
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prominence of the underlying, thematic coincidence that
expands to include other British subjects:
who, as a child,

Polly Home,

stayed along with Lucy at the Brettons'

English estate, and her father, have also settled in this
"little town" of Villette.

Then, tying up all the loose

British ends, Lucy finds out that Ginevra Fanshawe, her
companion on the trip over from England,
Homes.6

is related to the

By all these various re-associations,

the British

friends and relatives come together to develop an
exclusive British community on foreign terrain.
In this community,

the dispensation of good fortune

takes place, manipulated and directed within the same type
of coincidental trajectories that, in Jane Eyre, reach
across countries and continents to accommodate, within
nationalistic prescripts,
family and wealth.

the protagonist's desires for

In Villette, however,

the coincidences

bring Lucy into good fortune's path, but then fortune
detours, moving around or beyond her in order to
facilitate the social and economic improvement of other
characters such as Graham and Polly Home,

identified in

6Ginevra tells Lucy about her Uncle de Bassompierre during
the voyage from England to Labassecour, but it is not
until much later in the text, when variously disguised,
hidden identities are being revealed, that we learn that
this uncle is also Polly's father.
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Villette as an heiress, Countess Paulina Mary Home de
Bassompierre.

Lucy,

voyeur extraordinaire who comments on

the lives of others, stands by as others displace her
within the dispensation process generated by coincidence,
with her role of observer, along with her vocal complaints
about her solitude, reinforcing our awareness of her as
perpetually socially non-privileged.

Failing to

accommodate her economically with inheritance or marriage,
both of which Polly/Paulina obtains,

coincidence calls

attention to Lucy's marginalization within the British
community.

Lucy's exclusion from favor within the

coincidental trajectory is implicit in Villette's title,
which emphasizes a location more than a character: Jane
Eyre, Shirley, and The Professor all have eponymous
protagonists, while in Villette, though it is Lucy's
first-person narrative, place is emphasized over person.
The recurring reaffirmation of Lucy's British
citizenship is contrasted to the recurring trope of her
marginalization.

Perhaps because she challenges both

gender and attached national roles by enacting a masculine
self-determination and by being an overly awkward contrast
to the praised cool British character, she complicates the
class ambiguity of the governess/teacher figure by her
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uneasy position within an ethnocentric/foreign conflict.
By bringing together the British main characters in the
foreign "little town” of Villette, coincidence provides a
paradigm for the British ethnocentric consciousness as
enabled by community, making a blatant claim for the farreaching, unseverable ties that protect

(insulate)

the

English from their foreign environment.

An Englishwoman

such as Lucy is always connected to co-members of the
imagined political community, even on foreign soil, more
than she is to any other nationality or race, and it is
within the British community comprised of these
acquaintances and relatives that Lucy will constitute
herself.

She will find, however, that on some fronts she

does not conform to the nationalistic model.
Although the formal function of coincidence as it
relates the protagonist to the community is strikingly
different in Jane Eyre and Villette,

incorporating Jane

fully and reinforcing Lucy's marginalization, the
ideological implications of the device are similar in both
texts.

As we have seen, coincidence functions as form,

content, and context: as a traditional formal device that
brings together the various and disconnected parts of the
narrative; as part of the plot in that it expands the
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parameters of the protagonist's quest; as a remark on the
social environment in that it demonstrates the ideology in
which it operates.

The difference in application actually

substantiates a reading of coincidence as a prevailing,
generic strategy of authority, because, while in Jane Eyre
the conventional function of coincidence goes
unchallenged,

in Villette its function is implicitly

resisted, and thus reaffirmed by opposition, when Lucy is
excluded from its conventional full beneficence.
It is not, however, that Lucy does not benefit at all
from coincidence.

After all, inclusion in a community of

her national peers alleviates the mental distress she
suffers because of isolation.

But her gain from

coincidence's manipulation is limited to socialization
within the community since she does not realize an
economic or social relationship that propels her back up
into the social status from which she has fallen.

The

social function of the community does serve, obliquely,
the functions of kinship: by re-involving her, although
marginally,

in her correct social milieu, the coincidence

fosters the impression of Lucy's socially-favored position
to such an extent that she is attractive to a middle-class
working man,

the teacher Monsieur Paul Emanuel, who
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notices and disparages her efforts to conform to the
social setting he himself disparages.

The community

itself then functions symbolically as if it were the male
authority figure who negotiates Lucy's market value, until
M. Paul takes over, putting Lucy under surveillance,
telling her he will "discharge the duty of a friend" and
not leave her to the social decisions she makes in error
because of her "fluttering inconsistency"

(387).

She will

also insist that she is not home-sick because she has no
home, and he addresses her more bluntly:
"Then you have more need of a careful friend.
scarcely know any one, Miss Lucy, who needs a
friend more absolutely than you; your very
faults imperatively require it.
You want so
much checking, regulating, and keeping down."
(452)
Thus the coincidence obliquely provides for Lucy's future
under the guidance of a male figure, although a foreign
one, even while it does not deliver into her hands
property or assure her a halcyon future of economic and
marital bliss in England.
It is debatable whether or not Bronte intended to
resist coincidence's hugely-beneficial function in
Villette; nevertheless,

some desire to challenge

prescriptive tradition compelled her to write a different
version of the conventional,

revered protagonist of Jane
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Eyre for whom the author was lauded.

In a March 22, 1853,

letter to her longtime friend Ellen Nussey, Bronte writes:
As to the character of 'Lucy Snowe' my intention
from the first was that she should not occupy
the pedestal to which 'Jane Eyre' was raised by
some injudicious admirers. She is where I meant
her to be, and where no charge of self-laudation
can touch her.7
Indeed, Bronte had her heroine demonstrate a cold
exterior, although in the manuscript the degree of
coldness was a point of self-debate for Bronte: "Snowe"
became "Frost" became "Snowe" again as Bronte denominated
a character about whom she says she had "never meant to
appoint her lines in pleasant places."8

Neither did she

plan a pleasant conclusion: in a letter to her editor she
remarked that the ending "was designed that every reader
should settle the catastrophe for himself, according to
the guality of his disposition, the tender or remorseless
impulse of his nature: Drowning and Matrimony are the
fearful alternatives"; the merciful reader, Bronte
continues, would have Paul drown; the cruel-hearted would
"impale him on the second horn of the dilemma, marrying
?Letter 834 in Volume IV of The Brontes:
Their Lives,
Friendships and Correspondence.
Ed. Thomas James Wise,
Philadelphia: Porcupine, 1980. [reprint of 1933 Shakespeare
Head Bronte]. All letters and their numbers are taken from
this edition.
8Letters 7 95 and 797, in Wise.
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him without ruth or compunction to that— person— that—
that— individual— 'Lucy Snowe.'"9
Villette1s non-traditional and ambiguous conclusion,
which leaves Paul's fate unresolved and has an unmarried
Lucy Snowe running her own business in the foreign city of
Villette, substantiates the quarrel Bronte's
contemporaries had with her novel and its protagonist.
Failing to note Lucy's partial conformity in the end to
the parasitic female role— being economically supported,
that is, by a man— nineteenth-century reviewer Anne Moxley
chastises Villette for presenting a female impersonation
"without the feminine element,

. . . self-reliant,

contemptuous of prescriptive decorum," the adjective
"prescriptive" being replete with its attendant meanings
of precedently customary and therapeutically medicinal.10
Bronte's challenge to tradition manifests itself as
well in what Huang Mei calls Bronte's "new plot."

The

critic claims that the author's dissatisfaction with the
romantic solution to Jane Eyre was the reason both for her
search for the "real" in Shirley, and her reassertion of

9Letter 837 in Wise.
10Anne Moxley, unsigned review in the Christian
Remembrancer, April 1853, in The Brontes: The Critical
Heritage, ed. Miriam Allott (London: Routledge, 1974) 207.
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the realistic principle in the often-cited 1852 preface to
The Professor, for which novel Bronte claimed a hero who
would "work his way through life as I had seen real living
men work theirs."11

Bronte also claimed that her

character would "never get a shilling he had not earned—
that no sudden turns should lift him in a moment to wealth
and high station."12

This was her retrospective

explanation of her plan for The Professor, a text that was
several times refused for publication in her lifetime.
As we see in Jane Eyre, written after The Professor
was roundly rejected,
this principle,

Bronte did not continue to follow

instead allowing Jane to benefit from just

“ Cited in Huang Mei, p. 117. The critic's declaration
that Bronte moves toward a less romantic "realism" does
not account for the hero Crimsworth having been created
prior to Jane Eyre.
That Jane was successful and
Crimsworth unsuccessful in acquiring an audience until
after Bronte's death makes it reasonable to consider that
a more romantic (and therefore) successful book was
necessary to pave the way for Bronte's more controversial
work. Consider in this light Bronte's assertion of The
Professor's merit: though she conceded her disadvantage in
creating male characters, she also lauded the "reality" of
the majority of the novel.
See also Nestor, Female
Friendships, pp. 125 nt. and 127. As Nestor notes in
another of her treatments of Bronte, Charlotte BrontS
(Houndsmills: MacMillan, 1987), The Professor's "repeated
rejection by publishers
. . . prompted the artistic
liberation" of the more romantic Jane Eyre, p. 38.
“ Charlotte Bronte, Preface to The Professor, 1857, ed.
Heather Glen, (London: Penguin, 1989) 37.
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such a sudden turn.

Then in Shirley, the "work for a

living" philosophy is sublimated to the "feminist
statement" that Kennard says demonstrates two answers to
the woman question: both Shirley and Caroline will marry,
though one heroine moves towards independence and another
heroine accepts dependence.13

The limited independence

achieved by the androgynously-named Shirley,14 who marries
a man rather serendipitously dropped into the plot at the
last moment,

is not as socially revolutionary as a single,

unmarried heroine's, because,
in two

[characters]

"By externalizing division

rather than in the highly internalized

character" and then bringing both characters to matrimony,
Bronte negates the conflict that makes a character such as
Lucy Snowe a more successful, because self-determining,
working heroine.15

13Kennard 80-107.
14According to the Marxist Feminist Literature Collective's
reading of Bronte's female protagonists, "Her androgyny is
a game, an impossibility" (37) because even though she
goes by the title Captain Keeldar, whistles like a man,
and discusses politics, she is not independent in the way
a male can be and follows the protocol of wealthy women of
the day, giving her wealth and independence to the
"master" she falls in love with.
15Ruth Parkin-Gounelas, Fictions of the Female Self:
Charlotte Brontd, Olive Shreiner, Katherine Mansfield (New
York: St. Martin's, 1991) 46.
Parkin-Gounelas discusses
the dual heroines of Shirley.
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Bronte returned to her "work for a living" philosophy
in Lucy's story, when she rewrote the often-rejected,
unpublished The Professor as the female-oriented Villette,
wherein the protagonist is a woman whose identity is not
economically or socially elevated by coincidence's
improbable turns.
unmarketable,

The male narrative of The Professor was

Parkin-Gounelas declares, because its

protagonist is inferior to Jane Eyre's and Villette's .
Even though it handles the same material as Villette, The
Professor cannot be compared favorably to Bronte's other
delineations of the developing, underprivileged self
because the male protagonist Crimsworth must always be
seen as privileged by "education and patrilineal
connections.1,16
Lucy's work keeps a roof over her head and gives her
"comfort of mind"

(369) she claims, by preventing her from

being a burden to anyone else.

Her independence, achieved

in a difficult quest unrelieved by providential turns of
fate, causes one of Villette's reviewers to turn back
against her the ethnocentric snobbery Lucy records towards
her students, the insolent and unmanageable
Labassecouriennes.

In the Christian Remembrancer, Anne

16Ibid., 69.
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Moxley excoriates inappropriate freedom for all females,
especially the freedom of a school system that educates a
young lady outside of the home.
continental

Whereas Lucy says, "The

'female' is quite a different being to the

insular 'female' of the same age and class;

I never saw

such [insolent] eyes and [hard, unblushing] brows in
England"

(V 142), Moxley strongly chastises any system

that allows independence and freedom of expression:
Wherever girls and young women, for any purpose,
are brought in great numbers together, and
allowed to associate in wild unrestrained
companionship, the same thing [insolence] may be
observed.
Girls, we believe, are not suited to
congregate in large numbers together;
they lose
their charm, the softness, and the bloom, and
many of the precious things these flowery words
typify, under such training.17
M. Paul agrees that independence is morally destructive:
he castigates freedom for the female, although his
complaint is more focused than Moxley's.

When he sees

Lucy looking at the oversize portrait of the sensuous
Cleopatra and discovers she has been left in the gallery
on her own, he is dismayed by the independent,
"Singulieres femmes que ces Anglaises!"

(277).

He warns

Lucy, in terms suggestive of the conflict embodied in a
17In Allott, p. 205. Moxley prevaricates, for surely she
means their virginity and purity are at risk; she calls to
mind Rochester's admission, "I would have sullied my
innocent flower— breathed guilt on its purity" (JE 471) .
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woman who wants both power and convention/marriage, that
she is not to look again at the painting because Cleopatra
is "Une femme superbe— une taille d'imperatrice, des
formes de Junon, mais une personne dont je ne voudrais ni
pour femme, ni pour fille, ni pour soeur" (A superb woman
— an imperial figure, Junoesque, but a person I would not
want in a wife, daughter or sister).18
The indecorous Ginevra Fanshawe epitomizes the
English female of questionable conduct against whom Moxley
and M. Paul caution: Ginevra accepts gifts from suitors
with no intention of commitment to them, she sneers at
Graham's mother,

she keeps assignations with de Hamal, all

at the expense of propriety.
adaptation of Guinevere,

Ginevra's name, an

suggests the similarity of her

inappropriately almost-transgressive behavior— she teases
both Bretton and de Hamal— to the legendary queen's
illicit behavior.
Her name also calls to mind the city Geneva, a
stronghold of Calvinism, but Ginevra is cavalier about her
religious uncertainty:
"I have quite forgotten my religion . . . they
call me a Protestant, you know, but really I am
not sure whether I am one or not: I don't well
know the difference between Romanism and
18Translated by Mark Lilly, Ch. 19, nt. 7, p. 608.
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Protestantism.
Bonn." (115)

...

I was once a Lutheran at

Although Ginevra comes from England on the same ship as
Lucy, Bronte is careful to delineate Ginevra as a product
of several cultures:

Ginevra's uncle and godfather, the

Count de Bassompierre, of mixed French and Scottish
ancestry, pays for his goddaughter to be educated abroad.
Moxley's warning that "a restless heart and vagrant
imagination,

though owned by woman,

can have no sympathy

or true insight into the really feminine nature"19 is a
sentiment that, in its associations with travel, can be
projected onto a larger theme of insularity required
against continental contamination.

The warning is a

subtext to Lucy's creed— to remain insularly British.
On her voyage over from England, Lucy uses for her
personal pledge of liberty an extended metaphor of the
European continent that draws on images of a rich, unmined
motherlode there for the usurpation:
"Sunshine lay on it, making the long coast one
line of gold: tiniest tracery of clustered town
and snow gleaming tower, of woods deep-massed, of
heights serrated, of smooth pasturage and veiny
stream, embossed the metal-bright prospect.
For
background, spread a sky, solemn and dark-blue,
and— grand with imperial promise, soft with
tints of enchantment— strode from north to south
a God-bent bow, an arch of hope." (117)
19Moxley,

in Allott, p. 208.
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With this reverie-induced metaphor,

she reveals her

(perhaps unconscious) allegiance to the confident British
attitude that God approves of British usurpation and
expansion, but her use of British imperialism may be less
an unconscious regurgitation of ideological motives than a
feminist or classist revision of a model of empowerment,
her attempt to win a place in the sun similar to the one
that Jane was given.20

But, as we will see more than once

in this narrative, Lucy's independent stance is closely
associated with the physical or mental illness we have
noted often symbolizes a crisis of identity, with her
becoming excessively seasick following her reverie, and
"falter[ing] down into the cabin"

(118).

The moral we

should draw, she says, is that such "Day-dreams are
delusions of the demon" (118).
If she dreams of liberty, of accessing for herself
the power of the British ethnocentric community, she thus
aligns herself with God's opposition.

She can access

power only through following protocol,

letting a man

direct her to her future, which is exactly what she does
when she reaches Villette without her portmanteau and with
no conversational French.

She turns for assistance to a

2QThe "Cleopatra complex," we might say, that brings out M.
Paul's ire.
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young English gentleman, whom she overhears speaking both
French and English in what she calls "Fatherland accents"
(123), and he speaks for her, obtaining information about
her belongings and then recommending an inn.

The

gentleman, whose voice bespeaks his "nature chivalric to
the needy and feeble” (125), seems to fail as a knight,
however.

He does not escort Lucy all the way to her inn,

but instead points out the way to her and leaves her in
the street at the mercy of two insolent men who pursue her
until she has lost her way.

When the gentleman is later

revealed as Graham Bretton, his abandonment of Lucy will
seem more significantly appropriate— because the
independent Lucy will come to be called an English dragon,
that functionary in British lore to be guarded against,
fought, or destroyed by the knight.21
For what Moxley would chastise as the vagrant
imagination that prompts her to travel to this foreign
landscape, Lucy preemptively averts blame onto the
abstract, non-blamable Fate and Providence, which two
powers, she says, direct the departure from England:
she finds she has sunk into "cowardly indolence"

when

(V 97),

21"St. George slaying the dragon" is the symbol of the Order
of the Garter, the highest order of British knighthood.
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reaching a "plateau of resigned isolation"22 in the shared
tedium of Miss Marchmont's existence,

Fate and Providence

take away Lucy's dependency and forcefully direct her
life.

On arriving in Villette, when she has lost her way

evading the two stalkers, she finds herself at Madame
Beck's Pensionnat de Demoiselles, where Providence says to
her, "Stop here; this is your inn,"
personifies Fate as well:

(126).

"[She] took me in her strong

hand; mastered my will; directed my actions:
door-bell"

Lucy

I rung the

(126).

Bringing Lucy to an establishment she had intended to
seek out the next day, this isolated coincidence, achieved
at the forceful hands of Providence and Fate, is
reminiscent of Jane's collapse on her cousins' doorstep,
and since it sets up the frequent meetings between Dr.
John and Lucy, brings Lucy into the path of providential
coincidence.

But Lucy herself soon comes to believe that

"Fate was my permanent foe, never to be conciliated"
(229).

According to Vargish, Lucy comes to see the

providential intention working directly for her luckier
counterpart,

Paulina; and, since Villette has dropped the

convention of poetic justice that the critic believes

22Vargish, 73.
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prevails in Jane Eyre, the providence that remains in the
novel functions as evidence that divine intention
deliberately causes Lucy to suffer, rather than to be
aided.

Vargish reads Lucy's existence as a constant cycle

of "resolute forbearance rendered valueless by emotional
riot" that renders her a martyr to suffering, one who
"sees what Charlotte Bronte had seen in the death of her
sisters, that exceptional suffering implies an
afterlife. "25
While it is true that Lucy often articulates her
distresses in terms reminiscent of the Pauline doctrine of
grace achieved in suffering,

I would argue that Villette

constantly and effectively challenges such religiosity,
tempering the divinity of providence with the social
realities contingent on a woman's quest for independence.
The foreign space peopled by Catholic Labassecouriens and
Protestant British allows Lucy the room for theological
equivocation, especially regarding the beneficence of a
higher power.

Her earlier belief that a higher power

directs her life soon gives way to a realization that she
is not favored, but rather that those such as Graham and
Paulina, and even Ginevra, are more privileged in destiny

23Ibid., pp. 74, 86.
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than Lucy, who, she often expresses of herself,

is

destined to be buffeted by life's storms and made to work
hard for her bread.
It is in part Lucy's theological equivocation, which
reveals emotional conflict as well, that sets her apart
from the British community.

Graham rescues her from the

church entrance because the priest calls to him, "This
person is one of your countrywomen"

(258).

As a British

Protestant reclaiming another, Graham asks Lucy more than
once, "Are you a Catholic?" (257, 259), worrying that she
has turned from their shared faith to one he refers to
with classist denigrations of the priest who helps her:
"He is, I think, a good old man, far better than most of
his class in this country" (257); also, Graham says, the
priest shows the "subtility of his class" by accompanying
her to Graham's home, discovering her address, so Graham
says, in order to find her later and complete her
conversion.

Since Lucy always describes the Catholic

church as female, her denial now of any conversion to
Romanism is significant because she is ensconced,

if only

momentarily in the British community, by the man who
speaks in accents of the Fatherland.

Although Graham

inadequately performs his duties as the pater familias,
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vacillating back and forth from a half-hearted rescue on
her arrival in Villette, ignoring her at the pensionnat
although she is a fellow Briton, helping her at the
church, Lucy has, at least, been rescued into the
community that will act as her surrogate paternal figure
by fostering an impression of her as socially favored,
thus making her interesting and attractive to M. Paul.
In Villette, where coincidence establishes the
community in and against which the protagonist measures
and attempts to define her identity, the major coincidence
itself is, oddly enough, never remarked.

In two scenes,

however, Lucy twice mentions the device of coincidence,
and in both cases reaffirms the primary function of
coincidence in

Villette— it serves someone else's

interests, not hers.

These two coincidences are, one,

that the Brettons live in a town named Bretton, and two,
that Graham comes to inquire after a box thrown into the
garden at L ucy's feet.
Objectively discussing the device in the opening
paragraph, Lucy suggests that coincidence will not serve
her.

By connecting it with someone else's story, she

illuminates coincidence's dispassionate distance from her
own and demonstrates immediately her exclusion from the
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symbolic Bretton community.

She begins her narrative by

idly wondering if the Bretton family was responsible for
the place-name of Bretton, the town where they have lived
for generations,

or if the co-occurrence of identical

names is by coincidence.

Her reflection— "whether by

coincidence, or because some remote ancestor had been a
personage of sufficient importance to leave his name to
his neighbourhood,

I know not"

(61)— suggests that, even

in her autobiographically-styled retrospective,

she does

not have access to the explanation behind what may be
called coincidence.

Significantly, Lucy associates the

masculine possessive pronoun with both patrilineal name
and the town, revealing the ideological underpinning of
patriarchally-delineated space, at the same time that she
slyly undercuts patronymic practice by suggesting
coincidental naming, which would limit or dismiss
patrilineal power/control over space.
It is almost impossible to ignore the symbolic
meaning of proper names in Villette; the patronym Bretton,
homonymous with Britain, Briton, and Breton, designates
descendants of an early group of Celts and links Great
Britain, France,

and the northwestern European coast.

strong suggestion of shared ancestry, conquest, and
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patriarchy is embodied in the figure of Graham, the
Bretton male, who marries the French/Scottish heiress
Paulina.

In one of several passages that reaffirm the

Bretton role, Graham is called by Count Home de
Bassompierre,

Paulina's father "a Highlander and a chief

. . . with a trace of the Celt," who is robbing the father
of his daughter; Graham responds with "a genuine English
blush” (529) of sincerity and immediately opens up a
discussion of Paulina's value.

Paulina becomes an item of

exchange, as her father hands her over to Graham under the
sanction of a protective God: "Take her, John Bretton; and
may God deal with you as you deal with her!"

(531).

As Lucy has realized by this time, Graham can only be
attracted to a perfectly feminine woman, someone of high
social and monetary worth, admired by the world.

If

Paulina were of a lower class, a dependent worker who
nevertheless had "youth, beauty, and grace"

(458), Graham

would admire her but not align himself with her.

It is,

Lucy says, apparent in a meeting she accidentally oversees
between Graham and Paulina, that,
In his victrix he required all that was here
visible— the imprint of high cultivation, the
consecration of a careful and authoritative
protection, the adjuncts that Fashion decrees,
Wealth purchases, and Taste adjusts; for these
conditions his spirit stipulated ere it
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surrendered; they were [in Paulina] to the
utmost fulfilled. (460)24
Lucy has given up the idea of attracting Graham to
herself: an earlier passage— significantly at the
gathering where Graham asks Lucy to intercede with
Paulina— clearly demonstrates Lucy's realization that
money and status attract Graham: "Had Lucy been
intrinsically the same, but possessing the additional
advantages of wealth and stations, would your manner to
her, your value for her have been quite what they actually
were?"

(401).

In the second incident of what Lucy perceives to be
coincidence, she first begins to vocalize her awareness
that Graham has no romantic interest in her, again
confronting,

in effect, her exclusion from coincidence's

beneficial function.

In Villette,

relaxing in a garden

retreat, she is startled by a box dropping at her feet and
momentarily hopes that she might be the recipient of a
billet-doux.

But the lovenote inside the casket, from and

to parties unknown, describes Lucy as, "that dragon, the
English teacher— une veritable, begueule Britannique a ce

24The suggestion that Paulina has power over him, that he
surrenders, is only that, a suggestion, for while Graham
looks to her as his sovereign, Paulina allows the "smile
of feeling" precedence over "conscious power" (460).
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que vous dites— espece de monstre, brusque et rude comme
un vieux caporal de grenadiers, et rev§che comme une
religieuse"

(V 178) .25

Lucy sardonically asks the reader

to excuse her modesty in refusing to translate the vitriol
into English, although she translates the first part of
the insult calling her a dragon.

Her translating of the

'’dragon" denomination suggests that she might enjoy
representing a symbol of power, but the "dragon" also
clearly symbolizes the threatening force that must be kept
down.
After Dr. John— Lucy has not yet deigned to unmask
him as Graham Bretton— hurries into the garden to find the
box and its message, Lucy worries that it was he who
dropped it, for otherwise,

"How was it that Dr John, if he

had not been accessory to the dropping of that casket into
the garden, should have known that it was dropped, and
appeared so promptly on the spot to seek it?"

(V 187).

Trying to summon the courage to ask him to "explain this
coincidence"

(V 187), Lucy hears him answer the

impertinent questions of the portress Rosine on the issue:
in the building with the person who threw the box, the
25Editor Mark Lilly translates the passage as follows: "a
veritable British prude from what you say — a kind of
monster, sharp and harsh like an old grenadier corporal,
and as awkward as a nun." Ch. 12, nt. 4, p. 603.
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doctor suspects the letter will compromise the reputation
of a young lady he admires, and he intercepts it.

By

braving the "English dragon" on behalf of his enamoree,
whom he mistakenly considers refined and innocent,

Dr.

John/Graham also sets up a contrast to his earlier
behavior with Lucy, when he left her in the dark street
the night of her arrival in Villette.26
Lucy's awareness that she is an outsider to the
implications of what she presumptively styles the
"coincidence" of the retrieval of the love-letter
mitigates her satisfaction at Dr. John's peripheral
involvement.

Both Dr. John's unawareness of Lucy's

feelings for him and Mme.

Beck's misplaced suspicion that

Lucy is a party to a romantic t£te-&-tete establish for
her the truth of what the anonymous writer has
derogatorily implied,
identity-conflict.

that she is the site of a tumultuous

The insults, translated as "monster,

grenadier corporal, nun," respectively questioning her
humanity, her femininity,

and her religious orientation

and sexuality, suggest Lucy's contradistinction to the
class, gender, and theological codes of the British

26Lucy has not told us that Dr. John is Graham, but she has
already recognized him as such and also recognized in him
the man who aids her when she reaches Villette.
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community that she purportedly upholds.
that, ironically,

Bitterly amused

she has not been compromised while

wishing she could be, Lucy articulates an internal
conflict that also delineates her social one,
Yet as the laugh died, a kind of wrath smote me,
and then bitterness followed:
it was the rock
struck, and Meribah's waters gushing out.
I
never had felt so strange and contradictory an
inward tumult as I felt for an hour that
evening:
soreness and laughter, and fire, and
grief, shared my heart between them. (186-87)
The geographical sites of the two "coincidences" that
Lucy notices also enhance this conflict, this
contradiction of Lucy's prescribed identity and her
independence.

In the first instance,

the autobiographer

Lucy recalls her British surroundings dispassionately from
a distance of many years, acknowledging patriarchal power
and linking it to the Brettons, the symbolic group about
which she still has limited knowledge.

In the second

instance, she recalls her bitter resentment at being
excluded in Villette from romance with the man she has
recognized as a Bretton/Briton.
If we agree with Lucy that they are coincidences,
these two incidents help us to understand how the basic
coincidence— the British all coming together in the same
small, foreign town— is of primary importance to the
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development of identity for this character Bronte cast as
unconventional and unlikable,
in the foreign environment.

somehow a British-yet-Other
For one thing, Newton tells

us, the reappearance in Labassecour of "mislaid" English
characters as a "reconstruction of England upon foreign
soil does give the novel the curious quality of moving
forward and then lurching suddenly into reverse.

This

arrest . . . tells us something familiar about the quest
of the independent woman:
spiritually at least,

it is all too easy for her,

to give it up," once she is forced,

as Lucy is at La Terrasse,

to take another look at what

she has to do without if excluded from the community.2’
Although coincidence is a device that disrupts
narrative linearity, a chronological reading of Lucy's
narrative may help to explain her identity as defined in
and contrasted to this British community convened by the
coincidence.

The young Lucy is a welcome visitor, a god

daughter in the Bretton home in England when we meet her,
but she loses touch with the Brettons when her class
identity deteriorates in a loss of status dictated by her
loss of family.

The loss of family leaves her without the

27Judith Lowder Newton, Women, Power and Subversion: Social
Strategies in British Fiction, 1778-1860 (Athens: U of
Georgia P, 1981) 111.
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kinship community that is necessary to a woman of
marriageable age, and she is automatically displaced from
her previous privileged class.
Lucy clearly understands that her loss of family puts
her identity at risk in the British society of dependent
and marginalized women to which she is accustomed.

Not

only is she now alone and destitute, which situation
apparently dispels any hope of her ever achieving an
upward re-adjustment of her class status; but she also
takes her solitude as reason to exhibit an independence
not easily accommodated within the British community,

thus

demonstrating those characteristics which will, when
developed further in Villette, certify her as permanently
outside of the community.

Lucy says of her choice to go

abroad:
My state of mind, and all accompanying
circumstances, were just now such as most to
favour the adoption of a new, resolute, and
daring— perhaps desperate— line of action.
I
had nothing to lose. . . . If I died far away
from— home, I was going to say, but I had no
home— from England, then, who would weep? (110)
Her actions fulfill her prophecy of solitude.

In

response to the economic disparities situated in her lack
of home, she relocates her attempt at independence to a
foreign location; Villette might be, as Margaret Shaw
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calls it, "the geographical site of difference for Lucy,
the place to which she goes to ’turn over a new leaf'
after she has lost family, home and economic security.”28
Similar to Shaw, Jean Kennard views Villette as a foreign
landscape of imaginative freedom, compared to the "cool,
rational,

Protestant world,” of England29 where Lucy has

had to accept her social position as increasingly
marginalized,

even invisible.

Before she goes abroad,

Lucy visits her former nurse, now a housekeeper for
another family, and is not recognized by a former
schoolmate,

the young married daughter of the house, who

had previously been, Lucy says,
mine"

"in a lower class than

(104) .30

28Margaret Shaw, "Narrative Surveillance and Social Control
in Villette," in Studies in English Literature 34 (1994)
827. The importance of family, and particularly the
family she no longer has, is emphasized in Lucy's
reception at the London inn.
The night she arrives alone
she is treated with disdain; the next day, after she tells
the waiter that fifteen years earlier her Uncles Charles
and Wilmot had regularly visited this inn, and he
remembers them well enough to say that Lucy looks like
Charles, she is "on a right footing" (V 108) and treated
with courtesy.
29Jean Kennard,
100 .

Victims of Convention (Hamden: Archon,

1978)

30Brenda Silver, for instance, calls attention to "the
interconnected role of class and gender" that, along with
Lucy's loss of family, can be blamed for Lucy's social
fall; see "The Reflecting Reader in 'Villette'," in
Villette: Charlotte Bronte, ed. Pauline Nestor (New York:
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The ability of the foreign space to accommodate
Lucy's determination to make for herself a new,
independent life is compromised by at least two
complications: the existence of the British community in a
foreign place and Lucy's rigid perceptions of the primacy
of the British character— as Shaw asserts, Lucy
understands foreigners and Villette only as binary
opposites to the lauded English counterparts of her
community.

Lucy thinks that achieving independence

unavailable to her on English soil depends on her welllearned English superiority over the foreign elements, a
position that confronts the nationalistic ideology while
contradictorily complying with it.

Although she is drawn

back coincidentally into a British community in Villette,
her sense of being bereft is not permanently alleviated
within that community.

In Villette, after all,

it is the

British characters who seem unable to see Lucy or identify
her accurately:

Graham thinks her a "shadow"; Ginevra

wonders, "Who are you, Miss Snowe?"; Mrs. Bretton believes
her to be "busy and happy"; de Bassompierre sees "a model
teacher, the essence of the sedate and discreet" and "the

St. Martin's,

1992)

88.
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pink and pattern of governess-correctness"; and Paulina
mistakes her for a "rich lady" (403, 392, 354, 386, 369) .
Even in Villette, until Lucy is able to break with
the British standards that confront her in the expatriate
community, she will find that the possible "new leaf" is
simply another page from the same book of social
prescriptions restricting her classification in England.
On the way to her new landscape, Lucy encounters on board
The Vivid the social disdain that greets a

woman whose

need to work announces her economically disfavored social
position outside of a kinship community.

When she

discloses to Ginevra Fanshawe her as-yet-unformed plan,
"'My business is to earn a living where I can find it',"
Ginevra replies,
poor then?'"

"'To earn!'

(in consternation)

'are you

(116).

A young female's limited economic options are
apparent in the presence on board of the wealthy Watsons,
a family group that includes a groom of "low stature,
plain, fat, and vulgar" and a giddy, young bride of whom
Lucy had wondered,

” [W]hat had made her marry that

individual, who was at least as much like an oil-barrel as
a man?"

(113).

The answer is the same one that Ginevra

claims for her own future although she derogates the
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boisterous Watsons as "steerage passengers"

(115).

In a

passage worth quoting at length because it comprehensively
underscores the class and gender issues that define Lucy,
Ginevra describes her own future as depending on a wealthy
relative until she can marry well, not seeming to notice
her parallel to the Watson bride:
"But I know what it is to be poor:
they are
poor enough at home— papa and mama, and all of
them.
Papa is called Captain Fanshawe; he is an
officer on half-pay, but we11-descended, and
some of our connections are great enough; but my
uncle and god-papa de Bassompierre, who lives in
France, is the only one that helps us: he
educates us girls.
I have five sisters and
three brothers.
By-and-by we are to marry—
rather elderly gentlemen, I suppose, with cash:
papa and mama manage that.
My sister Augusta is
married now to a man much older-looking than
papa.
Augusta is very beautiful— not in my
style— but dark; her husband, Mr. Davies, had
the yellow fever in India, and he is still the
colour of a guinea; but then he is rich, and
Augusta has her carriage and establishment, and
we all think she has done perfectly well.
Now
this is better than 'earning a living,' as you
say." (116)
Ginevra clearly understands social dictates.

This is

a speech which describes social reality for a young woman
whose well-connected family can arrange a marriage for
her.

The alliance of the dark Augusta with a discolored,

guinea-like Mr. Davies back from India suggests
colonialism and otherness simultaneously,

just as "guinea"

suggests both the gold British coin and the African
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country that supplied the gold.

"But then he is rich"

means any faults are insignificant, and Ginevra admires
Augusta's acquisitions, her carriage and her home as the
perfect be.

ament.

Ginevra later amplifies her understanding of social
dictates by bluntly categorizing the lack of identity that
culminates from Lucy's faults: she is nobody's daughter,
has no relations,

is not young, has no accomplishments,

is

not beautiful, has no admirers, has never been in love and
cannot hope to be, and she is endowed with a cleverness
that is not admired by anyone

(215-16).

Believing herself

to be well-endowed with every attribute Lucy lacks,
Ginevra deliberately re-interprets the prescriptive rules
for herself very broadly.

On the self-serving scale that

Ginevra blithely sees as the natural extension of the
legal (matrimonial) prostitution she has been inured to,
she adjudges proffered gifts as her right, and if she does
not receive unsolicited what she desires materially,
makes requests of her suitors or her relatives.

she

Although

Ginevra cites the rules, she flouts convention by
rewriting the etiquette and ethics of the matrimonial
game; she proves herself an unsuitable member of the
British community by disliking the handsome,

intelligent,
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fair-minded young English doctor and preferring the
foreign dandy, Colonel-Count Alfred de Hamal, with whom
she ultimately elopes.
Lucy, of course, still holding up the British
standard,

finds Dr. John to be the ideal British male.

That coincidence conspicuously fails to show Lucy to be
suitable either in class or wealth to appeal to him is
further demonstrated when Lucy is guilty of the emotional
excess she has warned the child Polly to avoid with the
teenaged Graham: "'Don't fret, and don't expect too much
of him, or else he will feel you to be troublesome, and
then it is all over'"

(91).

Aware of Ginevra's preference

for de Hamal, Lucy emotionally bridges the distance from
which she has surveyed the other characters and expresses
to the doctor her belief that he has such advantages that
he need not fear being rejected.

Her fervency causes him

to view her with "some surprise" and "some
disapprobation," and Lucy, feeling "chill" because of his
nonreceptiveness to her excesses,

leaves him (223).

Revisiting the trope of many novels, wherein the
woman threatening to escape patriarchal control becomes
ill and passive, Lucy's "chill" following her emotional
scene with Graham evolves into physical and mental
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illness.

Not until she regresses into a mental incapacity

that reaffirms her anonymity, thus deferring her hopes for
establishing her own strong, independent identity, does
Lucy's story shift away from the school and into the
British community.

Lucy's doubly-constricted confinement,

both with the cretin and with her own "strange fever of
the nerves and blood"

(231) drives her to seek comfort in

the Catholic church, and brings about the reorganization
of Lucy's landscape,
over the school.

foregrounding the British community

This moment also foregrounds Lucy's

class, gender, and religious conflicts: in her work
(taking care of the cretin), her emotions

(what one critic

calls "spasms of heart-agony"31), and her spiritual
vacillation (she turns to Catholicism for relief).
Volume Two opens with Lucy bedridden at La Terrasse,
allowed time to reinvest herself with the proper attitude
of resignation and controlled emotions.

Reunited with

former comrades-in-station, Lucy has an opportunity to re
enter the social world which excluded her when she lost
her family.

In the sojourn at La Terrasse, the bedridden

Lucy remembers that, when she was fourteen, the Brettons,
though of superior wealth, were not superior in station—
31Unsigned Review,
Allott, p. 182.

in the Spectator, February 12, 1853.
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"there had never been any inequality"

(245) she claims.

Responding with gratitude to her godmother's attempts to
involve Lucy in what Mrs. Bretton will call the "English
clan in Villette"

(V 355), but realizing she cannot afford

to be self-delusional with the Brettons, Lucy implores
Reason to check her yearning for their company and satisfy
her with an occasional interlude with these friends from
whom she knows she can expect only moderate affection.
Her identity is fraught with the tension of
Reason succumbing to

(English)

(foreign) passion, because while her

intended reliance on rational judgment, defined throughout
the text as a cool British trait, is an apparent attempt
to reconcile herself to the British standards,

she

realizes that she fits into the community on a much lower
social rung than her original status would have dictated.
By resituating her in the English community by whose
standards she is valued,

coincidence puts Lucy in mind

again of her diminished worth as a working woman instead
of a goddaughter in the Bretton home.
Lucy understands that her unempowered social position
reflects her worth, as she is measured by others in the
coincidentally regrouped community.

A constant awareness

of her gender inferiority, associated with the external
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attributes of money and class, is obvious in her unspoken
question to Graham about her value to him.
Narcissistically admiring her mental attributes because
they mirror his own, Graham unknowingly articulates the
disparity between values created by gender prescripts: she
and he agree in opinion, in taste, in judgment, yet they
could be friends, their opinions "would have melted into
each other," he says, if she had "been a boy"

(401).

The

male's value over the female's is also embodied in Graham,
who overcomes the vagaries of fortune by being educated in
a valued profession

(medicine) that pays well, while Lucy

must take any position she can find, working her way up
from companion to nursery/governess to teacher, with the
social valuing of men over women echoed in Lucy's comment
that Mme. Beck will get from her three times the work of
the male English teacher, and pay her only half as much.
As Judith Lowder Newton concludes, Bronte displays "the
economic inequity between men and women, which is based
not on men's access to money but on their access to work
that pays."

Newton continues,

"Men's work and most

women's lack of work are real to us in this novel, and
because they are real, we are made to experience . . .
that the division of labor between genteel women and
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genteel men is the source of profound and daily
differences in powerlessness and power."32
Unlike that in Jane Eyre, the major coincidence does
not assign Lucy an improved monetary value and does not
re-empower her socially: the entire middle of the novel
demonstrates clearly and painfully to Lucy that she has
insufficient value to interest Graham, even though he is
now aware of their previous shared childhood.

The only

fortune manipulated within the coincidentally achieved
community is Paulina's inheritance, which will soon be at
Graham's disposal.

Volume Two ends with Lucy forcefully

aware that Graham, unaware of her feelings for him, has
transferred his affections from Ginevra to the heiress.
In a thoughtlessly cruel attempt at manipulation, Graham
asks Lucy to whisper his recollections of the young
Polly's affection for him, which he disdained in the past,
into the now desirable Paulina's ear so he can watch her
reactions.

In painful acknowledgement that her marginal

status renders her invisible, and that Graham cannot, Lucy
bemoans, "read m y eyes, or face, or gestures; though,
doubt not, all spoke"

I

(404, my emphasis), Lucy refuses to

woo Paulina for him.

32Newton 87.
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By placing her within the expatriate British
community and then denying her the advantages thereof,
coincidence situates Lucy so as to facilitate the
development of her fundamental independence.

Although the

coincidental regrouping of the British acquaintances does
not apparently serve Lucy's immediate economic interests,
its neglect of her does serve her emotional development,
after a fashion.

Neglecting her in the dispensation of

good fortune, coincidence keeps her grounded,

reminding

her that the independence sought and tentatively earned in
the first volume of her narrative— she has improved her
station old lady's companion to teacher— is all her future
holds.

Lucy values her independence to such an extent

that she refuses Count de Bassompierre's offer of three
times her teaching salary to be Paulina's companion:

"I

was no bright lady's shadow," Lucy declares, aware that
her unshackled relationship with Mme. Beck is preferable
to being "the foil of any gem, and adjunct of any beauty,
the appendage of any greatness in Christendom"

(382-83).

Her declaration is a refusal to re-enter the class
structure as the shadow of a gentlewoman, perhaps the
inoffensive shadow Graham has called her.

She does not

want to negate the progress she has made as "a rising
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character: once an old lady's companion,

then a nursery-

governess, now a school-teacher” (394), and in words
similar to Jane Eyre's, Lucy refuses to return to a
companion or governess position in "any great house"
(382).33

Her self-determination has already marked her as

someone who must work for a living, for Count de
Bassompierre describes her to Paulina,

in terms that

remind us of the dragon appellation from which Lucy takes
strength:

"I saw she was one who had to guard and not be

guarded; to act and not be served"

(369).

Yet her refusal to be Paulina's companion is as much
about her passionate determination to have personal
liberty as it is a refusal to be in service as a private
governess or companion.
has recognized all along,

It is this passion that M. Paul
from when he first insists that

she perform the cross-dressing role in the school play.
Remarking what he sees as Lucy's dangerous,

fiery nature,

Paul tells her that although others generally believe her
to be the colorless shadow that a woman of her economic
limits is expected to be, he has recognized in her stage
performance a poorly-masked ambition for authority.

33Jane refuses a position with "any high family in the land"
(JE 395).
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Again,

in the scene where Lucy realizes that Graham

has turned his attentions away from Ginevra and towards
Paulina, passing over her entirely, M. Paul arouses the
passion he believes simmers beneath her surface calm by
remarking on it in French: "Petite chatte, doucerette,
coquette!

. . . vous avez l'air bien triste, soumise,

reveuse, mais vous ne l'etes pas; c'est moi qui vous le
dis: Sauvage!
(404).34

la flamme a l'ame, 1'eclair aux yeux!"

Having acquired the conversational French she

lacked when she arrived in Villette, and for which she had
to defer to Graham, Lucy can now retort:
flamme a l'ame, et je dois 1'avoir!"

"Oui; j'ai la

(404).35

It is with M. Paul that we see Lucy's theological
conflict, which undercuts her definition as a cool,
Protestant Englishwoman,

finally settled: she and M. Paul

agree to disagree, but the agreement does not satisfy all
of Villette's readers.

Lucy has alternately thrilled to

the certainty that it is part of God's great plan that she
should suffer and then questioned her situation: "From my

34"You alluring little coquette! . . . you seem sad,
submissive, dreamy, but you aren't really: it is I that
says this to you: Savage! with a blazing soul and light in
your eyes!" As translated by Mark Lilly, Ch. 27, nt. 2, p.
613.
35"Yes, I have a blazing soul, and the right to have one!"
As translated by Mark Lilly, Ch. 27, nt. 2, p. 613.
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youth up Thy terrors have I suffered with a troubled mind"
(232).

Her mental distress, inscribed in her theological

dilemma, leads her to believe that she must take God's
plan into her own hands;

leaving her sickbed, she turns to

the Catholic church, but when she leaves, collapses only
to find herself manipulated by the coincidence into a
British community,

re-acquainted with the Brettons to whom

she vows Protestant sympathies and Catholic antipathy.
It is her conflict that insults some readers, who see
in it a refusal to accept her destiny.

The Spectator

critic who condemns Lucy's "spasms of heart-agony" also
doubts Lucy's worldly philosophy "as much as we are sure
that it is not in any high sense Christian"; another
reviewer sees "Christianity itself degraded from a
revealed system of doctrine to a loose sentiment or
feeling"; still another refuses, as a representative of
Christianity, the heroine "whose religion is without awe,-who despises and set down every form and distinction she
cannot understand"

(sic) and who, heaven forbid, uses her

Bible for self-serving quotations and witticisms.36
Agreeing to leave Paul to his religion, since he
will leave her to hers, Lucy puts aside her theological

36In Allott, pp. 183,

194, 206.
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equivocation for her work as a teacher, in a move that is
foreshadowed early in her narrative-

On her last day in

London, viewing the city from the dome of St. Paul's, Lucy
notes that the city has hanging over it "a cloud of haze,"
which suggests that the church is too lofty a place from
which to view life clearly.
is down in the city,

in the world of work that will become

her future: "Descending . . .
life.

Life itself, she foretells,

. . . its business,

I got into the heart of city

its rush, its roar, are such

serious things, sights, and sounds"

(V 109).

In

Villette, she pays serious attention to her advancement in
the world of teaching, her ambition to have a school of
her own fulfilled in the end through Paul's money and
connections.
By not commandeering the beneficence of coincidence
for its protagonist,

the sometimes bitter Villette becomes

a much darker social comment than the often saccharine
Jane Eyre, foiling the traditional autobiographical
contract of quest and self-definition within the
parameters of a socially acceptable structure, yet its
ending poses new possibilities for the socially inferior,
economically distressed female protagonist if she is
transplanted to a territorialized terrain.

Jane accesses
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family, money, and matrimony, albeit serendipitously, and
thereby re-entry into a recognized and revered class
position high within the social structure.
survives,

Lucy merely

for the most part, and does not move up in

station or wealth because of coincidence.
ambiguous ending,

Villette's

leaving the reader without full

knowledge of whether Lucy achieves matrimonial success,
can be read as a more realistic treatment of what many
critics point to as a more-often-than-not economically
unrelieved plight of the governess "class."37
In his treatment of the social conflicts from within
which the Brontes wrote, Terry Eagleton says of Villette's
ambiguity that it is "appropriate to the book's
continually double-edged attitude to the question of
secure settlement.

. . . the conclusion remains

calculatedly unresolved, underlining the delights of
domestic settlement at the same time as it protests
against the bland unreality of such an ending."38

If we

read Villette as a companion to Jane Eyre in that, as
BrontSan authority Pauline Nestor claims, they together
reveal BrontS's ambivalence toward the fate of the

37For example, Poovey,
among others.

Cvetkovich, and Tanner in "Passion,"

38Eagleton 73.
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unmarried, undervalued woman,39 the later novel can be
seen to investigate for the female protagonist an
entrepreneurial alternative to the prescribed realities of
arranged marriage,

spinsterish dependence on charitable

relatives, or impoverished, though technically
independent, governessing.
In Villette, BrontS rewrites the governess novel and
deletes the providential coincidence for her protagonist.
She balances the fairy-tale ending of Jane Eyre with a
more socially realistic,
for Lucy Snowe.

less escapist/romantic conclusion

As Huang Mei declares, Bronte triumphs in

the somber ending of Villette, by saying "a final 'no' to
the old Cinderella plot"

(139).40

While Lucy is denied

the fairy-tale conclusion of appropriation of wealth and
station within the British community as written on an
exterior and social landscape,41 she achieves a mini

39In Female Friendships, Nestor devotes Chapter 4,
"Charlotte Bronte's Ambivalence towards Solitude and
Society," to Bronte's ambivalence about relationships, as
"betrayed in her unresolved attitudes towards her
fictional spinsters" (99).
4QHuang Mei 105-139.
41Lucy's exclusion is also signaled in M. Paul's colonial
business ventures.
Although his Antigua connection
suggests that a colonial fortune such as Jane received
will come to Lucy through Paul, his absence at the end of
the text denies her this economic possibility.
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usurpation of her own within a more limited interior
space, domestic space which functions often in fiction as
"an emblem of the heroine's reward at the end of the
novel— the life of comfort, quiet, and order
conventionally supposed to define the experiences of a
genteel married woman."42

Lucy's narrative starts in the

interior space peopled by feminine models such as Mrs.
Bretton and Polly, but whether we see Lucy's personal
appraisal of these Bretton years as significant for their
disclosure of either an already obvious alienation or a
compliance to the ideal of female pursuits, we can still
read the ending as a non-traditional adaptation of an
interior space that replicates the domesticity of the
Bretton home while it converts it into a workplace not
dominated by a male figure, although financed by one.
We view Lucy Snowe in the opening scenes as an
outsider, a god-child of limited prospects in a middleclass home, in a situation much like the young Jane Eyre.
At the beginning of the more traditionally romantic,
earlier novel, Bronte plunks down her young, miserable,
outsider-protagonist right in the middle of a middle-class
English manor house; by the end of the story, Jane is the

42Newton 86.
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contented insider, mistress of her own house.
reconfigures this frame.

Villette

The narrative's grounding in the

basic coincidence establishes Lucy in a foreign space
which facilitates the development of her character as
British-yet-Other;

then the conclusion, unrelieved by

serendipitous coincidence, finds her to be,

like Jane, a

mistress of an interior space, but unlike Jane, as a
schoolmistress, not as a wife in a middle-class home.
Lucy is not necessarily to be pitied for the
substitution of a business site, where she also lives, for
a familial place:

in his introduction to the text, wherein

he describes Lucy as a "self without society," Tanner
calls it a triumph over the estrangement and alienation
tone of the novel that concludes with Lucy having
"complete control" over "her own clean well-lighted house
. . . which has the peaceful rooms and well-arranged
furniture she had experienced
as part of her own domain.

early in her life but never

. . . [she] is finally in a

domestic space of her own which cherishes rather than
threatens her."43

Newton also sees the positive aspects

of a conclusion that departs from tradition:
But for all its surface attractions, the Bretton
household is not as tranquil as it has been
43Tanner,

"Introduction," 10, 12-13.
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seen: the very quiet of its interior is the
quiet of muted suffering, and at the base of
Polly's ostensibly charming relation to Graham
is a power dynamic which is distinctly
unpleasant.
Charlotte Bronte, in fact, without
making any overt comment to the effect, quietly
presents the dependent life, the traditional end
point of a marriage plot, as a condensation of
powerlessness and pain.44
For Lucy's narrative to end with her not trapped in such a
painful situation is, therefore, an achievement.

In Jane

Eyre, the tentative feminist hope for independence is
suppressed at the end into Jane's reduction to a wifely
heroine/helpmate.
In Villette, M. Paul provides funding for Lucy's
school for a year and tells her for the rest "to trust
God, and herself"

(589); at the end of M. Paul's three

year absence, she says she has been successful mainly for
working hard as his steward, but she also acknowledges
that she has received from another man a long overdue
minor bequest, one hundred useful pounds.45

Her feminist

achievement of independence is coerced into silence, then,

44Newton 87.
45Miss Marchmont, the gentlewoman to whom Lucy served as
companion before journeying to Villette, tells Lucy she
intends to take care of her, but then dies that very
night, and the Marchmont heir ignores Lucy, until he falls
desperately ill and tries to salve his conscience, Lucy
says, by honoring whatever instructions it might have been
that Miss Marchmont left regarding Lucy's bequest.
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by the hints of what the public would demand as
resolution— funding by other than her own earnings, and
her stewardship of her intended husband's money.

Lucy's

independence is never fully articulated, recognized, or
acknowledged, yet it is only fair to say that, dependent/
independent, in "a kind of middle-ground"46 in that she is
established in her business by Paul's money and yet does
not answer to his absent self, Lucy is BrontS's fictional
challenge to an ideologically-prescribed providential
conclusion.

46Eagleton 73.
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CHAPTER 4
COINCIDENCE AND PATRIARCHY IN THE HOMAN IN WHITE
Sensation fiction, which depends on shock and
surprise to engage its readers affectively and involve
them vicariously in the story,1 is a genre well-suited to
the mystery located in the structure of inexplicable
coincidence;depending on the device,

recalling it again

and again to

The Woman in White

the narrative forefront,

utilizes that mystery.
Underscoring the sensational or Gothic/uncanny
aspects of a text, coincidence serves the plot of The
Woman in White by creating "the excitement of surprise,"
one of the necessary elements in fiction, according to
Collins;2 as a formal device, it is so familiar an element
of surprise in a novel's structure that its sensory effect
on the character, and by extension on the reader, pushes
aside or obscures its causal effect; we can, however, hope
to read beyond our initial sensory response to Collins'

lD. A. Miller,
The Novel and the Police (Berkeley: U of
California P,
1986) 148-49. As Miller explains The Woman
in White, the characters who turn towards unlegal
standards of evidence like intuition and coincidence get
closer to the truth than those who follow strict judicial
habits (159).
2Collins in preface to 1860 edition of The Woman in White.
Quoted in Ann Cvetkovich, Mixed Feelings: Feminism, Mass
Culture, and Victorian Sensationalism (New Brunswick:
Rutgers U P , 1992) 72.
143
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novel, to view what coincidence achieves— the reordering
or recovery of identities based on the acquisition of
property and power.
In "The Ideology of Narrative Form in Sensation
Fiction," Jonathan Loesberg correlates the social and land
reform debates of the 1850's and 1860's with the meteoric
rise and short life of the sensation genre.3 Admitting
that the sensation novels do not necessarily present any
specific concern with parliamentary reform itself,
Loesberg nonetheless believes that political debate was
"shaped by a prior, ambiguously held attitude toward class
structure," an attitude that emerged as well in the
thematic indeterminacy characterizing sensation fiction, a
short-lived yet controversial genre.4

By qualifying his

claim that crises of class-identity prevail in sensation
fiction— allowing they may be thematic rather than
structural— Loesberg enters a rhetorical debate regarding
content versus form, a debate into which we might easily

3Jonathan Loesberg, "The Ideology of Narrative Form in
Sensation Fiction," Representations 13 (Winter 1986) 115138.
4Page 116 and passim.
Loesberg links the controversy that
greeted sensation novels with the political unrest of the
few years of sensation fiction's prevalence: the genre
died out when the social reform movement met with success.
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introduce the device of coincidence in order to tease out
of its structure its thematic relevance.
The two previous novels in this study are female
narratives, with the heroine either being incorporated (in
Jane Eyre)into a propertied society by overwhelmingly
beneficent coincidence, or with her being ignored (in
Villette) by a hugely beneficial coincidence that serves
someone else.

We can read, in The Woman in White, a

similar tale of Laura Fairlie's loss of identity, and then
her recovery through coincidence, but in this novel, the
woman's story is the subplot, while the male
teacher/figure,

the drawing-master Walter Hartright, acts

out the narrative of coincidentally-orchestrated class
mobility.
As a narrative of the male teacher/figure, this novel
reminds us Bronte also wrote a male narrative with a
similar plot.

The Professor, however, does not fit the

pattern of the coincidentally-manipulated,

"working-class"

tale, in the same way that Jane's, Lucy's, and Walter's
stories do, because the protagonist is favored by
education and family.

Very important to Crimsworth's

future, when he leaves Eton, are his two familial
communities, the mercantile and the aristocratic.
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still access both, which have family members against
which, or with which, he can define himself.

Crimsworth's

aristocratic maternal uncles, offering him a living as a
clergyman and a ready-made wife in one of his highborn
cousins, make a mistake in disparaging his tradesman
father, because Crimsworth instantly chooses to defend his
father's honor:

"I cannot do better than follow in my

father's steps; yes, I will be a tradesman"

(40).5

This important aspect of Crimsworth's development, as
he turns to his father's profession,

is that with his

privilege as a male, what Eagleton claims is his "lonely
rebellion against intolerable aristocratic patronage" is
"at least a free choice, rather than, as with Jane and
Lucy, an unavoidable fatality."6

Turning away from the

aristocracy, he has the paternal family represented by his
tradesman brother, and significantly, his choice does not
preclude his vantage point from "the fusion of
aristocratic quality and driving bourgeois effort effected
in his parents' marriage,"7 a fusion that, as a man, he
can put to good use as he goes out into the world of work.

5Charlotte Bronte,

The Professor

(New York: Penguin, 1989)

6Eagleton Myths 34.
7Ibid., 33.
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In The Woman in White, Walter has a similar
opportunity to Crimsworth's— to follow in his own father's
footsteps as a drawing-master.

He exhibits from the first

the necessary attention to hard work and economic prudence
of the bourgeois hero.

Even when an inexplicable

foreboding warns Walter against applying for the position
in Cumberland, teaching drawing to the two young
gentlewomen of Limmeridge House, he knows, nevertheless,
that his inclination against the position is at variance
with his duty, which is to apply for any such attractive
engagement and forward his career, both economically and
socially.
Although Walter frets, feeling "[his] duty and [his]
inclination so painfully and so unaccountably at variance"
(44), he still chooses to follow the absent paternal
example.

His economic contributions may not be necessary

for the economic well-being of his mother and sister since
his financially astute father, now deceased, ensured their
independent futures, but Walter still appreciates and
emulates the duty modeled by his father, who succeeded
materially although he "never had such a chance as this”
(44).

And with the proprietary pride of a self-appointed

father, the Italian professor Pesca, an Anglomanic who
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wants to enact a similar role to the one he projects for
Walter, tells the younger man those things he needs to
hear about how to move up in the English world:

"Marry one

of the two young Misses: become Honourable Hartright,
M.P."

(46).

When he advises his young friend to make the

most of this chance, he suggests that the way to move up
in the world is to acquire property, and for a lower-class
figure such as Walter, the best

(perhaps only) way to do

that is through marriage.
We can hear in Pesca's words the difference that
gender makes in the protagonist's quest for autonomy.
Even a lowly drawing-master such as Walter, or according
to Pesca*s plans, a foreigner such as himself, can marry
into a property-ownership and can access power, the power,
for instance, of a Member of Parliament.
property, however,

For a woman of

the power in ownership is deferred to

the male authority in her life.

In the complicated

entailment of Limmeridge House, Laura's interest in the
property is always accessible as "interest" rather than as
ownership, with control variously held in the hands of her
father, her uncle, and her two husbands.
Walter accepts reluctantly, however, the opportunity
Pesca offers him of an extremely well-paying position,
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with his "inexplicable unwillingness," "unreasonable
disinclination," and "unaccountable perversity"

(43, 44,

45), displaying characteristics of an unacceptable weak
will in an English man.

His reluctance is especially

suspect for a working-class hero who is advised by Pesca
on how to move up in the world.

Although, while in

Cumberland, Walter jealously investigates the anonymous
charges against Laura Fairlie's noble fiance, hoping to
uncover information that will persuade Laura to cancel her
engagement,

the drawing-master's weakness and class envy

stand in the way of decisive action on the suspicions, and
Walter departs the scene, leaving Laura to her fate.
After his maturing experience in Central America,
during which time Laura marries Percival,

loses her

identity and her property, Walter comes back to England
and announces his manhood and his quest:
My will had learnt to be strong, my heart to be
resolute, my mind to rely on itself.
I had gone
out to fly from my own future.
I came back to
face it, as a man should. (427)8
His efforts, as he embodies both ethnocentric and
imperialistic conventions of patriarchy, reward him with a

®Wilkie Collins, The Woman in White (London: Penguin, 1985) .
All further references to this novel are noted in the
text.
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wife, a son, and a family interest in English real estate.
Presenting class transition in the form of Walter's
successful advancement over the body of the false
aristocrat,

The Woman in White suggests that the bourgeois

dream of upward mobility and control of property is
attainable through personal application and endeavor, but
Walter gains the opportunity to expend his efforts on
Laura's behalf and advance across class demarcations not
so much by his own efforts as by way of the recurring
narrative subterfuge of coincidence.
This novel apparently presents a narrative of class
transition, as the first two coincidences illuminate the
class differences between the protagonist and the
antagonist, but because the third coincidence,

the one

establishing the crisis of identity that needs to be
resolved, orchestrates the improved social position for
Walter, by delivering property into his hands after he
becomes the proper patriarchal figure, the novel only
pretends to be about "earned" class transition.

Entering

the crisis through the coincidence, becoming a selfserving agent of the ideologically-encoded plot
orchestrations that deliver property into his own hands,
Walter grows into a position of patriarchal authority.
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fictionally allowing this lower-class man's class
transition

(although with an obscured patriarchal motive)

the plot perpetuates the bourgeois myth of self-achievable
class advancement.

It both falsely portrays earned class

advancement and deflects attention from the reinforcing of
the patriarchal status quo.
The "making" of the man in the male narrative often
is the growth of the protagonist into a figure who can
figuratively fill his father's shoes,
patriarchal position,

fill the father's

for it is, quite often, that the

father is absent in stories of the "self-made" man.

By

highlighting the overwhelming absence of legitimate and
positive paternal figures, an absence that negatively
circumscribes the space that needs to be filled, the
coincidences in The Woman in White point to an obvious
crisis in the patriarchal system, a crisis Waiter can
resolve if he can adequately assume the mantle of
patriarchy.
The three major coincidences in the novel engineer
Walter's personal development and economic progress, as
they shift the text's emphasis from class conflict to a
patriarchal privilege that overrides the bourgeois
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narrative of self-determined achievement.9
narratives, which,

Several minor

in their unusual interweaving within

Walter's outer narrative, suggest a non-linear overlapping
similar to the interwoven structure of the coincidences,
disclose that the first major coincidence begins well
before the sequence of events opening the novel.
This first coincidence, one of the two that seem to
foreground issues of class, involves Sir Percival Glyde's
relationships with both the lower-class, mentally-ill Anne
Catherick, whom he imprisons in an asylum, and the
gentlewoman, Laura Fairlie, whom he engages to marry.

The

unlikely, mutually antagonistic relationship between Anne
Catherick and the baronet comes about because, as a young
nobleman who discovers his illegitimacy,

Sir Percival

enlists for his forgery of matrimonial documents the aid
of Anne's mother, who has had the illegitimate Anne by
Philip Fairlie.
"Secret"

After Anne threatens to reveal his

(which she does not actually know), Percival

commits her to an asylum in London.

Percival is then, in

9Each of what I call the three major coincidences has
several smaller coincidences converging into it.
I have
tried to separate for the discussion the exact strands of
each coincidence that I want to treat.
For clarity, I
number the three coincidences chronologically, not as they
are revealed in the text since the revelations come in
bits and pieces.
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an unrelated set of circumstances, offered the hand of
Laura Fairlie, legitimate daughter of none other than the
philandering Philip Fairlie.10
The class, temporal, and spatial distances spanned by
this arm of the coincidence are echoed in the second
coincidence, which is sensationally enhanced by the
sexually-transgressed class boundaries and the
geographical and chronological distances separating the
actions, the actors, and the actants.

The first element

of the convergence of Walter, Anne, and Laura into what
becomes the second major coincidence (which plays out in
an odd parallel to the first coincidence), takes place in
the south of England when Walter meets Anne Catherick, the
"woman in white," on the outskirts of London.

Then,

travelling far to the north, Walter encounters other
manifestations of the coincidence at Limmeridge House,
when he meets Laura Fairlie.
The inexplicable coincidental connection of the
baronet to both of the women, who are unaware of their own
10I have tried to reduce the first coincidence to the
connection between Percival and Anne as it parallels the
connection between Percival and Laura.
Other factors make
the coincidence much more complicated: the connections
occur in opposite ends of the country; Percival and Philip
do not either one know that the other man knows Mrs.
Catherick; no one but Mrs. Catherick knows who Anne's
father is.
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relationship as half-sisters, is made more uncanny by its
replication and opposition in this second coincidence,
Walter's connection to the two women.

Walter becomes the

foil to Percival's plans; first, he helps the mysterious,
white-clad woman escape the asylum where Percival has
imprisoned her, and then he travels to Limmeridge House
and falls in love with her almost-double,

Laura, whom

Percival has contracted to marry.
While the baronet serves as the negative model,
displaying the unhealthy state of English aristocratic
society, Walter, aided by coincidence, apparently stands
as the bourgeois remedy.

The prior connection of Sir

Percival with Anne and Laura obviously conflates the two
women, one from the lower-class and one from the gentry,
into Percival's female petard, and also into a dilemma for
Walter, although, as the hero of the piece, he will
triumph as Percival,
the two narratives,

the villain, will perish.

Because

Percival's and Walter's, mirror each

other so closely, we can see in Walter's ascension over
Percivax that the issue of class becomes subordinated to
the issue of

paternity.

If we draw out a system of values

for the two sets of relationships, for instance, we see
that in matters of rank, we have "Percival>Laura>Anne" and
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"Laura>Walter>Anne."

The final relationship is revealed

as "Walter>Laura," with Percival and Anne removed from the
relationships.

In the process of re-ranking, Anne's

destruction— a direct result of her illegitimacy, which
makes her Laura's almost double— comes first; then
Percival's destruction— a direct result of his attempt to
hide his illegitimacy— comes second.

Percival and Anne

are both destroyed because they represent a rupture in the
social structure of legitimate and proper patriarchal
authority.

The realignment of the remaining parties,

"Laura>Walter" into "Walter>Laura" comes after Laura's
identity is destroyed, and because Walter becomes the
patriarchal model.11
In a meeting that establishes that the text's
ideological reality is patriarchal privilege rather than
self-determined transition between classes, the third and
perhaps most uncanny coincidence, and the one that
revolves around a crisis of identity, is the one that
brings together, after approximately a year and from

nWe can see the realignment played out as well in the
"named" identities of the characters: in the original sets
of relationships, the rank of the characters is imbedded
in their apparent legal names. When Percival and Anne are
found to be of "no name," they are removed from the ranks,
and then Laura's identity becomes subordinate to Walter's
when they marry.
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thousands of miles apart, Walter,
and Laura, an anonymous woman.
surreal effect,

the "changed man"

(427)

Suitably for its gothic,

the coincidence occurs in a cemetery, when

Walter, believing Laura to be dead,

visits her gravesite

to say a final goodbye, and Laura, corporeal— looking so
much a ghost of her former self that she has become the
woman in white— visits the cemetery for a last look at her
mother's grave.
The crisis-of-identity trope in Jane Eyre and
Villette signals the moment when each of the female
protagonists,

rescued from the verge of death, would begin

to be defined against a community, whether of kinship or
ethnicity.

The subordination of that trope,

in The Woman

in White, signals the primacy of the patriarchal
community.

Walter Hartright does not lose his name or his

identity, and he does not experience the debilitating
effects of mental stress and social distress that
characterize female protagonists such as Jane and Lucy.
In Walter's story, it is the woman who has been
stripped of her identity, and it is Walter's recovery of
Laura's identity as he triumphs over Percival's fraud that
sets up his own future identity in a propertied class.
His defeat of Percival is enacted against a backdrop of
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patriarchy rather than class, however,

for it is as he

proves himself the capable pater families, contrasted to
Percival's model,
patriarchal model,

that Walter achieves success.

The

as we have seen demonstrated in both

Jane Eyre and Villette,12 is partially,

if tangentially,

defined by the male figure's ability to negotiate
successfully the imperialistic mission.13

In Walter's

case, the imperialistic mission helps to establish his
claim to manhood, and his defeat of the self-serving
imperialism of one such as Fosco, Percival's partner in
crime, puts the final seal on Walter's masculinity.
The first two coincidences themselves converge at
Limmeridge House, initially establishing English landedproperty as the ground where Walter and Percival duel in
an apparent class-encoded struggle for the prize of Laura
and her inheritance.

As a baronet,

Percival holds a class

advantage over the drawing-master Walter, the advantage of
aristocratic connections within the landed classes.

It is

his prior association with Laura's father, an association

l2In varying degrees: Rochester, John Eyre, and St.
John Rivers; Graham Bretton and Paul Emanuel.
13Lillian Nayder discusses the class issue obscured in the
imperialistic mission, while Miller focuses on the gender
issue.
Lillian Nayder, "Agents of Empire in The Woman in
White," Victorian Newsletter (Spring 1993) 1-7; Miller
166.
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possible because of their shared class, that gives Laura
to him and keeps her from breaking their engagement.
Because of Percival's rank— the Fairlie lawyer calls him
"a gentleman and a man of honor" and again, "a gentleman,
every inch of him"

(142, 169)— he manages to hurry the

formal engagement, move forward the date of their
marriage, and force a highly unusual marriage settlement,
favorable to him, from Laura's lawyer.
Laura's other (legally recognized) half-sister
Marian, acting as Laura's protector, responds to warnings
against Percival by championing his cause as an
aristocrat, though she vacillates in her personal response
to him: first disliking him, then deciding he is
"handsome, agreeable, full of good feeling towards the
unfortunate, and full of affectionate kindness towards me"
(213) because he encourages her to stay in Laura's life
and come live with them after the marriage.

Observing,

however, the moment when the engaged couple contemplate
their new calling cards, with Laura's future name in print
for the first time, Marian sees the two exhibit the traits
of dominance and submission that both will hold to
whenever Laura's identity is at issue: Percival exhibits
"odious self-complacency"

(213) and Laura nearly faints.
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Percival, however, claims Laura and her property by
conforming to all the rules of propriety.

That Percival

is aided by the proprieties is, Jerome Meckier believes,
Collins' main point in his social criticism in The Woman
in White.

It is providence, Meckier says, "which may be

God's," that Collins is directing the morally-challenged,
but insistently "proper," society to turn to for
answers,14 and it is to providence that Walter turns to
explain his being in the right place at the right time.
As an example of the evil done under the auspices of
decorum and propriety,

the baronet symbolically destroys

Laura Fairlie's identity by making her Lady Glyde, and
then, in control over her,

is able to plan her demise, or

at the least the absolute destruction of any legal
vestiges of her identity, as Miss Fairlie and as Lady
Glyde.

He takes her person and her money in matrimony

without ever being suspected or questioned, because he
appears to be a gentleman.
In his initial confrontation with the specter of
Glyde's aristocratic privilege and proper behavior, Walter
shows himself to be a weak, nervous, and feminized lower-

I4Jerome Meckier, "Wilkie Collins' The Woman in White:
Providence Against the Evils of Propriety," Journal of
British Studies 22 (Fall 1982): 104-26.
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class creature unable to prevent Percival's claiming of
Laura.

He suffers a defeat that defines him as not yet a

man, therefore,

not yet a gentleman worthy of Laura.

Marian, Laura's self-appointed protector, considers his
emotional excesses astonishing in a man:

"Mr. Hartright,

you surprise me.

I thought that

Whatever women may be,

men, in the nineteenth century, were above superstition"
(8 6) .

While demonstrating his awareness of his mental
weakness, Walter predicts that he is irrevocably caught
up, "linked already to a chain of events"

(101) that he

cannot escape; he brings to bear on his situation the
assumption that coincidences are links in a chain already
forged, that they are steps on a charted course.

As "a

male version of the female governess, whose class position
and relation to the family are ambiguous, "lb Walter
demonstrates an increasing resignation to a destiny pre
determined for him,

revealing the lack of power that

accompanies his subordinate servant status, reliant as he
is on the good will of a higher authority, his employer.
When Cvetkovich urges us to consider that the
sensation novel uses "the rhetoric of chance and fate" to
I5Cvetkovich 77.
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mystify Walter's class mobility, she puts her finger as
well on the pulse of fateful coincidence, specifically in
The Woman in White, and generically beyond sensation
fiction.16

If, as she says, Walter's comprehension of his

place in the scheme of things is a "belief that events are
controlled by some invisible force, even as it renders him
helpless,

[it] gives him the hope of rescue from the

social position to which he is confined."17

Although the

machinations by the invisible force ultimately move Walter
into a position hierarchically above the illegitimate
aristocrat, he does not call attention to his successful
class advancement, however, but to his manhood and his
ability to solve the mysteries of identity that haunt the
coincidences.
Classifications of him as feminine or as sociallydisfavored measure him against patriarchal models of
rationality.

He acknowledges his mental instability, a

sure sign of feminine weakness, when he suspects that the
odd events have brought him terrible knowledge about
Laura's future husband.

Walter allows,

ordinary rules of evidence,

"Judging by the

I had not the shadow of a

I6Ibid., 76.
I7Ibid., 75.
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reason, thus far, for connecting Sir Percival Glyde with
the suspicious words of inquiry that had been spoken to me
by the woman in white.
them"

And yet, I did connect him with

(101).
Wondering whether the anguish of learning about

Laura's engagement and his own necessary departure from
Limmeridge House amplify his dread of a dark and
threatening future, Walter asks himself if his nervous
predisposition has rendered him mentally unreliable: "Had
the events of the morning so unnerved me already that I
was at the mercy of any delusion which common chances and
common coincidences might suggest to my imagination?"
(101).

Common chances and common coincidences, Walter

assumes, are that "Hampshire" and "a baronet" are
mentioned by both the mysterious woman and Marian, and
also that Anne and Laura look alike.

Using "common" to

describe these minor coincidences does not reduce the
weight of the inexplicable coincidences interwoven in the
"twinning" of Anne and Laura and in the shared
acquaintances.

Walter continues his "monomania" of

tracing everything "to the same hidden source"

(105), even

as he says he is determined to rely on facts alone.
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Sympathetically, because we are brought into the text
through Walter's sensations,19 we experience along with
him his suspicious class-envy, and we agree with Walter
when he applies to Laura's fiance the mysterious woman's
warning about a wicked baronet.

His ill-advised request,

on the basis of very little evidence,

that his social

superior be questioned is answered swiftly and surely by
legal and social means that reassure the gentry of Sir
Percival's good name and unblemished reputation.19

Walter

has acted enough of a gentleman, Marian says, to have
behaved with perfect decorum towards Laura in matters of
the heart;

in believing, however, that scandal might be

attached to Sir Percival, even by merely questioning
whether he is a Knight
Baronet

(a nobleman only in title) or a

(a landed nobleman), Walter earns Marian's scorn

(1 0 0 ).

The class-envy Marian believes she sees in Walter's
audacious questioning of Percival's rank and behavior is
different from, and a more culpable emotional response to

,8Miller 147-48.
As Miller says, the text involves the
reader, who is presumed by the text to be male, in an
eerily homosocial/sexual relationship with the sensitive
Walter (153).
19Marian errs, however, when she claims never a ill word has
been said of him, for she has just read the letter to
Laura warning of Glyde's infamy.
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his lost suit than, his superstitious, feminine worry over
Laura's future husband.

While Marian's opinion of his

emotional "weakness and want of attention to [his] own
best interests"

(95) colors his dismissal from Limmeridge

House, she insists that it is not because he is a drawing
master that he must leave, but because Laura is betrothed;
however, her words betray her denial of classism.

She

makes it very clear that his class status would be enough
to condemn his suit:
It is a real true relief to me that I am not
obliged, in what I have now to say, to enter
into the question— the hard and cruel question
as I think it— of social inequalities.
Circumstances which will try you to the quick,
spare me the ungracious necessity of paining a
man who has lived in friendly intimacy under the
same roof with myself by any humiliating
reference to matters of rank and station. (95)
That Walter is, nevertheless bitter and humiliated by the
very real "matters of rank and station" becomes clear in
his communication to Marian regarding Sir Percival's
explanation regarding Anne Catherick.
her diary,

Marian records in

"[Walter] writes shortly and bitterly about Sir

Percival's explanations, only saying that he has no right
to offer an opinion on the conduct of those who are above
him.

This is sad.

supposedly,

. . " (188), a sad statement,

for what Marian sees as Walter's misplaced
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resentment at the reality of distinctions between social
ranks and stations.
With a shift in the narrative from Walter's story to
Laura's, the class-narrative in The Woman in White becomes
hidden, moving with Walter to the margin of the text, to
Honduras,

in fact, where he evolves, out of sight of the

narrative, into a man.

The next time he appears is when

he meets Laura at the grave and begins his role as the
pater familias.
Not until Percival's death are Walter's suspicions
and Marian's instinctive animosity substantiated by legal
fact, when it is revealed that Percival is not a gentleman
who behaves improperly towards Laura after their marriage;
as it turns out, he is no legitimate gentleman at all.

At

that point, Walter's successful quest for Laura's identity
is revealed as less of a working-man's fight against the
aristocracy and more of a legitimate male's triumph over
an illegitimate one.

Ironically, Walter's assignment when

he comes back to England and "rescues" Laura from
anonymity,

is first to prove that Laura is Lady Glyde, a

title Walter finds has legally never been Percival's to
bestow on a bride.
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Percival's defeat is an indictment of the
aristocrat's inappropriate behavior as the pater familias,
because he is illegitimate and because he behaves badly,
criminally, due to the problems that illegitimacy causes
him.

His illegitimacy shows up in his appearance, similar

to the way that Anne's shows up in her being a less
vibrant figure than Laura, the legitimate daughter.

What

Marian had read as the odious behavior over Laura's name
cards is one clue to Percival's character as an
illegitimate aristocrat and an inappropriate patriarchal
figure, as he proceeds to appropriate,
illegally, Laura's identity.

legally and

Another clue is his nervous

disposition, which appears in moments when he pretends to
be concerned solely for Laura's delicate feelings
(protecting her in the absence of her father, who has
arranged the marriage before his death).
nervousness,

The baronet's

in a text concerned with emotional males of

social impotence and ineffectual paternal power,20 alerts
us to the inappropriateness of Percival and Laura's union,
but yet also foreshadows, perhaps,

Percival's ultimate

“ For a discussion of male nervousness as a sign of female
contagion, see Chapter 5 in Miller, pp. 146-191. Miller
says Walter Hartright is a yet "unformed" man, Laura's
uncle Frederick Fairlie "effeminate", while Percival is an
imposter, "not the man he is pretending to be." p. 151-2.
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inability to effect a permanent change in Laura's
identity.21
As the title suggests,

The Woman in White is a novel

about identities and appearances.

For us to understand

Walter's reappearance as a manly figure who takes over
control of Laura (and Marian), we need to look briefly at
the development of the identities of the characters whose
lives he will control: his own, Laura's, and Marian's.

In

his last appearance in the text before he leaves for
London, Walter describes the last evening at Limmeridge
House that he, Laura, and Marian share as a "struggle to
preserve appearances

[that] was hopeless and useless"

(147);22 this phrase carries within it personal and social
conflicts over tradition, pretensions, and perceptions,
and describes the last moment when these three people are
together before their identities, their "appearances"
change.

2IPercival as good as admits he never consummates the
marriage: when Fosco asks Percival if Laura is likely to
leave children when she dies, Percival answers "she is not
in the least likely to do [so]" (349).
“As Meckier reads it, this determination to observe the
proprieties prevents the characters from acting on their
natural inclinations, which would have had Laura and
Walter declaring their love for each other. Marian would
have acted upon her instinctive distrust of Percival, who
fools her by observing social niceties 108-112.
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For Walter to be able to confront and put right the
problems in the patriarchal system that are situated in
the illegitimate identities, he must become a man, and not
the feminine and class-envious figure he is at Limmeridge
House.

Laura,

in a crisis of identity, must come to need

a pater familias, and the masculine woman, Marian, must be
stripped of her inappropriate role as protector.
To be the figure in distress, Laura must lose her
identity.

Laura marries Percival, then has her identity

as Lady Glyde wrested away from her and is falsely
identified as Anne Catherick and institutionalized.

Her

experiences bring about a further decline in her already
nervous disposition,

and as her physical appearance begins

to reflect her mental distress, she becomes almost
indistinguishable from her half-sister Anne, who is "a
sickly likeness of my wife," Percival says, and continues,
"Fancy my wife, after a bad illness, with a touch of
something wrong in her head— and there is Anne Catherick
for you” (355).

When Laura becomes ill, and Percival and

Fosco commit her to an asylum under the name of Anne
Catherick, she becomes Anne Catherick in name, appearance,
and legal fact.
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In the trio of protagonists with problematic
identities, Marian is the ugly, masculine woman whose face
and character belie her form, and who must be stripped of
her inappropriately masculine role as Laura's protector,
so that the appropriate paternal figure can take over.
When he first meets her, Walter describes Marian as an
anomaly, an error of nature: "The rare beauty of her form”
(58) he secretly admires when she has her back turned to
him in a non-threatening stance, until she turns and shows
him the repellent masculine, mustached ugliness of her
face, which is "altogether wanting in those feminine
attractions of gentleness and pliability" without which
even a beautiful woman is "beauty incomplete"

(59) .

Marian quickly establishes that she has the authority in
the Fairlie household; Laura's uncle depends on her to
handle everything, and it is she who negotiates the
details of Laura's upcoming marriage and she who sends
Walter away.

Marian also maintains control throughout

this portion of the narrative by recording details in her
journal, details which will later incriminate Fosco and
Percival.
Marian's control slips, however, when Laura gets
married.

Surviving the six "long, lonely months"

(219)
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since she has "lost" Laura to Percival,23 Marian goes to
Blackwater Park to await the return of the married couple.
Reaching Percivalfs domain, she immediately calls
attention to herself as a (now) representative female:
"Being, however, nothing but a woman, condemned to
patience, propriety, and petticoats for life, I must . . .
try to compose myself in some feeble and feminine way"
(221).

She has difficulty, however, foregoing her role as

Laura's protector, as is evident when she skulks on the
roof, eavesdropping on Fosco and Percival as they plan
Laura's demise.

Typically feminine attire of silk gown

and underclothing would make her so wide, the size of
three men, she says, she dresses down for the skulking
excursion and claims gender anonymity:

"no man could have

passed through the narrowest spaces more easily than I"
(342).
Although Meckier also notes that she eavesdrops,
"like a man," he says, he points out that she is quick to
feel retribution for her gender presumptions,

from the

M a r i a n ' s language regarding Laura is often fraught with
homoeroticism that suggests Marian is a "lover" for Laura.
Julian Symons, in his introduction to The Woman in White,
asks, "Does she have Lesbian tendencies?
It is easy
enough to read them into passages like those in which she
reflects on Laura's approaching marriage"; Symons,
however, says that "it is doubtful whether such thoughts
were in Collins' mind" (15) .
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heavens, no less, by being rain-soaked, then stricken with
fever,24 the traditional punishment of a woman who
attempts to move beyond the woman's sphere as Marian does.
Her illness gives Fosco opportunity to read her journal,
and his "literal" rape demonstrates his power over her25
and over Laura, the woman who has been under her
(insufficient) protection; Fosco and Percival vastly
expand the reaches of their power while Marian is
bedridden.

She never mentions the count's reading of her

journal, as if refusing to acknowledge the invasion, but
she is sufficiently chastened by the experience;

Fosco's

continued interest in her, when he finds her after she,
Walter, and Laura have supposedly been camouflaged in vast
London,

keeps her feminized.

She displays an increasing,

though not complete acceptance of gender stereotypes: with
the heightened color of "[a]11 of the woman flushed up in
[her] face"

(470), she asks Walter to destroy Fosco for

her if he has the opportunity.

Since Marian is not as

feminine and therefore her honor not as important to
defend as Laura's, Walter denies her request,

invoking

"Laura's sake" as their primary, mutual interest.

^ e c k i e r 114.
^See Marshall, p. 57.
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Marian's face loses its color, removing for Walter's sake
the confusing hint of her femininity, but she acknowledges
her continuing urge to learn her proper role:
patient"

(471), she says.

"I try to be

She becomes so good at her

womanly role, so obviously not threateningly masculine,
that Walter refuses her offer to help destroy Fosco and
can even ask her to ease his mind by "sleep[ing]
wife's room tonight"

in [his]

(603), the night he proves his

manhood for good by recovering Laura's identity from the
Italian Count.
All the while Laura is being forcefully stripped of
her identity, and Marian is being feminized with illness,
both of them brought to this point of dependence on a
man's intervention, Walter is off suffering the
uncomfortable fate of an ill-prepared, weak-willed
expeditionary to an uncivilized, harsh landscape.

As a

survivor of several life-threatening experiences, to which
survival he credits a higher power, Walter is enabled
toward a new identity by his foreign adventures.
Proposing the novel, which grows Walter into a gentleman
hero through his imperial venture, as "an example of
Victorian ideology rather than as an example of Victorian
realism," Lillian Nayder reads the imperial paradigm as
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providing the same sort of camouflaged transition between
classes for Walter that I propose is situated in the
device of coincidence.26

Collins,

the critic says,

"transforms the English servant into a gentleman by means
of his contact with the savages, and thus obscures what is
apparent elsewhere in the novel— the alien status of the
English lower classes.

Thus, while calling D. A. Miller's

reading of the masculinizing effect of the wilderness
"astute," Nayder claims the ideological importance, as far
as the defusing of class conflicts goes, is that in the
imperial endeavor the male figure becomes not only a "man"
but also a "gentleman."

Examining the ways in which The

Woman in White "indirectly speaks for Victorian culture by
constructing an ideological defense" that secures the
imperial ideology, Nayder concludes that Collins' fiction
generates antithetical readings because,

she says, "its

resistance to dominant ideologies and its reinscription of
them go hand in hand."27

She has arrived at this

conclusion by reasoning that Walter's experience in
Honduras conceals "social inequalities" and "offers
members of the lower classes an opportunity to effect

“Nayder 1-7.
"Ibid., 1, 6.
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their social rise, and thus reinscribes the ideology he
[Collins] critiques elsewhere in the novel" by using
imperialism to camouflage the lower-class's alienation.-9
Nayder correctly reads Walter's survival in Honduras
as "part of a providential plan;"29 the Walter in Marian's
daydream assures her that Pestilence, Arrows, the Seas,
and the Grave— universally symbolic antagonists— have no
dominion over him, as he has been singled out to survive
the expedition and return to England:

"I shall come back.

The night when I met the lost Woman on the highway was the
night which set my life apart to be the Instrument of a
Design that is yet unseen"

(296).

By implication, the

imperial endeavor makes a man out of Walter so that he can
come back and follow the design determined for him by a
higher power.
Waiter's survival marks him a representative of the
British divine mission of imperialism, but we should also
note Jerome Meckier's astute reading of the DickensCollins rivalry regarding the use of providence: each
writer tried to outdo the other with more elaborate and
dramatically developed plots, with Collins' graveside

“ Ibid., 6.
“ Ibid., 5.
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scene a masterpiece because it is "more vivid and
affecting, consequently more useful didactically— because
it makes what happens seem more unmistakably
providential."50

The coincidence that has Walter grieving

at "Laura's" grave at the very moment that Laura and
Marian, bidding farewell to a household and village that
refuse to believe in Laura's identity, visit the cemetery
for the last time,

is mandated by the power,

Walter as, specifically, God.

identified by

He arrives at the spot, he

says, because "the Hand that leads men on the dark road to
the future had led me to meet that time"

(435) .

To

explain how the women got there, Walter names the power:
"I believe in my soul that the hand of God was pointing
their way"

(451) to the grave.

So coincidence becomes an instrument of the design by
the higher power.

The power is in turn a manifestation of

the ideology; coincidence reinforces the ideology by
allowing for, even insisting on, the return to the
patriarchal mode, both in the re-establishment of

“Jerome Meckier, Hidden Rivalries in Victorian Fiction:
Dickens, Realism, and Revaluation
(Lexington: U P of
Kentucky, 1987) 96.
Instead of "belaboring a convention
of fiction by his use of coincidences," Collins was,
according to John R. Reed, showing moral and thematic
unity in God's intervention(131).
In Victorian
Conventions (Athens: Ohio U P, 1975) pp.
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protective social custom— the powerful husband taking care
of the pliable and subordinate wife— and in the dependence
on a paternal God.
Walter further displays the religious symbolism,
unifying his belief that the design he is following is
God's, when he comes back from his symbolic three trials
in the Honduran wilderness embodying the savior-figure of
Christian myth, prepared to die for her, if necessary: "I,
who had long since given her my love, gave her my life,
and thanked God it was mine to bestow on her"

(435).

In the moment when coincidence brings Walter, Laura,
and Marian to the graveyard, we can see that male and
female engenderment, according to D. A. Miller's model,
has occurred:

"The sufficiently manly husband needs to

have survived plague, pygmy arrows, and shipwreck in
Central America, and the suitably feminine wife must have
been schooled in a lunatic asylum, where she is half
cretinized."31

Now that Laura is "Forlorn and disowned,

sorely tried and sadly changed— her beauty faded, her mind
clouded— robbed of her station in the world, of her place
among living creatures"
(427), strong,

(435), Walter, a "changed man"

resolute, and reliable because of his

3,Miller 166.
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foreign adventures,

claims his possessive right as the

patriarchal/fraternal figure:
"In the right of her calamity, in the right of
her friendlessness, she was mine at last! Mine
to support, to protect, to cherish, to restore.
Mine to love and honour as father and brother
both.
Mine to vindicate through all risks and
sacrifices.” (435)
His possessiveness clearly links masculinity with
proprietorship of the female and control of her identity,
and Marian, an ineffective protector, cedes control to
Walter.

The novel shows that a woman has no recourse in

cases of ill-intended appropriation by one male but to be
saved by another male, one ordained by a higher power, as
through the coincidence, to be an intercessor to the
recognized authority of law.

Laura's identity has been

literally destroyed by Percival; her money, over which she
has had only limited legal control, has been appropriated
by her husband.

Having no skills to earn any more, as her

rather pathetic attempts at drawing demonstrate, she is
reduced to a child-figure who is the object of pity and
Walter's "painfully obvious condescension."32
The very title of Collins' novel, which,
appellation,

in its vague

suggests a mystery involving identification,

32Pamela Perkins and Mary Donaghy, "A Man's Resolution:
Narrative Strategies in Wilkie Collins' The Noman in
White." In Studies in the Novel 1990 Winter 22:4, 395.
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engages a variety of issues regarding proper class
identity and correct, legal identification.33

Jonathan

Loesberg's declaration that the "loss of legal identity
entails loss of class identity" underscores his valid
observation that Laura's identity is a recognized legal
possession that can be stolen.34

Her identity would not

be stolen, however, were it not for the coincidences that
provide the motivation only for the identity switch and
not for the monetary theft: she would likely be dead, the
intended victim of larcenous murder, but she would still
have her legal identity, were it not for Anne's entrance
into the plot.

Though Walter blames an amoral Philip

Fairlie for" the fatal resemblance between the two
daughters of one father"

(575) that motivates the

conspiracy, Anne's existence and convenient death also
contradictorily keep Laura alive.

That an illegitimate

33The mysterious identity of the "woman in white" is not ever
adequately resolved. Although the body of Anne Catherick
is identified, finally, as being the one in the grave
incorrectly marked with Lady Laura Glyde's name, Anne's
correct identity, as Philip Fairlie's illegitimate
daughter and Laura's half-sister, is forever hidden— the
illegitimacy of her birth, which her mother continues to
deny, buried with her. At Anne's death, Laura Fairlie
becomes, at least for a while, the anonymous "woman in
white."
^Jonathan Loesberg, "The Ideology of Narrative Form in
Sensation Fiction," Representations 13 (Winter 1986) 119.
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daughter unaware of her identity dies while saving Laura
from the criminality of an illegitimate son who dies
pretending an identity underscores the ambiguity of the
class system.

In a novel concerned with discovery and

recovery of class and identity, Anne's and Percival's
deaths relieve the survivors of having to come to terms
with the existence of socially unclassifiable bastards who
have identities not legally certifiable.
A surviving victim of coincidence-inspired theft that
is yet linked to these issues of paternity and
illegitimacy, Laura passively/aggressively involves,
through "recognizing" them, Marian and Walter

(both of

whom are in the slippery midsts of their own identity
shifts)

in her class descent into the frightening,

working-class world of London.

This environment is

threatening, Loesberg asserts, because it is a "world
turned upside down," "no longer protected or even defined
by normal civilized boundaries."35
valued possessions,

The loss of legally

then, makes of the victims class

vagabonds, taking them into an uneasy environment where
the inhabitants are,

if not criminal,

certainly not

"people whose lives are open and known"

(433).

Walter's

35Ibid., 120.
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mother and sister believe his willingness to establish
with two new "sisters" a household in an anonymous, lowerclass neighborhood of London categorizes him "the dupe of
an adventuress and the victim of a fraud"

(434); their

opinion reminds us of his previous, inherently weak
disposition.

The maturing/masculinizing of his character

in Honduras— that he is now a man— he cannot prove until
after he proves Laura's identity by "solving" the mystery
of the coincidences.
In the moment of class anonymity signaled by the
London environment, when Walter nonetheless can still get
work contingent on his drawing-master connection, he shows
his masculinity by taking over from Marian— "only a woman"
(459), she calls herself— Laura's life and the quest for
her identity, but also just as significantly takes over
Marian's life by way of her journal.

Although, as

readers, we seem to be privy to Marian's observations as
she records them, we are depending on Walter's arrangement
of the master narrative; Marian actually relinquishes her
control over her written words after she, Laura, and
Walter are reacquainted in the cemetery.
In the act that echoes Fosco's appropriation of
Marian's text for his and Percival's benefit— to aid them
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in taking Laura's name and money— Walter takes the journal
and uses its information to restore Laura's name, and
orders the narrative to suit his final telling of the
story.

Walter says that, as Marian reads her words to

him, he copies down in an abridged version only the
information necessary for his narrative, but, as critics
leery of Walter's claim to objectivity note, "It seems
highly unlikely that the journal reproduced for the reader
consists of notes taken from an abridged version.

Does

Marian later agree to submit her journal in its entirety
for inclusion in Walter's narrative?".36
Walter's "heavy-handed editorial control" in the
second half of the narrative is Collins' way of
criticizing the conventional authority that Walter stands
on, the social "assumptions about gender and patriarchal
law," say Perkins and Donaghy, who cite narrative evidence
that Walter is an unreliable narrator.37

For one thing,

Walter often relies on social mores to substantiate his
control and power, yet he is presented as somewhat evasive
and willing to hold back information— he does not give the

^Pamela Perkins and Mary Donaghy, "A Man's Resolution:
Narrative Strategies in Wilkie Collins' The Woman in
White," Studies in the Novel 1990 Winter 22:4, 397.
37Ibid., 397.
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villagers as much story as he gives the reader, and does
not give the reader the full story, instead admitting that
he is relating the events under feigned names.

For

another thing, Marian's cross-gendered independence and
energy, which the critics note occur before and after
Walter takes over, put the lie to Walter's mistaken
chauvinism, revealing "serious flaws in Walter's genderbased idea of heroism.1,38
conventional stance,

The evidence of Collins' anti-

these critics say, are Marian's

interventions on Laura's behalf:

Marian rescues Laura

from the asylum; she supervises her rehabilitation; she
runs the household and protects Laura from potentially
damaging knowledge of domestic difficulties;

she moves

their residence in an attempt to evade the Count; and she
directs Laura's reclaiming of Limmeridge House.
Waiter, however, does establishes his heroic stature
at the narrative expense of the other characters,
including Marian, and her narrative, although its
information has carried the entire middle of the novel,
does not appear again.

Her voice is "shut up," with her

restraint enacting the claustration necessary to male

38Ibid., 399.
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security that is an ever present representation of control
in the novel.39
From start to finish, Walter's is always the
organizing voice: he begins his narrative by claiming to
take the place of the Law that is ineffective in Laura's
case; it is his "resolution" that answers the questions of
identification.

Perkins and Donaghy argue that the

"hermeneutics of suspicion and surveillance characteristic
of every narrative of the novel" demand that we suspect
Walter, as well, especially since he does not follow
through on his promise to let every character who is most
closely connected to the incidents speak; since he
controls the narrative and does not allow several
characters voice, he is not objective, and his possession
at the end of Laura and her property demonstrates his
agenda, which is the defense of "authority" and "a
harmonious and enduring social order."40
For The Woman in White, Walter chooses, from a
position of control, how best to organize the various
personal narratives he obtains from the other
participants.

Interestingly, the eponymous woman in white

"Miller 166-67.
■“Perkins and Donaghy 392, 393.
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never has her own personal narrative; rather, Anne's
then Laura's)

(and

few speeches are either included in Walter's

narrative or in the stories told by other characters,
stories in turn subsumed by Walter's outer narrative.
Percival does not speak, either: his second- or third-hand
history is incorporated into Walter's narrative as easily
as those of the women Walter ultimately controls.
Presaging Percival's fear that Walter, a lower-class
"prying scoundrel"

(354), will gain control by acquiring

knowledge, is an event that occurs while the Glydes are
honeymooning in Rome.

Recommending a drawing instructor

to Laura, one of Percival's acquaintances coincidentally
recommends Walter Hartright,
as a master"

(283).

insisting that Laura "try him

Twice calling him "master," not

"drawing-master," Mrs. Markland suggests a classinappropriate male-female relationship rather than a
teacher-student one.

Also, she tells Laura, "He is a

young man— modest and gentlemanlike— I am sure you will
like him"

(283).

Unable to control completely her

reaction to a recommendation that she take as a master the
man she loves, Laura sees that her husband notes her
response.

Already suspicious and fearful of Walter's

interference in the Anne Catherick situation, Percival now
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has more reason to despise the gentlemanlike servant, and
manhandling Laura— "he locked the door, pushed me down
into a chair, and stood over me with his hands on my
shoulders"

(283), Laura says— he threatens them both, an

aristocrat hating the abomination of class-transgression
and fearing that the misalliance between his wife and a
prying "infernal vagabond"

(353) will destroy his

fabricated identity.
Although Walter is a few times described as
gentlemanlike, the appellation of "gentleman" is more
often and easily applied to him once he returns from his
Central American expedition.41

Mr. Kyrle, the lawyer to

whom Walter appeals for assistance in re-establishing
Laura's identity,

refers to him as a gentleman

(461),

although Kyrle is very quick to point out Walter's still
unresolved ciass-position: as neither a relative or old
family friend, he is in the class of the servants.

Yet he

41Nayder, in suggesting that Walter is called "gentleman"
only after his return, fails to address the conversation
Marian has with Walter when she tells him to leave
Limmeridge House, when reminding him of the "hard and
cruel question . . . of social inequalities" (95) she
praises his behavior toward the mysterious woman in white,
saying he has shown the "self-control, the delicacy, and
the compassion of a man who was naturally a gentleman"
(94). Marian's reading of his natural gentility opens the
door for his later legal transition to the higher class.
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is not one of the servants, for they collectively refuse
to accept Laura's claim to be the real Miss Fairlie/Lady
Glyde.
Addressing the difficulties encountered in the legal
identification of Laura, Kyrle claims that "Questions of
identity, where instances of personal resemblance are
concerned, are,

in themselves, the hardest of all

questions to settle"

(464).

Although his point refers to

Laura's unfortunate resemblance to the dead woman, it also
previews the misidentification that occurs on an
unfamiliar road the night Walter discovers Percival's
secret.42

The incorrect identification of Walter as the

baronet by one of Percival's own servants, which shows the
progress Walter is making in assuming the patriarchal/
protector role, suddenly brings to the forefront an
absence strange in a text about identity and
identification: no physical description of Walter has ever
42The setting reminds us of all the other times that Walter,
mentally or physically floundering in a dark place, has
been empowered in his quest by an apparently supernatural
or otherworldly intercessor. The mysterious woman
suddenly appears and accosts him "in the dead of night and
in that lonely place" (48); his dream-figure tells Marian
he is "still walking on the dark road which leads me, and
you, and the sister of your love and mine, to the unknown
Retribution and the inevitable End" (296); taking on the
responsibility of vindicating Laura, he claims the
intercession of a higher power— "the Hand that leads men
on the dark road to the future" (435)— directs him.
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been given.

Does he resemble Percival?

Or is it in

learning Percival's secret that Walter has even more
closely approached the appearance of gentleman and the
role he wants to assume as Laura's legally recognized
husband/protector?

Confusing the two men,

the servant

announces the role Walter desires but cannot yet assume.
While Percival is still alive, Walter cannot marry Laura
even in her role as "Anne Catherick": a certified marriage
would further document and legitimize Laura's false
identity, and would yet,

ironically, be bigamous.

The confusion about Walter's status
gentleman?)

(is he a

is compounded when, immediately following

Percival's death,

"the loud, clear voice of a man in

authority” calls on Walter, "the gentleman who tried to
save him"

(540, my emphasis), to identify Percival.

In a

strange turn of events, Walter refuses to name his quarry.
He cannot truthfully identify the man whose identity he
has hounded to its illegitimate source:

he has never

before seen Percival, who must wait to be identified by
the servant who had earlier, mistakenly claimed Walter as
master.
Furthering the attribution of his class-transition to
the unseen design that has brought him this far and has
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now brought him ascension over the false baronet, Walter
notes, upon looking at the dead Percival's face, "So the
Visitation of God ruled it that he and I should meet"
(541).

"Providential in his thinking, "*3 Walter claims

that God's presence in his life has become more than a
design or an unseen Hand and is now physically manifested
in the conflagration that destroys Percival in the
church.Ai
Percival dead, Walter steps legally into his role,
becoming,

in the eyes of the law, Laura's husband.

He is

not yet a propertied gentleman, however, because her
identity when he marries her is not that of the
gentlewoman of Limmeridge House but is of the anonymous
woman of the working-class neighborhood of London.
The rest of the narrative is Walter's subjective
account of his success, after having defeated Percival,

in

destroying the foreign element that girds the challenge to
English tradition, and then recovering fully Laura's
identity and contingently moving into her social status.
As much biographical criticism of the socially free-

43Marshall 65.
‘“Walter's claim that it is the intervention of God that
destroys by fire the inappropriate spouse brings to mind
Bertha's death by fire, which brings Rochester back to
God.
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spirited Collins claims,

the author may have preferred the

less conservative Continental life over the prescriptive
proprieties of an English system that frowned on his
behavior, but in The Woman in White, although he has Fosco
denounce some of the moral practices of the English,
Collins limns foreigners themselves as either silly or
criminal.

Using Fosco's claim that the English are wary

of foreigners, William H. Marshall proposes that the
Victorians were not necessarily ethnocentric, but that,
"Ironically, the popularity of the novel may give some
support to the conjecture that vast numbers of Englishmen
held the stereotype of which Fosco accused them.nA5
Walter exemplifies stereotypical ethnocentrism when
he mocks the Italian Pesca for his attempts to embrace
everything English.

He describes the overenthusiastic

English pretender, who has figuratively taken over the
role of Walter's deceased father, as almost a freak:
"Without being actually a dwarf— for he was perfectly well
proportioned from head to foot— Pesca was, I think,

the

smallest human being I ever saw out of a show-room"

(35) .

Pesca, Walter continues,

is an eccentric whose "Ruling

idea of his life appeared to be, that he was bound to show
45William H. Marshall, Wilkie Collins (New York: Twayne,
1970) 65.
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his gratitude to the country which had afforded him an
asylum and a means of subsistence by doing his utmost to
turn himself into an Englishman"

(35).

Pesca is a spy,

however, who has a secret life of his own, and, here as
with Percival's secret,

it is the uncovering of secret

information by Walter that empowers his social movement
upward.
Here again we find that, as Nayder suggests, reading
The Woman in White as an example of Victorian ideology
rather than Victorian realism throws into relief the
obscured class issues.

The now-patriarchal figure of

Walter identifies Fosco to Pesca as an fellow Italian and
the little man for information.

Pesca does not recognize

him, but a stranger who is observing the interchange does,
and Pesca comes to realize that Fosco is almost certainly
a traitor to the "Brotherhood," a secret Italian society
formed for "the destruction of tyranny and the assertion
of the rights of the people"

(595).

Control over Fosco's

secret gives Walter the power to obtain the last piece of
information he needs to recover Laura's identity.
Projecting the class-versus-aristocracy conflict onto
the foreigners,

and allowing the Brotherhood to win out

over the Count, who represents the Austrian tyrants
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controlling Italy, the novel pretends a British lack of
involvement in similar class oppression and also justifies
a divine mission of imperialism, as the British enacted
it.

Collins draws a distinction between the civilizing

mission of the British in a savage and primitive land
(Honduras) and the illegitimacy of the Austrian
imperialism, which was practiced against an already
civilized nation,

Italy.46

Although a figure of ridicule, Pesca can be an
"instrument of redemption" because he admires the English
wholeheartedly;47 Fosco, however, holds only contempt of
the British: "'Yes! yes! these barbarous English
everywhere,

I— Fosco— am an influence that is felt, a man

who sits supreme!"'

(590).

Fosco embraces at least one

aspect of the British character, however; pre-emptively
chastising those who might fault his submissive wife for
following his criminal lead, he asks

(here he steps into

the narrator's shoes and speaks to "Wives of England")

if

"a woman's marriage obligations in this country provide
for her private opinion of her husband's principles?
They charge her unreservedly to love, honour, and obey

^Nayder 3.
^Marshall 65.
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him" (632).

By crediting his wife with behaving properly

in supporting his ignominy, he questions Laura's refusal
to bow to Percival's monetary demands, hinting that she
deserved what she got for not meeting her marital
obligations.

Justifying his wife's loyalty, he tries to

turn English principles to the advantage of a foreigner,
and as one who supports a false baronet's crimes against
social and legal institution of identity and property, he
is doomed to fail.
The coincidences in this novel afford the opening for
the crimes that are perpetrated against both the person of
Laura and her position as a member of the landed gentry,
and against the institution of class distinctions.

The

crimes also, in turn, permit Walter the opportunity to
overcome his character flaw, weakness, by taking on the
mantle of masculine authority, redressing those crimes,
and consequently moving up in class, into Laura's sphere.
Regarding Walter's role in The Woman in White, Lauren
Chattman asserts that "important to its realism . . .

is

the way the novel imposes order on its irrational world
via the organizing gaze of its middle-class hero."48
48Lauren Chattman, "Diagnosing the Domestic Woman in The
Woman in White and Dora," in Eroticism and Containment:
Notes from the Flood Plain, Eds. Carol Siegel and Ann
Kibbey, New York: NY U P, 1994, p. 133.
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Taking control of Laura's identity and consequently
entering her social sphere, Walter displays the ordering
talent that is an aspect of his artistic mind, which
reflects the ability of Collins himself, according to an
anonymous reviewer:

"Mr. Collins possesses the talent of

the drawing-master who is his hero.

He paints his scenes

with a fullness and an accuracy which produces the effect
of stereography."49
Although Chattman notes that Walter indicates his
objectivity in his Preamble, and likewise Collins himself
"attempts to rationalize and control the private chaos
that he has exposed, ,,5° the presence and/or participation
of the self-styled objective artist or stereographer can
be examined, even as he stands outside of the picture he
paints or stereographs.

The reference to the science of

stereography is pertinent: producing dimensional
representation of a pictured object, stereography relies
on the practical machine itself but also on the input of

49Unsigned review, the Guardian (29 August 1860): xv, 780-81.
In Norman Page's Wilkie Collins: The Critical Heritage, as
quoted by Chattman.
^Chattman 134.
She does not question, as do Perkins and
Donaghy, Walter's claim to objectivity.
Rather, she
explores how he improves on his ability to diagnose Laura
throughout the plot so as to prove his rationality as
opposed to her irrationality.
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the operator of the machine, whose contribution to the
process can only be measured as the different point of
view from which the various pictures are taken and then
collated, the process necessary to create the depth of
field characteristic of the final result.
The elusive movement between the viewpoints, which
can never be themselves observed in the physical
representations of the pictured object, represents what in
a fictional sense in the Machereyian "not-said."

The

fluidity of the novel's ambiguous perspective shows in the
traditionally coincidentally-orchestrated, yet invisible
movement between the classes.

The institutional process

by which Walter gains an improved identity, metamorphosing
form that lower-class weakling to the controlling narrator
of a story for which he claims objectivity,

is the

conventional, providential dispensation— via coincidental
manipulations that mythologize the working/middle-class
ethic

(the desire/effort to earn one's way upward) at the

same time it reveals that class's inability to move upward
without outside help and authoritarian approval.
Bowing, although perhaps unconsciously,

to the

ideological power behind coincidence to alter his class
identity for the better, Walter "embodies most of the
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qualities and the virtues with which the middle-class
readers would associate themselves."51

He thus

paradigmatically serves the purpose of class advancement,
although without measurable self-determination, and also
relieves himself of complicity in any suspect or blamable
ideological motives.
With Walter's privilege as male progenitor solidly
established at the end of the text, when Marian introduces
to Walter the father, Walter the son as "one of the landed
gentry of England" and the Heir of Limmeridge"

(646), we

could suppose that Walter has achieved the bourgeois dream
of class advancement.

Walter, however, does not write a

new tradition of self-determined mobility;

instead, he

fulfills the old one, that of ideologically-inscribed
power concentrated in the patriarchal model.

While

Perkins and Donagny misread Marian's announcement as a
proclamation of Walter the father as Heir of Limmeridge,
their point is well-taken that it is the patriarchal,
land-based power system and the principles of possession
that Walter "confused[ly] by nonetheless successful [ly]
attempts to defend."52

Collins, it seems, may criticize

slMarshall 65.
S2Perkins and Donaghy 400.
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the system, but he does not fictionally try to destroy it
or propose a differently-gendered possibility: he puts
back, or

leaves, power in the hands of males.

At the very

end of the narrative, Walter tries to

camouflage his masculine power.

He keeps control of the

narrative, although with a modestly faltering pen that
gives thanks to Marian for her angelic efforts, and he
pretends to allow her the last words:
So she spoke.
In writing those last words, I
have written all.
The pen falters in my hand.
The long, happy labour of many months is over.
Marian was the good angel of our lives— let
Marian end our Story. (646)
Walter's words, we note, postscript Marian's.
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CHAPTER 5
COINCIDENCE AND FICTIONAL RESOLUTIONS
In the Victorian, middle-class novels of this study,
coincidence is a narrative device that delivers money or
property into the hands of deserving protagonists,
correlating their economic bases with their social
identities.

In discussing the novels in this study,

I

have taken theoretical liberties with Fredric Jameson,
reducing his dictate that we should always historicize to
"always economicize.”

The means by which money and

property move in any situation, in or outside of
narrative, demonstrates,

I propose, the investiture of

power, and the achievement of identity, within the social
environment.

When coincidence orchestrates the class-

transitions for the middle-class protagonist,

the

bourgeois dream of self-determination is simultaneously
reinforced (in the achievement), and denied (by the
method).
In organizing my reading of these three novels,

I was

tempted to arrange them in other than chronological order,
just to remind myself to hold to the spirit of the study,
which is to show that coincidence operates beyond mere
cause and effect, and beyond chronological linearity,
the narrative. Deliberately re-arranging the novels in
197
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other than chronological order, however, would seem to
make an issue of their actual order.
reading the texts

When I finished

(in chronological order,

I might add),

I

was able to see how the ordering of the chapters, as they
stand, is an important element in the study.

The ordering

becomes a paradigm for the class-transition issue of the
texts, because it exposes the unresolved class position of
the governess/teacher figure throughout the novels.
Rather than progression,

there is a lack of resolution for

the middle-class figure, as for the "middle" novel,
Villette.
In the three texts in this study, we see a pattern—
the class-ambiguous figure of the governess/teacher is re
situated or re-identified within a coincidentally-achieved
community.

Coincidence variously delivers property,

the possibility of property,

or

into the hands of this class-

ambiguous figure. However, none of the figures is able to
transcend middle-class boundaries through his or her own
achievements.

In two of the texts, Jane Eyre and The Woman

in White, the protagonists acquire money or property;
Villette, the protagonist finds only limited economic
success.
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If we read the achievements of the protagonists,
however, using Cora Kaplan's method— that is, trying to
understand the protagonist's psychic and social selves as
being concurrently constructed by the same processes— we
can begin to imagine that Lucy Snowe is where she should
be, right in between the other two protagonists.

It is

the ambiguity posed by her subjectivity that makes her a
character pushing against, and yet also incorporating, the
identities of the other two.

Jane moves into a position

of property ownership, and out of her ambiguous position
as governess/teacher and becomes the approved-of feminine
wife and mother.

Walter moves into property-ownership

with his assumption of patriarchal power, and out of the
position of drawing-master, and looks to a future that
might include M.P. after his name.

Lucy, however,

remains

a governess/teacher figure.
At a moment in the female narrative when a female
protagonist has a crisis of identity,

the coincidence

orchestrates a re-attachment of the heroine with a
community, either of kinship or class or society, that
affirms the worth of the character is greater than her
social identity has so far (in the text) indicated.
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Jane Eyre, the protagonist gives up her named identity as
she negotiates the psychic/physical crisis.
In the male narrative of The Woman in White, the
crisis of identity occurs, but for a female character whom
the hero can then rescue, by asserting or reclaiming for
that female the proper identity.

Walter negotiates

through the female's crisis, all the while controlling his
own identity; he never, in fact, loses his name or his
mental capacity.

Even when he is afraid he is giving in

to delusions, the text reinforces his mental acuity— his
suspicions about Percival are founded.
In Villette, Lucy's crisis of identity occurs, much
like Jane's, after she succumbs to mental and physical
stress, but unlike Jane, Lucy holds onto her identity, and
even controls for a brief time, the identity of the male
figure who rescues her.

She does not acquire,

through the

crisis, a coincidentally-orchestrated class transition.
If we choose to look at what Lucy achieves, however,
rather than consider her a figure of failure, one who is
not rewarded by coincidence because of some fault of
character, we see a middle-class protagonist, a classambiguous figure, whose progress, limited though it may
be, is a negotiated progress.

As a figure whose many
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philosophies— moral,

religious, political, social,

psychic— are in a constant state of confused inquiry, Lucy
becomes a figure, and Villette becomes a novel,

that we

can look at as the middle ground between the feminine and
masculine subjectivities respectively, of Jane Eyre and
The Woman in White.

We can appreciate the ambiguity of

the ending of Villette, the ambiguity of the Victorian
middle-class self, if we can read, as Kaplan suggests, for
the unified subjectivity, which,

in Villette,

is

demonstrated in the contradiction Ginevra underscores when
she questions Lucy's identity: "Who are you, Miss Snowe?"
(392).

Ginevra's question both inquires, and names, at

the same time.
Although in this study I focus on Victorian novels,
and only three at that, the theory I am applying here can
be widely utilized.

Since coincidence is an abstraction,

yet an abstraction evidenced in the real, physical world,
it may seem implausible to reduce it to a function of any
recognizable importance in fiction, but because fiction by
necessity is limited to a finite, if variable,

length,

acausal coincidence is a device that seems temporally or
spatially aberrant to the nature of fiction, and thus
calls attention to itself and to the structural and
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ideological gaps it seems to bridge-

If we can somehow

isolate within a text the power that constructs the device
of coincidence,

and the narrative or ideological gap it

arbitrarily closes, we will be closer to understanding the
power that constructs us, or what force we construct as
power.
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